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ABSTRACT

EXPRESSION AND DEVELOPMENT OF FEEDING BEHAVIOUR IN DAIRY CALVES

Emily Kathryn Miller-Cushon
University of Guelph, 2014

Advisor:
Dr. Trevor DeVries

The objective of this dissertation was to investigate the emergence and
persistence of feeding behaviour patterns in dairy calves. A first study revealed that
calves sorted mixed rations for familiar feeds initially after weaning, but that sorting
patterns became similar over time. Subsequently, feed presentation was found to affect
sorting, with calves previously offered hay and concentrate as a mixture, rather than
separately, sorting for concentrate to a greater extent after weaning. The effect of feed
form on sorting was then investigated. Calves offered a pre-weaning ration containing
concentrate and finely ground hay, in comparison to coarsely chopped hay, sorted in
favor of concentrate to a greater extent and maintained increased sorting behaviour after
weaning. Thus, opportunity to sort feed early in life influenced the degree, but not the
pattern, of feed sorting after weaning. In further studies, the effects of management
factors on development of feeding patterns were assessed. Milk feeding level influenced
milk meal frequency and diurnal feeding patterns. After weaning, calves previously
provided restricted amounts of milk had initially greater rates of intake and larger meals,
but differences in feeding patterns did not persist. Effects of feed presentation on feeding
patterns were then assessed, revealing that providing a mixed ration increased feeding
time and decreased rate of intake but resulted in no longer-term differences once all
caves were transitioned to a mixed ration. Finally, the effects of competition for access to

milk in pair-housed calves was evaluated. Calves fed competitively had initially fewer
milk meals, but increased meal frequency over time. Post-weaning, calves previously fed
competitively had more frequent displacements, greater rates of intake, and more
frequent meals. Thus, feeding strategy alone may have minimal effect on post-weaning
feeding patterns in individual-housed calves, but feeding strategy and social
environment hay interact to cause persistent differences in feeding patterns. Overall, this
thesis provides insight into the development of feed sorting and feeding patterns in
response to early management factors.
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Approaches to managing ruminants in intensive farming systems greatly
influence the expression of feeding behaviour. In dairy production systems, much work
has investigated the effect of external factors on feeding patterns and dietary selection
behaviour of cattle. In particular, feeding behaviour of dairy calves is highly subject to
management practices. The early separation of the calf from the cow has been
described as the keystone of the modern dairy industry (de Passillé, 2001) and, as a
result, all aspects of a calf’s nutritional program are controlled by management practices,
providing much opportunity to influence the expression of feeding behaviour. A diversity
of management practices for dairy calves are currently employed on farms, with varying
approaches to what and how much milk calves are fed, how milk and solid feed is
provided, and how calves are housed.
Learning occurs in response to early environment and may result in the
persistence of feeding behaviour acquired early in life. Understanding the role of
management factors in performance of feeding behaviour can provide insight into how to
reduce feeding patterns which negatively impact health and welfare. This review will,
therefore, provide an overview of feeding behaviour patterns of cattle in modern
production systems as compared to natural settings, explore the processes involved in
learning of feeding behaviour, identify the causative roles of internal and external factors
in the performance of feeding behaviour, and, finally, discuss the consequences of
feeding behaviour patterns with regard to the welfare of the animal.

1

1.1 Feeding Behaviour of Cattle
In modern production systems, ruminants are typically managed in environments
which bear little resemblance to the native habitats of their wild progenitors. Feeding
behaviour of intensively-housed ruminants is influenced and restricted by management
and feed factors (von Keyserlingk and Weary, 2010). As a result, feeding patterns and
dietary selection behaviour exhibited in modern production ruminants differ from
behaviour which evolved in wild ruminants.
1.1.1 Feeding Patterns
The temporal distribution of grazing bouts is a well-defined characteristic of
feeding behaviour under natural conditions. Ruminants exhibit a diurnal rhythm of
grazing activity with peaks of activity associated with sunrise and sunset (Kilgour, 2012;
Gregorini et al., 2006). Adult cattle consume their feed in distinct grazing events,
interspersed with periods of rumination and idling (Gregorini, 2012). Grazing bouts occur
2 to 4 times/d; the largest with the highest bite rate is at sunset and the second largest at
sunrise (Gibb et al., 1998; Kilgour, 2012). Reports of grazing time for cattle generally fall
within a range of 4 to 9 hours during daylight and 7 to 13 hours across the entire day
(Kilgour, 2012). Feeding of grazing ruminants is synchronized within the herd (Rook and
Huckle, 1995).
In modern production systems, feeding patterns are influenced by housing and
dietary factors which differ from extensive environments. Diurnal feeding patterns are
evident in intensively housed cattle and are characterized by peaks in feeding activity in
response to management procedures, especially time of fresh feed delivery (DeVries
and von Keyserlingk, 2005). Feeding time of mature dairy cattle in modern production
systems is somewhat less than that observed in grazing cattle (3 to 5 h; Dado and Allen,
1994; Hosseinkhani et al., 2008) due to the provision of readily available, rapidly
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ingested rations. Compared to the grazing bouts of cattle on pasture, intensively-housed
cattle consume their feed in more frequent (8 to 12 meals/d) and shorter meals
(approximately 30 min or less; Dado and Allen, 1994; Forbes, 2007; Hosseinkhani et al.,
2008). Feeding synchrony is observed in intensively-housed adult dairy cattle to a lesser
extent than on pasture (Miller and Wood-Gush, 1991).
1.1.2 Dietary Selection
Grazing ruminants must select appropriate diets from a variety of plant species
and patches of vegetation varying in maturity and biomass. Dietary selection in
extensive environments is influenced by nutrient and energy content of feeds, as well as
availability and required foraging time (Baumont, 2000). Taller patches of vegetation are
typically more mature with lower nutritive value but allow greater rate of intake, whereas
shorter patches are typically more digestible but restrict rate of intake (Wallis de Vries
and Daleboudt, 1994). There is some evidence that foraging decisions of grazing
ruminants are made to maximize energy intake on some time scale, whether daily
(Wallis de Vries and Daleboudt, 1994) or on a shorter-scale (Fortin et al., 2002). These
decisions are consistent with optimal foraging theory, which proposes that the foraging
behaviour of animals optimizes energy or nutrients gained for effort expended (Provenza
and Balph, 1987). However, environmental factors also influence the temporal scale of
foraging decisions. For example, bison have been observed to decrease foraging time,
with the consequence of compromising long-term energy intake, possibly to distribute
time towards activities such as insect avoidance or maintaining thermal balance (Fortin
et al., 2002).
In certain environments, grazing ruminants must also select between a variety of
plant species. Optimal foraging theory predicts that a forager should choose the most
profitable food type, in terms of energy yield per unit time required to ingest it (Hughes,
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1993). However, it is clear that feed characteristics other than energy content influence
selection. For example, sheep offered both concentrate and long forage will consume
considerable amounts of the forage even though it requires more time and energy to
chew and digest and is less nutrient dense (Forbes and Kyriazakis, 1995). Thus, diet
selection in ruminants requires consideration of restraints, such as prevention of excess
intake of rapidly-fermentable carbohydrate, which is associated with a rapid rise in
rumen concentration of volatile fatty acids and can disrupt rumen fermentation (Forbes
and Kyriazakis, 1995). Similarly, ruminants limit intake of rumen degradable nitrogen
(Villalba and Provenza, 1997), possibly due to microbial production of excess amounts
of ammonia (Kertz et al., 1982; Provenza, 1995). Further, optimal diet theory does not
explain individual differences in diet selection patterns that are observed between
animals (Atwood et al., 2001) or account for processes involved in adapting to changing
diets (Provenza and Cincotta, 1993). Other models for diet selection in ruminants
include: euphagia, the innate ability to sense specific nutrients and toxins; hedyphagia,
selection of foods based on hedonic value which may be influenced by evolutionary
processes; body morphophysiology and size; and learning through foraging
consequences (Provenza, 1995). Dietary selection and the role of learning in dietary
selection is discussed in detail in Section 1.2.2. Further, dietary selection is influenced
by social factors, which are also discussed in Section 1.2.2.
In domestic dairy cattle, aspects of the feeding environment are controlled to the
extent that spatial and temporal factors are largely removed from foraging decisions, and
selection within the diet is limited through provision of a total mixed ration (TMR).
However, it is commonly observed that cattle will not consume their feed uniformly, with
cattle typically sorting their TMR against the longer forage particles and in favor of the
shorter particle fractions in the ration, which contain more grain high in rapidly
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fermentable carbohydrates (Hosseinkhani et al., 2008; Miller-Cushon and DeVries,
2009; Leonardi and Armentano, 2003). Consequently, feed sorting reduces the nutritive
value of the ration, with neutral detergent fiber (NDF) content increasing over the course
of the day (DeVries et al., 2005).
1.1.3 Feeding Behaviour of Calves
Suckling behaviour of the calf with the dam has been observed in natural settings
in beef cattle and semi-wild herds. In natural settings, a strong maternal filial bond is
established at birth, which persists into adulthood and forms an important part of the
herd’s social structure (semi-wild Bos indicus herd; Reinhardt and Reinhardt, 1981).
Suckling bouts are primarily initiated by the cow in the first few weeks of a calf’s life, but
the calf initiates more nursing bouts as it ages (Lidfors et al., 1994). Suckling patterns
follow a circadian rhythm, with increased activity at dawn and dusk (Odde et al., 1985).
In general, calves perform 4 to 10 suckling bouts per day, which last an average of 7 to
10 minutes per bout (de Passillé, 2001). Suckling bout frequency and total time spent
nursing decrease as lactation progresses; for example, Day et al. (1987) reported that
between 52 and 167 days in milk, total daily feeding time decreased from 64 to 44
minutes and suckling bout frequency decreased from 8.6 to 4.5 bouts/d. Weaning of the
calf is initiated by the dam: calves of a semi-wild Bos indicus herd were weaned between
7 and 14 months of age, over a period of approximately 2 weeks during which the
mother prevented suckling (Reinhardt and Reinhardt, 1981).
In the presence of the dam, calves begin to graze early in life: Nicol and
Sharafeldin (1975) reported that extensively reared beef calves began grazing for short
periods of time (10 – 15 min) at as young as 2 weeks of age, and grazing time increased
linearly from approximately 20 min at 10 d to 360 min at 100 d of age, which was
equivalent to 70 % of the cow’s grazing time. Diurnal grazing patterns of calves mirrored
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those of the adult cows, with similar peaks in feeding activity but reduced activity at offpeak times compared to adult cattle (Nicol and Sharafeldin, 1975).
Modern dairy production systems impose a number of restrictions on feeding
behaviour of the milk-fed calf, as calves are fed artificially apart from the dam. Practices
for raising dairy calves apart from the dam vary considerably between farms, with
different approaches for milk feeding level, method of milk delivery (e.g. bucket vs. teat;
Hammell et al., 1988), milk-weaning age (a recent Quebec survey reported a range
between 3 – 28 weeks; Vasseur et al., 2010), social grouping (e.g. group or pair vs.
individual; Chua et al., 2002), and the type of solid feed provided (e.g. provision of
forage vs. highly digestible grain; Castells et al., 2012).
Calves have conventionally been fed approximately 10% of their birth body
weight in milk, an amount that translates to between 4 and 5 kg/day of liquid milk, and is
less than 50% of reported ad libitum intakes of suckling calves (Appleby, 2001; Tedeschi
and Fox, 2009). Calves fed restricted quantities of milk consume provided milk
allotments (e.g. 2 - 3 L/feeding) in a single feeding bout at greater rates of intake (De
Paula Vieira et al., 2008) and have frequent unrewarded visits to the feeder (Jensen,
2004; De Paula Vieira et al., 2008), indicating that they are hungry and, thus,
experiencing poor welfare (De Paula Vieira et al., 2008). In contrast to conventional
restricted milk feeding, enhanced milk feeding programs, which provide elevated
quantities of milk or ad libitum access to milk, allow diurnal milk meal patterns
resembling those of a suckling calf, with frequent, small meals taken over the course of
the day (Senn et al., 2000; De Paula Vieira et al., 2008). Meal frequencies similar to
suckling calves have been reported in ad libitum milk feeding systems, with reports of
average meal frequency ranging from 4 to 10 meals per day (Senn et al., 2000; Appleby,
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2001; De Paula Vieira et al., 2008). Similar to suckling calves, milk meal frequency
decreases over time (Jensen, 2009).
Early solid feed intake is encouraged in modern calf rearing systems to support
rapid rumen development and facilitate early weaning from milk. Prior to weaning, calves
consume solid feed in 5 – 15 visits to the feeder/d, spending a total of 10 – 40 min/d
feeding, with more time spent consuming solid feed when less milk is provided (Jensen,
2006; Borderas et al., 2009). Highly digestible grain concentrate is typically provided, as
rumen papillae development occurs in response to butyrate produced in the rumen
through fermentation of carbohydrates (Warner et al., 1956; Sander et al., 1959). Forage
provision is controversial due to general concern that it may displace concentrate intake
and, consequently, impair rumen papillae development (Hill et al., 2008; Kertz et al.,
1979). However, there is increasing evidence that providing forage in addition to
concentrate does not reduce concentrate intake (Khan et al., 2011a; Castells et al.,
2012) and improves rumen environment, increasing rumen pH (Suárez et al., 2007;
Khan et al., 2011a) and improving feed efficiency (Coverdale et al., 2004). Thus,
provision of hay in addition to concentrate can increase total solid feed intake (Castells
et al., 2012; Khan et al., 2011a) and support the transition from pre-ruminant to
ruminant.
1.2 Learning of Feeding Behaviour
The development of feeding behaviour relies on a variety of learning
mechanisms (Day et al., 1998; Galef and Giraldeau, 2001). Dietary preference and
selection evolve in response to individual learning mechanisms, with social factors also
playing a role. Feeding patterns are also subject to learning, as the initiation of feeding is
influenced by learned associations and social facilitation.
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Individual learning can be explained through associative learning: classical (or
respondent) conditioning, and operant (or instrumental) conditioning. Classical
conditioning describes a learned association between one event or stimulus, which will
become the conditioned stimulus, and another biologically relevant stimulus, the
unconditioned stimulus, for which the animal has an unconditioned, reflexive response
(Nicol, 2010). In comparison to classical conditioning, operant conditioning is a cognitive
process whereby the animal makes an association between a behaviour and its
consequences, so that the behaviour is modified as a result of the previous outcome
(Nicol, 2010).
Social stimuli can act to directly elicit a behaviour, as in social facilitation, or
indirectly, as in local or stimulus enhancement (Galef and Laland, 2005; Nicol, 1995).
Social facilitation is the process by which the behaviour of a conspecific releases the
performance of the same behaviour in the subject (Nicol, 1995); for example, if a single
cow begins to feed, others will soon follow suit (Albright, 1993). Through local or
stimulus enhancement, the behaviour of one animal can draw the attention of another
towards a particular object or location (Nicol, 1995). For example, Veissier (1993)
reported that the activity of a heifer trained to perform a task (push a panel to access
food in a box) attracted attention of observers to stimuli involved in the task. However,
observing heifers didn’t readily acquire knowledge through observation alone (Nicol,
1995).
1.2.1 Learning When to Eat
Initiation of feeding is influenced by conditioned responses to external stimuli
(Weingarten, 1983; Reppucci and Petrovich, 2012). Operant conditioning can be used to
train cattle to approach the feed bunk in response to an auditory cue (Wredle et al.,
2004), and cattle often learn to approach the feed bunk in response to activity
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associated with feed delivery. The interaction between cognitive factors (i.e. conditioned
responses and previous experience) and external factors in the initiation of feeding is
discussed further in Section 1.3.2.
Feeding is also socially facilitated in both adult cattle (Albright, 1993) and dairy
calves (De Paula Vieira et al., 2008; Duve and Jensen, 2012). Compared to calves
reared in isolation, calves reared in groups of two or more typically begin consuming
solid food earlier in life and consume more solid food (De Paula Vieira et al., 2008;
Phillips, 2004; Warnick et al., 1977).
1.2.2 Learning What to Eat
There is evidence to support the theory that ruminants learn through
consequences of foraging (Provenza, 1995). Dietary selection patterns develop through
trial-and-error learning, as seeking behaviour for a particular food is either rewarded or
punished, based on the palatability of the food. Palatability can be defined as the
hedonic value of the food, which is influenced by individual characteristics and learning
(Ginane et al., 2011). Innate preferences likely play a role in initial diet selection (e.g.
cattle prefer sweet flavours and avoid bitter; Nombekela et al., 1994), possibly serving
an evolutionary purpose in avoidance of toxins or selection of high-energy feeds
(Forbes, 2007). However, through processes of learning, perceived palatability of a food
depends on its nutritive value. Classical conditioning is evident in the dietary learning in
ruminants (Provenza and Balph, 1987), which requires the association of sensory
characteristics of food (the conditioned stimulus) with post-ingestive feedback (the
unconditioned stimulus). In ruminants, the sensory characteristic most used to
distinguish between foods is the taste of the food (Forbes, 2007). Post-ingestive
feedback is the combination of signals from visceral receptors including chemoreceptors,
which detect nutrients, osmoreceptors, which detect osmolality, and mechanoreceptors,
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which are triggered by distension (Ralphs and Provenza, 1999). The association
between senses and post-ingestive consequences results in modification of the hedonic
value of the food, which may override innate preferences or aversions. For example,
intake of an initially unpalatable bitter food increases after the animal experiences
positive post-ingestive feedback (Forbes, 2007). Thus, palatability of a food may depend
on its nutritive value to a greater extent than its sensory properties (Provenza, 1995).
The development of conditioned aversions and preferences has been widely
studied in ruminants under experimental conditions. For example, lambs offered a food
treated with lithium chloride, which causes nausea, will subsequently avoid it (Burritt and
Provenza, 1989). Similarly, lambs will develop preferences for a flavoured water
containing glucose, which supplies energy (Burritt and Provenza, 1992). Aversions and
preferences can also develop for a single nutrient, supplied at different doses,
suggesting the existence of a continuum from preference to aversion for individual
nutrients (Provenza, 1995). For example, low doses of urea provide a good source of
nitrogen for rumen microflora. However, excess urea can lead to negative post-ingestive
feedback resulting from microbial production of excess amounts of nitrogen and high
amounts of ammonia (Kertz et al., 1982; Provenza, 1995). Consequently, lambs develop
preferences for foods paired with low doses of urea (Villalba and Provenza, 1997). Also,
aversions for foods paired with high doses have been noted in lambs and cattle (Kertz et
al., 1982; Chalupa et al., 1979; Villalba et al., 1997). Similarly, lambs develop
preferences for flavoured foods paired with low doses of intraruminal infusions of acetate
and propionate, and aversions for food associated with higher doses (Villalba et al.,
1997). Volatile fatty acids, including acetate and propionate, are energy-supplying byproducts of rumen fermentation; thus, intake of food excessively high in energy may
cause post-ingestive malaise as a result of excess fermentation by-products and the
accompanying reduced rumen pH (Provenza, 1995).
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The learning and duration of conditioned preferences and aversions are
influenced by time delay between stimuli, familiarity of the food type prior to conditioning,
and strength of the unconditioned stimulus. Animals most easily form associations
between a food type and post-ingestive feedback when they experience the feedback
within a few hours of ingesting the food. For example, Burritt and Provenza (1991) found
that lambs developed an aversion for a food after eating it only once, when illness
(caused by a lithium chloride tablet) occurred within 4 h of ingesting the food. However,
when illness occurred within 6 or 8 h, the lambs only slightly decreased their
consumption the next day and a stronger aversion developed only after a second dose
of lithium chloride. Strength of a conditioned aversion depends on previous experience
with the food type. When illness is induced following a meal consisting of a familiar food
or a novel food, aversions for the novel food develop more quickly (Ralphs and Cheney,
1993) and last longer (Burritt and Provenza, 1996). Similarly, lambs offered a meal
consisting of a novel food and a familiar food that had been treated with lithium chloride,
subsequently avoided the novel food rather than the familiar food (Burritt and Provenza,
1989) indicating an association between post-ingestive malaise and the unfamiliar food.
Speed of learning is influenced by strength of the unconditioned stimulus, with both
heifers and mature cows learning to avoid a familiar feed more quickly if given a higher
dose of toxic lithium chloride (Ralphs and Cheney, 1993). Further, the speed of learning
depends on simplicity of the task, as provision of multiple feeds simultaneously can
complicate association of an individual food with post-ingestive consequence (Duncan
and Young, 2002). Once acquired, aversions or preferences can be long-lasting. For
example, cattle conditioned to avoid larkspur paired with lithium chloride avoided
larkspur for 3 years after conditioning (Ralphs, 1997). Lambs familiar with a particular
nutritious food remember it and consumed more of it than naïve lambs 9 months later,
without exposure to it in the intervening months (Squibb et al., 1990a). Conditioned
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aversions, if no longer reinforced, can eventually become extinct. Sheep will continue to
cautiously sample food types previously paired with lithium chloride and will increase
intake if they do not experience negative consequences (Forbes and Kyriazakis, 1995).
Operant conditioning plays a role in dietary selection. If the food is perceived as
palatable, seeking behaviour will likely be replaced by avoidance behaviour, which will
prevent an aversive consequence. Provenza et al. (1992) describes the process
whereby odour and sight of food is integrated with taste as the “cognitive process” in diet
selection, with the net result being modification of seeking and avoidance behaviour
during foraging. Thus, ruminants sample a variety of feeds and remember which are
unpleasant and should be avoided, occasionally for long periods of time (e.g. 3 years;
Ralphs, 1997). However, dietary selection behaviour is also flexible. Factors discussed
above, which influence the strength or longevity of a conditioned aversion, may do so as
a result of variability in palatability. A food associated with severely aversive postingestive feedback (e.g. a toxic food) will have a much lower hedonic value,
discouraging sampling for a long period of time. In contrast, if a food is associated with
only mildly aversive consequences (e.g. containing an excess amount of a nutrient), the
animal may be more likely to sample it more frequently. The ability to apply this learning
and select an appropriate diet from a variety of foods is called “nutritional wisdom”
(Forbes and Kyriazakis, 1995). There is much evidence that ruminants are able to select
nutritionally balanced diets from a variety of foods (Provenza and Balph, 1987; Forbes,
2007; Bach et al., 2012). For example, lambs offered a low protein food and a high
protein food were able to choose a mixture which provided optimal amounts of protein
for growth (Kyriazakis and Oldham, 1993; Bach et al., 2012).
In the development of dietary selection, social learning influences the range of
plants that a young animal will sample through its individual process of trial-and-error
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learning, providing an efficient way for a young animal to rapidly learn about appropriate
dietary choices, rather than ingest potentially harmful foods (Galef and Laland, 2005).
According to social learning theory, the best social models are nurturants, such as the
mother, and respected peers (Provenza and Balph, 1987). There is much evidence that
young ruminants learn what to eat from their mother, as well as experienced
conspecifics, when feeding in their presence (Provenza and Balph, 1987). Lambs of
sheep with a conditioned aversion for one of two available shrubs developed a persistent
preference (9 weeks) for the same shrub that their mother consumed (Mirza and
Provenza, 1990). Similarly, lambs exposed to a novel food in the presence of their
mother, an unrelated ewe, or alone, subsequently consumed most food if previously
exposed with their mother, but consumed more if exposed with an unrelated ewe than
alone (Thorhallsdottir et al., 1990). Social influences can extend earlier in life as well,
with preferences for flavors influenced by experiences in utero as well as flavors in the
mother’s milk (Provenza and Cincotta, 1993). The role of social learning in individual
behaviour acquisition is described by Galef (1995) as influencing the likelihood of
encountering particular stimuli. Thus, social learning influences but does not override
individual learning, with stability of socially acquired aversions depending on exposure to
food options and opportunity to learn individually (Galef and Whiskin, 1997). For
example, in the presence of their mothers, lambs will sample small amounts of foods
that their mother avoids completely due to a conditioned aversion (Provenza and Balph,
1988).
1.2.3 Time Frame of Learning
Learning of feeding behaviour is of interest with regard to feeding behaviour in
dairy calves, as there is evidence that there are critical periods early in life where
learning occurs rapidly. Weaning is a sensitive period of learning for young animals,
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during which intake is increasing and learning about appropriate feed types must occur
rapidly (Provenza and Balph, 1987). Squibb et al. (1990) found that lambs exposed to a
particular feed type at the period of transition from non-ruminant to ruminant (4 to 8
weeks) demonstrated a more persistent preference for the feed type, compared to lambs
exposed earlier or later in life. Similarly, Arnold and Maller (1977) determined that
exposure to different foraging environments had longer-term effects on dietary
preference when exposure occurred earlier (in the first 6 months), rather than later in life.
In addition to influencing development of feed preferences, early feed exposure
can influence the development of motor skills for foraging. Foraging motor skills are
influenced by prior exposure to plant types, with animals foraging more efficiently when
they have previous experience with similar plant types (Arnold and Maller, 1977). Also,
animals possess different styles of foraging depending on previous experience (Flores et
al., 1989). Diversity of early plant exposure also influences foraging success when
sheep are placed in a less varied environment (Arnold and Maller, 1977).
1.3 Causation of Feeding Behaviour
The performance of feeding behaviour, including meal initiation, diurnal feeding
patterns, and dietary selection behaviour, is governed by a variety of internal and
external factors. These include physiological factors, cognitive factors, and external
cues. The role of cognitive factors and external cues are related, and both depend on
learning (as discussed in section 1.2).
1.3.1 Role of Satiety
There are a number of physiological and metabolic feedback mechanisms that
affect feed intake. Intake is regulated by gastrointestinal signaling, which occurs through
rumen fill, opioid peptides, volatile fatty acids (VFAs), and hormones, such as
cholecystokinin (CCK) (Allen, 2000). Feed causes distension of the digestive tract,
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specifically the reticulo-rumen, which stimulates mechanoreceptors in the muscle wall,
which then signal brain satiety centers (Allen, 2000). These signaling mechanisms are
affected by the diet composition and physical form; bulky feeds or less digestible feeds
with slower rates of passage cause greater rumen fill. Fermentation of feed by bacteria
in the rumen produces volatile fatty acids, such as propionate, which function to regulate
intake (Allen, 2000). Studies of both portal and reticulo-rumen infusion of volatile fatty
acids have shown propionate to be especially effective in suppressing intake and
reducing meal duration, but there is also evidence that the blood concentration of
propionate does not change significantly over the course of the meal, indicating possible
involvement of other metabolites in signaling satiety (Allen, 2000). Volatile fatty acids are
produced in highest number with digestion of high energy feed components such as
starch and sugars, and are absorbed in the bloodstream, functioning to carry energy to
the body. In cattle, the flow of VFAs to the small intestine stimulates the release of CCK,
and this effect is significant when diets high in fat are fed (Allen et al., 2000). Opioid
peptides and CCK are key hormones in the control of hunger (Forbes, 2007): injection of
CCK decreases feed intake in sheep (Baile and Della-Fera, 1981) whereas opioid
peptides stimulate feeding (Forbes, 2007). Plasma insulin and glucagon increase during
feeding and may play a role in regulating intake (Forbes, 2007).
The time between meals has also been studied in relation to satiety factors,
lending insight into the role of metabolic mechanisms in regulating meal frequency and
affecting meal initiation. Le Magnen and Devos (1970) demonstrated in rats that the size
of a spontaneous meal was positively correlated with post-meal interval. It has also been
observed that meal size is positively correlated with latency to the next meal in dairy
calves fed milk ad libitum (Senn et al., 2000). Senn et al. (2000) also noted that,
following voluntary milk meals, blood concentrations of glucose and insulin in dairy
calves remained elevated for up to 2 hours, indicating a possible role in satiety between
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meals. Approaches to statistically modelling feeding bouts have included this concept of
satiety, namely that the probability of an animal initiating a meal increases with time
since the last meal (Tolkamp et al., 1998; Yeates et al., 2001; Melin et al., 2005).
Intervals between periods of feeding typically fall in two frequency distributions: one
distribution of within meal intervals and one distribution of between meal intervals, with
the meal criterion assigned as the intercept of the curves of the two distributions
(Tolkamp et al., 1998).
1.3.2 Interaction of Cognitive and External Factors
From a purely metabolic standpoint, feeding would commence at a certain level
of hunger, dependent upon signals resulting from gut fill and blood concentrate of
metabolites. However, there is evidence that meal size is not always consistently
correlated with intervals between meals (Levitsky, 2002), and it has even been
suggested that initiation of eating may be controlled primarily by environment and
cognitive stimuli in animals with free access to feed (by George Collier; Levitsky, 2002).
In cattle, physiological mechanisms alone do not explain the initiation and
termination of discrete meals over the course of the day. Taweel et al. (2004) found that
most grazing bouts of dairy cows on pasture end before maximal rumen capacity is
reached, except for the longest bout at dusk. The influence of cognitive and external
factors on feeding patterns is apparent in the initiation of meals. For example, studies
with rats trained to associate external cues with eating show that response to these cues
does not necessarily depend on satiety state: injection with CCK did not affect the
latency to meal initiation or the initial rate of feeding, but did reduce the duration of
feeding (Weingarten, 1983) and intake over the day was not regulated to account for
intake in response to the cue (Reppucci and Petrovich, 2012). Extent of response to
external cues is subject to previous learning and, thus, may vary between animals. For
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example, dairy heifers offered forage and concentrate separately, rather than as a
mixture, have a greater response to feed delivery and consume concentrate immediately
(Greter et al., 2010b; DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009b), possibly due to learning that
concentrate is only temporarily available (Collier and Johnson, 1991). Further, Greter et
al. (2010) reported that, upon transition to a mixed ration, heifers raised with exposure to
separate components persisted in their greater response to feed delivery, suggesting
that previous learning influenced response to this external cue.
1.3.3 External Factors
Feeding behaviour of cattle is greatly influenced by feed factors, as well as
aspects of management and housing.
Characteristics of the feed influence feeding patterns, as well as feed sorting.
Meal duration is greater and rate of intake slower when forage content of the ration is
greater (Tolkamp et al., 2002). The extent to which cattle sort their ration is influenced by
feed factors, including dietary DM concentration (Leonardi et al., 2005; Miller-Cushon
and DeVries, 2009), feeding level (Miller-Cushon and DeVries, 2010), and proportion
and particle size of forage in the ration (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003). In general, the
effect of these factors on feed sorting can be interpreted as influencing the ease with
which cattle can separate out preferred feed components. For example, rations
containing longer forage particles encourage greater sorting in favor of short particles
(Leonardi et al., 2005) and addition of water or a sticky additive can reduce sorting
(Leonardi et al., 2005a; DeVries and Gill, 2012). Despite these approaches to
attenuating feed sorting, degree of feed sorting is highly variable in adult cattle (Leonardi
and Armentano, 2003).
Feed management factors, such as feed presentation and delivery procedures,
also influence feeding patterns and feed sorting. Presenting feed as a mixture, rather
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than as separate components, reduces rate of intake and increases daily feeding time in
both heifers and adult cattle (Maekawa et al., 2002; DeVries and von Keyserlingk,
2009b) and decreases the extent to which cattle selectively consume concentrate
(DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009b). Feeding patterns of adult dairy cattle are
influenced by the timing of feed delivery and milking (Devries and von Keyserlingk,
2005). Similarly, calves provided milk ad libitum have peaks in feeding time
corresponding to delivery of fresh milk (Appleby, 2001).
The feeding patterns of group-housed adult dairy cattle and dairy calves are also
influenced by space provided for feeding and, consequently, the degree of competition in
the feeding environment. Response of feeding patterns to competition for feed in cattle is
consistent with the effects of increasing the “cost” of obtaining access to a resource
(Collier and Johnson, 2004). In heifers and adult cows, reducing available feeding
stations or bunk space increases intake rates (Hosseinkhani et al., 2008; Proudfoot et
al., 2009; Harb et al., 1985; DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009a) and competitive
interactions around feed (Proudfoot et al., 2009; Huzzey et al., 2006; DeVries et al.,
2004), while decreasing meal frequencies (Hosseinkhani et al., 2008; DeVries and von
Keyserlingk, 2009a). Similar behavioural responses to competition have also been
observed in dairy calves, with milk intake rates and frequencies of competitive
displacements at the milk feeder increasing with decreasing teat availability (von
Keyserlingk et al., 2004) and increasing group size (Jensen, 2004; Jensen and Budde,
2006).
Despite the influence of external factors on performance of feeding behaviour
across cattle, feeding patterns of individual adult cattle are widely variable (DeVries et
al., 2003; Melin et al., 2005) and within-cow variability in feeding patterns across days is
small compared with between-cow variability (Vasilatos and Wangsness, 1980; Melin et
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al., 2005). This indicates that the expression of feeding behaviour is subject to factors
that vary across cattle, such as previous experience.
1.4 Welfare Consequences of Feeding Behaviour Patterns
The performance of feeding behaviour patterns, including meal patterning and
dietary selection, are of interest because they have potential to impact the welfare of the
animal. The duration of time spent performing feeding behaviour can have functional
consequences for the animal and potentially influence satiety. In dairy calves, the act of
sucking causes release of hormones involved in postprandial satiety, such as insulin,
CCK, and gastrin (de Passillé et al., 1993). Dairy calves are strongly motivated to suck,
performing non-nutritive sucking when not offered a teat from which to feed (Hammell et
al., 1988). Non-nutritive sucking occurs around the time of milk feeding, as it is elicited
by the taste or ingestion of milk; however, the motivation to suck is reduced more by
further sucking than by ingestion of milk (Rushen and De Passillé, 1995; de Passillé,
2001). In both calves and adult cattle, there is evidence that foraging time is important,
with restricted foraging time resulting in oral stereotypies such as tongue-rolling, even if
nutritional needs are met (Lindström and Redbo, 2000). Beef calves fed restricted
amounts of high energy feed have also been observed ingesting foreign materials, such
as bedding, indicating either a requirement for roughage or for oral manipulation
(Hughes and Duncan, 1988). Provision of forage to dairy calves also reduces the
occurrence of non-nutritive oral behaviours (Castells et al., 2012). Thus, the
performance of certain feeding behaviours, in addition to adequate nutrient intake, are
important contributors to satiety, and feeding systems that restrict natural foraging
patterns or opportunity to suck in calves impact welfare.
In addition to time spent consuming feed, the pattern of feed consumption can
have welfare consequences. In adult cattle, meal size and frequency are known to
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influence rumen environment, as ruminal pH declines following meals, and the rate of pH
decline is proportional to meal size (Allen, 1997). Further, reduced feeding time results in
decreased salivary secretion, which acts as a buffer in the rumen (Beauchemin et al.,
2008). Thus, feeding patterns characterized by high rate of intake and large, infrequent
meals may lead to larger postprandial drops in rumen pH, increasing the risk of
development of subacute ruminal acidosis (SARA) (Krause and Oetzel, 2006). Factors
which encourage larger, less frequent meals and increase rate of intake, such as
competitive pressure (Hosseinkhani et al., 2008; DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009a)
or manner of feed presentation (Maekawa et al., 2002; DeVries and von Keyserlingk,
2009b), therefore, have potential to impact performance and welfare of cattle. The effect
of feeding patterns on calf health has been less studied. However, there is some
evidence to suggest that infrequent milk meals may increase risk of abomasal ulcers,
due to prolonged periods of low abomasal pH (Ahmed et al., 2002). It has also been
speculated that milk meal patterns can have long-term metabolic consequences for the
calf, as large, infrequent milk meals have been found to increase serum insulin to
glucose ratio (3.5 L feedings twice daily; Terré et al., 2009) suggesting that this pattern
of feeding may elicit insulin resistance (Bach, 2012).
There are also welfare implications of feed sorting for adult cattle. Feed sorting
poses concerns for cattle health and welfare, as it alters the nutrient composition of the
ration from what was intended, such that the animal is not receiving the required balance
of nutrients. As adult dairy cattle sort in favor of the small particles higher in
carbohydrates, feed sorting reduces the nutritive value of the ration, with neutral
detergent fiber (NDF) content increasing over the course of the day (DeVries et al.,
2005). Cattle who are sorting their ration may, thus, over-consume rapidly fermentable
carbohydrates, increasing the risk of SARA (DeVries et al., 2008), whereas cattle
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accessing the ration after it has been sorted will consume a ration with reduced nutritive
value (DeVries et al., 2005). There is also evidence that sorting and selection behaviour
responds to acidosis challenges, with cattle increasing sorting in favor of longer particles
to attenuate the effects of low rumen pH (DeVries et al., 2008) and increasing
preference for hay (Keunen et al., 2002). Thus, in some cases, cattle are able to adapt
feed sorting or dietary selection in response to post-ingestive consequences. Little work
to date has investigated how young calves sort rations, or whether sorting may
negatively impact rumen health or nutrient intakes earlier in life. Further, it is unclear how
feed sorting in dairy cattle develops and is influenced by prior experience.
1.5 Thesis Objectives
This review has provided an overview of feeding behaviour patterns of dairy
cattle and explored processes of learning, as applied to acquisition of feeding behaviour,
and the extent to which feeding behaviour is influenced by internal and external factors.
In summary, previous research has established an understanding of factors directly
affecting performance of feeding behaviour of adult cattle, and has begun to investigate
how feeding behaviour of calves is influenced by factors in their environment. There is a
need to understand the extent to which the learning that occurs in response to
environmental factors early in the life of a dairy calf affects the acquisition and
persistence of feeding behaviour patterns. The diversity of practices employed for
rearing dairy calves on modern dairy farms have much potential to influence the
development of feeding behaviour in ways not currently understood. Further, given the
extent to which feeding behaviour patterns may influence the performance and welfare
of dairy cattle, and the individual variability in feed sorting (Leonardi and Armentano,
2003) and feeding patterns (Melin et al., 2005), it is important to understand how feeding
behaviour develops and persists.
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Thus, the overall objective of this dissertation was to develop an understanding
of factors influencing the emergence and persistence of feeding behaviour patterns in
dairy calves, with the goal of identifying management factors which encourage the
development of behaviour patterns conducive to good health and growth. The overall
hypothesis was that early management factors would influence the learning and
development of feeding behaviour over time, and that behaviour patterns acquired in
response to early environmental factors would persist, influencing how and when calves
feed after weaning. This hypothesis was addressed using six experiments, with
individual objectives as follows:
1) To determine how pre-weaning feed type exposure affects feed sorting
behaviour of calves once they have been transitioned to a common mixed
ration after weaning off milk.
2) To determine how method of presenting solid feed, either separately or as a
mixture, affects the development of feed sorting prior to weaning, and
influences performance of feed sorting once calves are transitioned to a
common mixed ration after weaning off milk.
3) To determine how early exposure to mixed diets differing in forage particle
size affects the development of feed sorting prior to weaning, and influences
performance of feed sorting once calves are transitioned to a common mixed
ration after weaning off milk.
4) To determine how milk feeding level (ad libitum or restricted to 5 L/d) affects
development of feeding behaviour throughout the milk-feeding stage, and
influences feeding patterns after weaning off milk.
5) To determine how method of presenting solid feed, either separately or as a
mixture, affects the development of feed patterns prior to weaning, and
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influences performance of feeding patterns once calves are transitioned to a
common mixed ration after weaning off milk.
6) To determine how competition for access to milk in group-housed calves
affects the development of feeding patterns prior to weaning, and influences
performance of feeding patterns after weaning off milk.
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CHAPTER 2: EARLY FEED TYPE EXPOSURE AND FEED SORTING OF DAIRY
CALVES

2.1 Introduction
Dairy cattle are commonly fed a total mixed ration (TMR) containing a variety of
feed components differing in particle size and nutritional content. The purpose of this
feeding method is to encourage the consumption of a balanced ration formulated to
meet nutritional requirements. However, dairy cattle frequently engage in a behaviour
known as “sorting”, where they selectively consume certain components of their mixed
ration. This results in an unbalanced intake of nutrients, and can have health
consequences for the animal (Stone, 2004; DeVries et al., 2008). Dairy cattle are
commonly reported as sorting against the long particle fraction and for the short particle
fraction of their ration (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003; DeVries et al., 2007); however,
there is often high variation between cattle in the extent of their sorting behaviour, as
well as the pattern of their sorting (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003; Miller-Cushon and
DeVries, 2010). Little is known about the learning and development of sorting behaviour
in dairy cattle and about factors that may influence the long-term variability in sorting
behaviour between dairy cattle.
Experiences early in life have been shown to affect the learning of feeding
behaviour in ruminants, with differences in feed preferences greatest when experiences
occur earlier rather than later in life (Arnold and Maller, 1977; Provenza and Balph,
1987; Nolte et al., 1990). Specifically, there is evidence that feed exposure during the
time period of transition from non-ruminant to ruminant (4 to 8 weeks of life) may be
particularly influential in learning of feeding behaviour (Squibb et al., 1990). For cattle,
the learning and development of foraging skills is strongly influenced by experience, as
motor skills are perfected through repeated performance (Bandura, 1977), and these
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improve with more experience (Provenza and Balph, 1987). This suggests that
exposure to different feed types early in life may affect feed selection of cattle later on in
life. It is known that feeding behaviour patterns of younger animals are less stable than
those of adult animals (Provenza and Balph, 1988), but the age at which long-term
feeding behaviours begin to take shape as well as factors influential in their development
are poorly understood.
Dairy calves are exposed to solid feed early in life, as it is typically provided
during the milk-feeding stage to help transition the calf from a pre-ruminant animal to a
functioning ruminant (Warner et al., 1956). There are a variety of practices currently
employed in the dairy industry for providing solid feed to pre-ruminant calves, including
providing only concentrates, only forages, or both. Concentrate feeding has traditionally
been promoted because the fermentation of concentrates in the rumen results in the
production of volatile fatty acids which are required for normal development of rumen
papillae (Sander et al., 1959; Harrison et al., 1960). Interestingly, this development may
progress out of step with the muscular development of the rumen, which is mainly a
result of forage consumption (Tamate et al., 1962; Hamada et al., 1976). Despite
resulting in early differences in rumen development, the ingestion of different feed types
early in life does not permanently affect the ability of the calf to digest either
concentrates or hay (Stobo et al., 1966b). It is unknown whether exposure of different
feed types to calves during the milk-feeding stage has a long term effect on their feed
preferences and selection once they are fed a mixed ration.
Therefore, the objectives of this study were: 1) to examine the effects of pre milkweaning feed type exposure on feed sorting behaviour of calves once they have been
transitioned to a common mixed ration after weaning off milk, and 2) to determine the
longevity of any behavioural differences between calves exposed to different feed types.
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The hypothesis of this study was that calves would select in favor of feed components to
which they had been exposed during the milk-feeding stage and that this selection would
persist over time.
2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Animals and Housing
Eight male Holstein calves were used in this study. Calves received colostrum (at
least 4 L within the first 12 hours of life) and were enrolled in the study within 24 hours of
birth. All calves received 2mL of a vitamin supplement containing vitamins A, D, and E
(E-Master, Vétoquinol Canada Inc., Lavaltrie, QC, Canada) and 1 mL of selenium
(Dystosel, Pfizer Animal Health, Kirkland, QC, Canada) intramuscularly on the day they
were placed on the study. Calves (n=2) received electrolytes if it was noted that they
were scouring for more than a day; none of this scouring occurred past the first 2 weeks
of life, and there were no serious cases of illness that required treatment. Calves were
tethered within individual polyethylene hutches (1.2 × 2.4 m; width × depth) at the
University of Guelph Kemptville Campus Dairy Education and Research Centre
(Kemptville, ON, Canada) and were managed according to the standard operating
procedures of this research station, in accordance with guidelines set by the Canadian
Council on Animal Care (1993). Hutch placement prevented physical contact between
calves but allowed for them to be in visual and auditory range. The interior of the hutch
was bedded according to standard operating procedures of the research herd; straw was
used for the first 3 weeks of life of each calf (to minimize risk of respiratory passage
blockage), and then bedding was replaced with wood shavings. Bedding was
replenished and replaced as needed, with fresh bedding added weekly at minimum. The
insides of the hutches were cleaned biweekly or as needed. Hutches were placed under
a 3-sided, roofed shelter to protect from excessive exposure to the elements.
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2.2.2 Milk Feeding Procedure
During the milk-feeding stage, calves were fed acidified milk replacer by teat. The
feeding setup involved a rubber teat protruding into the side of the hutch, attached to a
tube fitted with a one-way valve running into buckets placed adjacent to the hutches. All
buckets, lines, and teats were removed for cleaning prior to each feeding. Calves were
fed 22% crude protein and 18% fat Shur-Gain High Performance Milk Replacer (Nutreco
Canada Inc., Guelph, ON, Canada). Each liter of prepared milk replacer contained 150 g
of powder as indicated; the powder was combined with hot water at a rate of 150 g of
powder per ¼ L, with additional cold water added to reach the final volume. After 39
days of life, calves were switched to 21% crude protein and 14% fat Wet Nurse Calf Milk
Replacer (PMT Inc., Regina, SK, Canada) for the last 10 days of the milk-feeding stage.
Milk replacer was mixed daily in sufficient volume to feed all calves. At the time of
preparation, a pre-diluted form of formic acid (The Acidified Milk Solution (9.8% formic
acid), NOD Apiary Products Ltd., Frankford, ON, Canada) was added to acidify the milk
replacer to a target pH between 4.0 and 4.3 to prevent microbial growth over the course
of the day. All calves were fed twice daily at 0800 and 1600 h a fixed amount of 8 L/d
(1.2 kg DM) for the first 4 weeks. To facilitate weaning, the amount of milk replacer
offered was decreased to 6 L/d (0.9 kg DM) during week 5, 4 L/d (0.6 kg DM) during
week 6, and then decreased incrementally daily during week 7. Any amounts of milk
remaining prior to the next fresh milk delivery were recorded throughout the milk-feeding
stage to determine total daily milk intake. Calves had ad libitum access to water via a
bucket inside their hutch for the duration of the study and water intake was recorded
daily.
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2.2.3 Experimental Design and Diets
Given limited availability of calf housing, the sample size was restricted to a total
of 8 calves. To ensure that the number of animals per treatment was adequate to detect
statistical differences in treatment response, a power analysis (Morris, 1999; Hintze,
2008) was performed prior to the study for the primary response variables, including
sorting, DMI, and ADG. Estimates of variation for these variables were based on
previously reported values (Vazquez-Anon et al., 1993; Robblee et al., 2003;
Abdelsamei et al., 2005; DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009). From the power analysis,
it was determined that at 80% power, treatment differences of ~20% could be detected
at this sample size.
Calves were randomly assigned to 1 of 2 feed exposure treatments: 1) exposure
to concentrate offered ad libitum during the milk-feeding stage and 2) exposure to hay
(first cut 50:50 timothy grass/alfalfa mix) offered ad libitum during the milk-feeding stage.
Birth weights were similar for both calves exposed to concentrate and calves exposed to
hay (47.0 ± 3.4 kg and 45.8 ± 2.2 kg, respectively; P = 0.4). Calves were offered their
respective solid feed type (Table 2.1) beginning on the third day of life, once they were
consuming milk independently, and there was some possibility that they might
investigate the solid feed offered. Calves remained on their respective feed exposure
treatment for the duration of the milk-feeding stage. On the first day that milk was no
longer offered, calves received a mixed ration containing, on a dry matter (DM) basis,
40% hay and 60% concentrate (Table 2.1) for an additional 9 weeks. All calves received
their solid feed in identical bins attached to the front of the hutch. During the pre milkweaning stage, circular bins (diameter = 47.0 cm, height = 21.6 cm) were used for all
calves, and during the post-weaning stage, rectangular bins (80.6 cm wide × 49.5 cm
deep × 43.2 cm high) were used. Throughout the study, individual calf daily feed intake
was recorded based on amount offered and refused by each calf. Feed was offered in
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sufficient amounts to ensure at least 15% orts such that feed was always available,
despite some variability in day- to-day intake. Amount of feed offered daily to each calf
was calculated based on the intake of that calf over the previous 3 days. Actual percent
orts were similar between weeks (P = 0.2) and similar for both concentrate and hay
treatments (16.9 % vs. 18.4 %, SE = 1.4, P = 0.3).
2.2.4 Growth Measurements
Calves were weighed at the same time each day on 2 consecutive days each
week for the first 7 weeks, and then weighed at the same time each day on 3
consecutive days each week for the remainder of the study. Repeated measurements
were made to obtain an accurate weekly weight and to account for day-to-day variability.
Scale malfunctions prevented accurate weights from being obtained on weeks 8 and 9.
Therefore, weight data for the post milk-weaning stage contains only measurements
taken during weeks 10 to 16.
2.2.5 Feed Sampling and Analysis
For determination of DM and nutrient content of the feed and assessment of daily
dry matter intake (DMI) of the calves, fresh feed was sampled weekly and individual orts
from each calf were sampled daily on every second week (weeks 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and
16), just prior to removal and delivery of fresh feed. This sampling protocol was
consistent throughout the study; however, samples taken changed from either hay or
grain during the milk-feeding stage, to mixed ration samples for the remainder of the
study. Once calves were transitioned to the mixed ration, duplicate orts samples for
particle size analysis were taken every second sampling week (on weeks 8, 12, and 16).
All samples were immediately frozen at -20°C until they were further analyzed.
Samples for particle size analysis were separated using the 3-screen (19, 8, and
1.18 mm) Penn State Particle Separator (PSPS) (Kononoff et al., 2003). This separated
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the particles into 4 fractions: long (>19 mm), medium (<19, >8 mm), short (<8, >1.18
mm) and fine (<1.18 mm) particles. After separation, the dry matter of each separated
fraction was determined by oven drying at 55°C for 48 h.
Samples taken for DM and chemical analysis were oven-dried at 55°C for 48 h and then
ground to pass through a 1-mm screen (Wiley Mill, Arthur H. Thomas Co., Philadelphia,
PA). These samples were then pooled by time intervals and treatment and sent to
Cumberland Valley Analytical Services Inc. (Maugansville, MD, USA) for analysis of DM
(135°C; AOAC, 2000: method 930.15), ash (535°C; AOAC, 2000: method 942.05), acid
detergent fiber (ADF; AOAC, 2000: method 973.18), neutral detergent fiber (NDF) with
heat-stable α-amylase and sodium sulfite (Van Soest et al., 1991), and crude protein
(CP; N x 6.25) (AOAC 2000: method 990.03; Leco FP-528 Nitrogen Analyzer, Leco, St.
Joseph, MI).
2.2.5 Calculations and Statistical Analysis
Sorting activity for each fraction of the PSPS was calculated as the actual intake
of each fraction expressed as a percentage of the predicted intake of that fraction
(Leonardi and Armentano, 2003). The actual intake of each individual fraction was
calculated as the difference between the DM amount of each fraction in the offered feed
and that in the refused feed. The predicted intake for an individual fraction was
calculated as the product of the DMI of the total diet multiplied by the DM percentage of
that fraction in the fed TMR. Values equal to 100% indicate no sorting, < 100% indicate
selective refusals (sorting against), and > 100% indicate preferential consumption
(sorting for). Weekly average daily gain (ADG) was calculated as the difference between
weights taken one week apart divided by 7.
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All data were summarized for each calf for each week (in which data were
collected) on treatment. Data for DMI, weight gain, and ADG data were summarized and
analyzed separately by stage of life (pre milk-weaning and post milk-weaning). Data for
nutrient intakes and DMI were additionally analyzed for weeks that coincided with feed
sorting analysis (weeks 8, 12, and 16). To examine the effect of treatment, all data were
analyzed using the MIXED procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2003), treating week as a
repeated measure. The model included the fixed effects of week, treatment, and week
by treatment interaction, and the random effect of calf within treatment. The
autoregressive model was selected as the variance-covariance matrix structure for the
intake, weight gain, and ADG data on the basis of best fit according to Schwarz’s
Bayesian information criterion. Compound symmetry was selected as the variancecovariance matrix structure for the sorting data on the basis of best fit according to
Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion. To test whether sorting of the experimental
diets occurred, sorting activity for each particle size fraction was tested for a difference
from 100 using t-tests in the mixed model described above. All values reported are least
squares means. Significance was declared at P ≤ 0.05, and trends reported if 0.05 < P ≤
0.10.
2.3 Results and Discussion
During the milk-feeding stage (weeks 1 to 7), calves were exposed to diets that
differed both in particle size and nutrient composition (Table 2.1). Solid feed DMI tended
to evolve differently over time between treatments, with calves offered concentrate
increasing their DMI in week 6 to a greater extent than calves exposed to hay (Table
2.2). Weight gain was similar prior to weaning, indicating that growth was primarily
dependent upon milk intake, which was similar between treatments (Table 2.2).
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During the post milk-weaning stage (weeks 8 to 16), all calves were fed a mixed
ration containing both concentrate and hay (Table 2.1). The bulk of the mixed ration was
composed of long and short particles which, in combination, contributed over 75% of the
total DM. Post-weaning, water intake was greater and DMI tended to be greater for
calves previously exposed to concentrate (Table 2.2). Weight data from the postweaning stage was obtained in weeks 10 – 16 and, in this time, calves previously
exposed to concentrate had greater BW than calves previously exposed to hay, and
ADG was similar. Given the similar BW between treatments at weaning, it is apparent
that calves exposed to concentrate in the milk feeding stage experienced greater ADG
immediately following transition to the mixed ration (weeks 8 and 9), resulting in the
difference in body weights observed by week 10 (98.0 kg for calves previously exposed
to concentrate, and 84.5 kg for calves previously exposed to hay, SE = 4.5, P = 0.07).
Greater ADG initially after weaning in calves previously offered concentrate compared to
calves offered hay was likely due to differences in rumen development. Rumen papillae
growth is stimulated by the presence of volatile fatty acids which are produced in the
fermentation of concentrates in the rumen (Sander et al., 1959; Harrison et al., 1960),
and rumen papillae development is positively associated with weight gain (Stobo et al.,
1966a).
Immediately following transition to the mixed ration (week 8), there were
differences between treatments in sorting of the long particle fraction, which was solely
hay, and for the short particle fraction, which was primarily concentrate. All calves
previously exposed to concentrate began sorting their feed against the long, and for the
short particle size fraction, whereas calves previously exposed to hay tended to sort their
feed for the long particle size fraction (Table 2.3). These differences in sorting behaviour
resulted in different nutrient and energy intakes between treatment groups (Table 2.4),
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due to the differences in the nutrient content of concentrate and hay (Table 2.1). Sorting
for short particles, which were primarily concentrate, was associated with consuming a
diet with a greater concentration of CP, NFC, and ME (Table 2.4). Sorting for long
particles, which were solely hay, was associated with consuming a diet with a greater
concentration of NDF. Immediately following weaning, DMI was similar between
treatment groups; therefore, calves previously exposed to concentrate were consuming
greater total quantities of CP, NFC, and ME. This difference in nutrient intakes likely
contributed to the differences between treatments in ADG initially after transition to the
mixed ration. More energy dense diets, as consumed by calves sorting for concentrate,
are known to promote greater weight gain in calves than diets with greater fiber content
(Stobo et al., 1966a; Brown et al., 2005).
Differences in sorting of long and short particle fractions, which closely represent
hay and concentrate, respectively, indicate that once calves were transitioned to the
mixed ration, they immediately began selecting in favor of the familiar feed component.
To our knowledge, this is the first evidence to date that dairy calves may engage in feed
sorting behaviour this early in life. Selection in favor of the familiar feed component was
expected, as there is evidence that early experience with different feed types influences
later feed preferences of ruminants (Provenza and Balph, 1987). For example, lambs
have been shown to select in favor of feeds with flavors to which they have been
exposed early in life (Simitzis et al., 2008), indicating that flavor familiarity may influence
feed preferences. In addition, Phillips (2004) demonstrated that dairy calves offered cut
grass during the milk-feeding stage grazed for longer periods when turned out to pasture
after weaning. In the present study, selection in favour of the familiar feed immediately
after weaning could be due to flavor and form familiarity as well as the presence of
specific motor skills developed while consuming particles of a certain shape and size.
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Additionally, the pattern of feed sorting initially after weaning may have been influenced
by short-lived neophobia, wherein calves sorted for familiar feed out of an attempt to
avoid the unfamiliar feed. There is evidence that young ruminants, when presented with
an unfamiliar feed, will initially consume only small amounts (Squibb et al., 1990).
Exposure to different solid feed types during the pre milk-weaning stage did not
have a persistent effect on sorting behaviour, with all calves sorting similarly for the short
and against the long particle fraction after 4 weeks of experience with the common
mixed ration (Table 3). A limitation of the present study was the small sample size used,
and the resulting lack of power to detect small differences between treatments. Thus, it
is possible that a larger sample size would reveal more subtle differences in long-term
sorting behaviour, due to early experience, than was presently detected. The similar
pattern of sorting after 4 weeks of experience with the mixed ration resulted in all calves
consuming diets with similar concentrations of nutrients (Table 2.4).
The pattern of sorting for concentrate and against hay seen in all calves after 4
weeks on the mixed ration mimics sorting patterns often seen in adult cattle (Leonardi
and Armentano, 2003; DeVries et al., 2007), indicating that similar factors may
contribute to dietary selection at different stages of life, regardless of early experience.
Particle size itself may be a factor influencing selection. Sheep have been shown to
prefer finely-chopped forages over more coarsely-chopped forages which they cannot
consume as quickly (Kenney and Black, 1984). Similarly, cattle may sort against long
particles due to limitations they impose on rate of intake; cattle consume feeds that are
fibrous and dry, such as hay, more slowly than pelleted concentrate feeds (Campling
and Morgan, 1981). Feed flavor and palatability may also contribute to preferences for
short particles commonly seen in adult cattle, as well as the calves in this study. Flavor
preference tests have indicated that cattle have a strong preference for sweet flavors
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(Nombekela et al., 1994), possibly explaining preferences for the short particle fraction,
which is often high in sugar and starch. In addition, dietary selection is influenced by
learned associations between feed sensory properties and post-ingestive feedback.
Young ruminants will develop preferences for flavors associated with high-energy feeds
(Burritt and Provenza, 1992), and researchers have also shown that dietary selection is
influenced by the nutritional and energy requirements of ruminants (Mellado et al., 2005;
Villalba et al., 1999). In the present study, sorting for the concentrate, which has greater
energy content than hay, may have been influenced by energy demands of the calf.
Whereas differences in feed sorting were short-lived in the present study, other
researchers have previously found longer lasting effects of early feed exposure on
feeding behaviour. Simitzis et al. (2008) found that lambs would select at 11 months of
age for flavors that they had been exposed to no later than 55 days of age. As well,
Squibb et al. (1990) found that lambs exposed to a shrub between 4 and 8 weeks of age
consumed more than naïve lambs of the same age when offered the shrub again after 9
months had passed. In the present study, sorting in favor of concentrate may have
emerged in all treatments as neophobia lessened in those calves unfamiliar with
concentrate. While young ruminates are often hesitant to consume a novel feedstuff
initially, they will begin to sample it after a short period of exposure (Squibb et al., 1990).
As calves previously offered hay began to sample concentrate, a preference may have
formed based on sensory properties (e.g. sweet flavor) or positive post-ingestive
feedback (due to greater energy content). Further, Nolte et al. (1990) found that the
longevity of a feed preference established by early exposure to a feed type depended
upon the initial acceptance of the feed type, with lambs failing to develop preferences for
feeds they were reluctant to consume initially. This may be particularly relevant for the
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present study, as calves consumed less hay than concentrate initially, and thus likely
had not established a strong preference for it.
Once similar sorting patterns had been established by all calves by week 12,
sorting behaviour was not static for the duration of the study. Between weeks 12 and 16,
there were changes in the sorting of all particles fractions (Table 2.3). The changes in
sorting of long and short particle fractions are of importance due to their large
contribution to the total ration DM, as they closely represent the hay and concentrate,
respectively. Calves within both treatment groups sorted against long particles (entirely
composed of hay) to a lesser extent in week 16 compared to week 12. Calves previously
exposed to concentrate gradually increased their intake of long particles over the entire
post milk-weaning stage, whereas calves previously exposed to hay, after exhibiting a
decrease in intake of long particles in week 12, began consuming more long particles
again in week 16. As well, calves previously exposed to concentrate decreased the
extent of their sorting for short particles both in weeks 12 and 16. As all calves lessened
the extent of their sorting for short particles and against long particles in week 16
compared to week 12, they began consuming a diet with lower concentrations of CP,
NFC, and ME, and a greater concentration of NDF (Table 4). Changes in the extent of
sorting by all calves indicate that, whereas early experience may not always have a
long-term influence on sorting behaviour, other external or internal factors continually
influence these sorting patterns.
2.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, exposure to different solid feed types during the milk-feeding stage
influenced sorting behaviour immediately after all calves were transitioned to a common
mixed ration. Calves previously exposed to concentrate sorted the mixed ration in favor
of the familiar feed component and calves previously exposed to hay tended to do so,
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influencing the concentration of nutrients consumed in the feed. However, after 4 weeks
of exposure to the mixed ration, all calves exhibited a similar sorting pattern, sorting for
the short and against the long particle fractions. These results suggest that different
early feed exposure did not have a long-term impact on sorting behaviour and that
properties of the feed itself may influence sorting patterns and play a greater role in feed
sorting behaviour than early feed experiences.
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Table 2.1. Chemical composition and particle size distributions of feed components and
mixed ration (mean ± SD; DM basis).

Hay1

Concentrate2

Mixed ration3

DM, %

91.0 ± 1.8

90.6 ± 0.4

90.7 ± 1.1

OM, % of DM

92.7 ± 1.2

92.1 ± 0.7

92.6 ± 0.9

CP, % of DM

10.4 ± 1.1

21.6 ± 2.0

16.5 ± 1.0

ADF, % of DM

42.5 ± 0.8

8.3 ± 0.4

23.9 ± 2.3

NDF, % of DM

67.2 ± 0.8

18.5 ± 0.9

38.2 ± 4.0

NFC, % of DM

14.3 ± 2.0

--

36.1 ± 4.0

ME, Mcal/kg DM

1.97 ± 0.03

--

2.46 ± 0.06

Long particles

67.9 ± 5.9

0

26.1 ± 4.1

Medium particles

20.4 ± 5.6

14.4 ± 6.6

18.4 ± 7.2

Short particles

9.6 ± 2.1

79.4 ± 7.3

50.2 ± 4.3

Fine particles

2.1 ± 0.8

6.2 ± 6.6

5.3 ± 4.0

Item
Chemical composition4

Particles, %5,6

1

Hay was a first cut mix of approximately 50% timothy grass and 50% alfalfa.
Supplied by Rooney’s Feeds (Iroquios, ON, Canada), containing (on as-is basis): 36.5%
corn, 28% calf starter supplement supplied by Shur-Gain (Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph,
ON, Canada), 20% rolled barley, 10% rolled oats, 2.5% dilute monensin sodium, 2%
molasses, 1% soybean oil.
3
Mixed ration contained 60% concentrate and 40% hay (DM basis).
4
Values were obtained from chemical analysis of feed samples. NFC = 100 – (%CP +
%NDF + %fat + %ash). ME = TDN × 0.04409 × 0.82 (calculated according to NRC
(2001) equations).
5
Particle size was determined by a Penn State Particle Separator which separates the
particles into 4 fractions: long (>19 mm), medium (<19, >8 mm), short (<8, >1.18 mm)
and fine (<1.18 mm).
6
NDF content, as a percentage of DM, of each particle size fraction of the mixed ration is
as follows: Long = 69.7 ± 1.3 %, Medium = 40.0 ± 0.2 %, Short = 22.7 ± 0.4 %, Fine =
21.8 ± 4.2 %.
2
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Table 2.2. Intakes and weight gain before and after weaning of calves exposed to
concentrate (CONC) or hay (HAY) prior to weaning.1,2

P

Treatment (T)
Item

CONC

HAY

SE

W

T

TxW

Feed DMI, kg/d

0.5

0.2

0.1

<0.01

0.09

0.06

Milk replacer, kg/d

0.92

0.91

0.01

<0.01

0.8

0.2

Water intake, L/d

1.2

1.3

0.2

<0.01

0.8

0.02

Body weight, kg

60.1

58.5

1.1

<0.01

0.7

0.3

ADG, kg/d

0.6

0.6

0.07

0.2

0.5

0.2

Feed DMI, kg/d

3.3

2.6

0.2

<0.01

0.07

0.1

Water intake, L/d

10.0

8.5

0.4

<0.01

0.03

0.05

Body weight3, kg

129.8

112.6

4.9

<0.01

0.05

0.01

1.3

1.2

0.08

0.5

0.3

0.04

Pre milk-weaning

Post milk-weaning

ADG3, kg
1

Data are averaged by week (W) for 4 calves on each treatment (T).
Pre milk-weaning = data collected during milk-feeding stage (weeks 1-7). Post milkweaning = data collected during weeks 8-16.
3
Weight data for post milk-weaning stage obtained from measurements only during
weeks 10-16.
2
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Table 2.3. Feed sorting of the mixed ration (60 % concentrate and 40 % hay) during the post-weaning stage by calves exposed to
either concentrate (CONC) or hay (HAY) prior to weaning.1,2

Week 8
Particle size3

Week 12

P

Week 16

CONC

HAY

CONC

HAY

CONC

HAY

SE

W

T

W×T

Long

56*

113†

62*

54*

79*

69*

2.5

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

Medium

103

119

102

94

91*

86*

4.3

<0.01

0.8

0.2

Short

126*

94

117*

121*

113*

118*

1.5

<0.01

<0.01

0.02

Fine

127*

89

103

96

110*

118*

2.7

0.01

0.02

0.04

1

Data are averaged over 7 d for each of 3 recording weeks (W) post milk-weaning for 4 calves on each treatment (T).
Feed sorting (%) calculated as 100 x (particle size n DM intake/particle size n predicted DM intake). Sorting values equal to 100%
indicate no sorting, <100% indicate selective refusals (sorting against), and >100% indicate preferential consumption (sorting for).
3
Particle size determined by Penn State Particle Separator which separates the particles into 4 fractions: long (>19 mm), medium
(<19, >8 mm), short (<8, >1.18 mm) and fine (<1.18 mm).
*†Difference in sorting values from 100% expressed as *P ≤ 0.05, †P ≤ 0.1
2
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Table 2.4. Post-weaning intakes of nutrients and energy of calves exposed to either concentrate (CONC) or hay (HAY) prior to
weaning (wk 1 – 7).1

Week 8
Item

Week 12

P

Week 16

CONC

HAY

CONC

HAY

CONC

HAY

SE

W

T

W×T

DMI, kg/d

1.3

1.0

3.3

2.7

4.9

3.9

0.2

<0.01

0.06

0.1

NDF, kg/d

0.36

0.33

0.88

0.63

1.7

1.2

0.07

<0.01

<0.01

0.08

CP, kg/d

0.23

0.18

0.59

0.51

0.88

0.72

0.02

<0.01

<0.01

0.3

NFC, kg/d

0.61

0.45

1.5

1.3

1.8

1.5

0.05

<0.01

<0.01

0.7

ME, Mcal/d

3.5

2.7

8.7

7.3

12.5

10.1

0.3

<0.01

<0.01

0.4

NDF, % of DMI

26.5

32.2

26.5

23.2

33.7

30.7

0.5

<0.01

0.8

<0.01

CP, % of DMI

18.1

17.4

18.0

18.7

18.0

18.5

0.1

0.03

0.3

0.01

NFC, % of DMI

48.7

44.0

46.4

48.9

37.2

39.6

0.8

<0.01

1.0

<0.01

<0.01

1.0

<0.01

ME, Mcal/kg
2.75
2.66
2.65
2.70
2.55
2.60
0.05
DMI
1
Data are averaged over 7 d for each of 3 weeks (W) for 4 calves on each treatment (T).
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CHAPTER 3: FEED PRESENTATION AND FEED SORTING OF DAIRY CALVES

3.1 Introduction
It is common practice to provide dairy cattle with a TMR, with the goal of ensuring
that a balanced ration is available over the course of the day (Coppock et al., 1981).
However, both immature and mature dairy cattle actively sort TMR against long forage
particles and in favor of the smaller grain particles, which are higher in starch and energy
(Leonardi and Armentano, 2003; Greter et al., 2010a). Sorting of the ration affects
nutrient content of the ration over the course of the day (DeVries et al., 2005), resulting
in cows consuming an unbalanced ration. Due to the effects of feed sorting on nutrient
composition and consistency of the ration, various recent studies have addressed
factors that influence feed sorting. Problems associated with feed sorting are typically
addressed by attempting to thwart sorting at the herd level, through nutrition and feeding
management (Leonardi et al., 2005b; Miller-Cushon and DeVries, 2009; DeVries et al.,
2005). However, dairy cattle vary both in the degree and pattern of feed sorting
(Leonardi and Armentano, 2003), suggesting that feed and flavor preferences, sorting
ability, and sorting inclination may vary between animals.
It is possible that early experiences may influence the development of feed
sorting, contributing to the individual variability in feed sorting observed in adult cattle.
There is substantial evidence to suggest that early feed experiences have potential to
shape feed preferences and feeding behaviour of ruminants later in life. For example,
when tested later in life, ruminants have been found to exhibit preferences for flavors
(Simitzis et al., 2008) and feed types (Arnold and Maller, 1977; Provenza and Balph,
1988) to which they were exposed for the first months of life. There is also evidence that
motor skills develop in response to early feed exposure, with animals feeding more
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efficiently when they have had previous experience with that type of plant (Arnold and
Maller, 1977; Flores et al., 1989).
Despite commonly being fed a TMR later in life, dairy calves are often provided a
limited number of feed types separately early in life. It is common practice to provide
milk-fed calves with concentrate and, occasionally, forage (Coverdale et al., 2004).
Provision of a mixed ration to calves prior to weaning has not yet been widely explored.
It has been suggested that use of a TMR for young heifers may result in better balance
of nutrient intake by avoiding individual preferences for forage or concentrate (Borland
and Kesler, 1979). When provided concentrate and forage as separate components or
as a top-dressed ration, weaned heifers consume the concentrate component prior to
consuming forage (DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009b; Greter et al., 2010a). In
contrast, provision of a TMR has been found to increase NDF intake, due to reduced
selection in favor of concentrate (Greter et al., 2010a). Greter et al. (2010b) followed 11
mo old heifers previously exposed to either concentrate and hay as a top-dressed ration
or a TMR and found no long-term differences in feed sorting once all the heifers were
fed a novel TMR. It is possible, however, that differences in dietary selection resulting
from previous feed presentation exposure may persist for a longer period of time if the
experience with feed presentation occurs at a younger age. Weaning is considered a
formative period in development of feeding behaviour, as animals are rapidly increasing
intake of solid feed, developing feeding motor skills, and forming feed preferences that
can be quite persistent (Arnold and Maller, 1977; Squibb et al., 1990b). Thus, exposure
to different feed presentations at this stage may have a longer-term influence on feeding
behaviour.
The objective of this study was therefore to determine how feed presentation
may affect development of feed sorting in dairy calves. Specifically, this study
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determined the effect of feed presentation on dietary selection of dairy calves during the
milk-feeding stage. Post-weaning, the effects of prior exposure to different feed
presentations on feed sorting was assessed once all calves were provided, firstly, a
mixed ration composed of familiar feed components and, secondly, a novel TMR. It was
hypothesized that calves provided hay and concentrate as separate components early in
life would select greater quantities of concentrate than calves provided hay and
concentrate as a mixture and, consequently, consume a diet higher in carbohydrates
and lower in fiber. Thus, it was hypothesized that, upon transition to the mixed ration,
calves previously exposed to these feed types as separate components would sort to a
greater degree than calves previously familiar with the mixed ration, to maintain this
pattern of selection in favor of the concentrate component. Further, it was hypothesized
that differences in feed sorting would persist after transition to a novel TMR.
3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Animals and Housing
Twenty male Holstein calves were used in this study. Calves received colostrum
and were enrolled in the study within 24 h of birth. All calves received intramuscular
injections of 2 mL of a vitamin supplement containing vitamins A, D, and E (E-Master,
Vétoquinol Canada Inc., Lavaltrie, QC, Canada) and 1 mL of selenium (Dystosel, Pfizer
Animal Health, Kirkland, QC, Canada) and a subcutaneous injection of 1 mL of
tulathromycin (Draxxin, Pfizer Animal Health, Kirkland, Quebec, Canada) as a preventive
measure to reduce incidence of illness (Stanton et al., 2013).
Calves were housed in individual pens (1.2 × 1.8 m; width × depth) at the
University of Guelph, Kemptville Campus Dairy Education and Research Centre
(Kemptville, ON, Canada) and were managed according to the standard operating
procedures of this research station, in accordance with guidelines set by the Canadian
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Council on Animal Care (CCAC, 2009). The front of each pen had two openings for
access to pails (diameter = 25.4 cm, height = 23.0 cm, capacity = 8 L) mounted on the
outside. A third pail of the same size was mounted at the rear of the pen and filled with
fresh water daily. The interior of each pen was bedded with wood shavings. Bedding
was replaced weekly and fresh bedding was added as needed. Pens were located under
a 3-sided, roofed shelter to protect from excessive exposure to the elements.
3.2.3 Milk Feeding Procedure
During the milk-feeding stage (wk 1 – 7), all calves were fed acidified milk
replacer via an artificial teat (Peach Teats, Skellerup Industries Ltd., New Zealand). The
feeding setup involved the teat mounted at the front of the pen, attached to a tube fitted
with a one-way valve running into buckets placed outside the pen. All buckets, lines, and
teats were cleaned daily. Calves were fed 22% crude protein and 18% fat milk replacer
(Shur-Gain High Performance Milk Replacer, Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON,
Canada), mixed as indicated at a rate of 150 g/L. Milk replacer was mixed daily in
sufficient volume to feed all calves. At the time of preparation, a pre-diluted form of 9.8
% formic acid (The Acidified Milk Solution, NOD Apiary Products Ltd., Frankford, ON,
Canada) was added to acidify the milk replacer to a target pH between 4.0 and 4.5 to
prevent microbial growth over the course of the day.
All calves were fed twice daily at 0800 and 1600 h a fixed amount of 8 L/d (1.2 kg
of DM) for the first 4 wk. To facilitate weaning, the amount of milk replacer offered was
decreased to 6 L/d (0.9 kg of DM) during wk 5, 4 L/d (0.6 kg of DM) during wk 6, and
then decreased progressively during wk 7 (in d 1 - 4, calves were offered 3 L/d and in d
5 – 7, calves were offered 2 L/d). Given the study objective of assessing effects of solid
feed presentation, calves were provided milk at a controlled rate to reduce variability in
milk intake across calves, as well as to encourage exposure to solid feed, compared to
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the variable milk intakes and low solid feed intake observed in calves provided milk ad
libitum (Jasper and Weary, 2002; Appleby, 2001). However, in comparison to the
conventionally provided rate of 10 % of BW, or 4 – 5 L/d (Appleby, 2001), milk was
provided at an elevated fixed rate in the present study (as previously demonstrated
effective; Khan et al., 2011; Montoro et al., 2013) to alleviate welfare concerns of hunger
associated with highly-restricted milk feeding (De Paula Vieira et al., 2008).
3.2.4 Experimental Design and Diets
Upon enrollment, calves were randomly assigned to 1 of 2 feed presentation
treatments: 1) concentrate and chopped ryegrass hay (< 2.5 cm) offered at a ratio of 7:3
as a mixture (MIX), and 2) concentrate and chopped hay (< 2.5 cm) offered at a ratio of
7:3 as separate components (COM), as detailed below. The hay was chopped using a
New Holland 355 grinder-mixer (New Holland Inc., New Holland, PA) to pass through a
2.54 cm mesh. Fresh feed was offered once daily at 1000h in quantities such that there
were > 15 % orts. Appropriate quantities of concentrate (0.7 × total offered amount) and
hay (0.3 × total offered amount) were weighed out daily for all calves. For COM calves,
the feed types were placed into separate buckets. For MIX calves, the feed types were
mixed together thoroughly by hand and then placed in a single bucket. To account for
any side preference, the position of the hay and concentrate feed buckets for COM
calves was switched daily. Calves remained on their respective feed presentation
treatments throughout the milk-feeding stage (wk 1 – 7) and for one week following
removal of milk (wk 8).
Following this period of feed presentation exposure, all calves were offered the
MIX diet for 3 wk (wk 9 – 11). At the beginning of wk 12, calves were offered a novel
TMR for 2 wk (wk 12 and 13). The ingredient and chemical composition of all diets is
given in Table 3.1.
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Throughout the study, orts were removed daily immediately prior to delivery of
fresh feed. Individual feed intake was determined daily by weighing the amount of feed
offered and the amount refused. Actual feeding level (% orts) was compared between
treatments to ensure that treatment was not confounded with feeding level, which has
been found to affect degree of feed sorting (Leonardi and Armentano, 2007; MillerCushon and DeVries, 2010).
Initial body weights (BW) did not differ between treatments (43.7 vs. 44.1 kg; MIX
vs. COM; SE = 1.3; P = 0.6). Calves were weighed using a calibrated digital floor scale
(P2000 floor scale, Avery Weigh-Tronix, Pointe-Claire, QC, Canada) at the same time of
day on 2 consecutive days each week to obtain an accurate weekly weight.
3.2.4 Feed Sampling and Analysis
For determination of DM and nutrient content of the feed and assessment of daily
DMI of the calves, fresh feed was sampled weekly and individual orts from each calf
were sampled on d 1 and 4 each week, just prior to removal and delivery of fresh feed.
For calves fed COM, samples were taken of both concentrate and hay in wk 1 – 8. Feed
sorting was analyzed through additional samples taken of fresh feed and orts for calves
fed MIX on d 1 - 4 of wk 6 and 8 and for all calves on d 1 – 4 of wk 9, 11, 12, and 13. All
samples were immediately frozen at -20°C until they were further analyzed.
Sorting of the MIX diet in week 6, 8, 9, and 11 was assessed through nutrient
analysis of the fresh and orts samples. Feed sorting of TMR is often analyzed by
assessing particle size distributions of fresh feed and orts (Leonardi and Armentano,
2003) using the 3-screen Penn State Particle Separator (PSPS; Kononoff et al., 2003),
which separates particles into 4 particle size fractions: long (> 19 mm), medium (<19, >8
mm), short (<8, >1.18 mm), and fine (<1.18 mm). However, as previously reported
(Montoro et al., 2013), feed sorting is less accurately assessed through particle size
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analysis when the diet contains few ingredients with similar particle size distributions. In
the present study, according to the PSPS, the short particle size fraction was greatest for
both hay and concentrate; hay contained 11.7 ± 9.9 % long, 28.4 ± 3.1 % medium, 38.6
± 2.8 % short, and 21.3 ± 11.5 % fine particles, while concentrate contained 0.0 ± 0.0 %
long, 15.0 ± 6.1 % medium, 78.7 ± 2.6 % short, and 6.3 ± 3.6 % fine particles. Given that
the MIX diet contained only two feed components with distinct nutrient compositions
(Table 3.1), nutrient analysis provided the clearest indication of dietary selection of this
experimental diet. In contrast to the MIX diet, the novel TMR provided in wk 12 and 13
contained more ingredients and had a greater range of particle sizes (Table 3.2). Thus,
samples of the novel TMR taken in wk 12 and 13 were analyzed for feed sorting using
particle size analysis by the PSPS technique. After separation, the DM of each
separated fraction was determined by oven drying at 55°C for 48 h.
Samples taken for DM and chemical analysis, including samples taken for feed
sorting in wk 6, 8, 9, and 11, were oven-dried at 55°C for 48 h and were ground to pass
through a 1-mm screen (Wiley Mill, Arthur H. Thomas Co., Philadelphia, PA). Orts
samples taken for sorting analysis were pooled by calf and week, and fresh samples
were pooled by week. All samples were sent to Cumberland Valley Analytical Services
Inc. (Maugansville, MD, USA) for analysis of DM (135°C; AOAC, 2000: method 930.15),
ash (535°C; AOAC, 2000: method 942.05), ADF (AOAC, 2000: method 973.18), NDF
with heat-stable α-amylase and sodium sulfite (Van Soest et al., 1991), and CP (N x
6.25; AOAC 2000: method 990.03; Leco FP-528 Nitrogen Analyzer, Leco, St. Joseph,
MI). Nonfiber carbohydrate content was calculated as 100 – (% CP + % NDF + % fat +
% ash) (NRC, 2001).
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3.2.5 Calculations and Statistical Analysis
One calf (on COM treatment) was removed from the study during wk 6 for health
reasons unrelated to the study; thus, data from only 9 COM calves were analyzed in wk
7-11.
For data from wk 6, 8, 9, and 11, feed sorting activity was assessed through
actual intakes of NDF, ADF, CP, and NFC expressed as a percentage of the predicted
intake of that nutrient (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003). The actual intake of each
nutrient was calculated as the difference between the DM amount of each nutrient in the
offered feed and that in the refused feed. The predicted intake for each nutrient was
calculated as the product of total DMI multiplied by the DM percentage of that nutrient in
the fed ration. Values equal to 100% indicate no sorting, < 100% indicate selective
refusals (sorting against), and > 100% indicate preferential consumption (sorting for). For
feed sorting data from wk 12 and 13, sorting activity of each particle size fraction (long,
medium, short, fine) was calculated similarly, as the actual intake of each particle size
fraction as a percentage of the predicted intake of that fraction (Leonardi and
Armentano, 2003). Sorting values for each calf were averaged within week over the 4 d
in which sorting was assessed, generating 1 sorting value/calf/week.
All data were analyzed separately by time period: milk-feeding stage (wk 1 – 7),
post-weaning on separate feed exposure treatments (wk 8), while offered the common
MIX diet (wk 9 – 11), and while offered the novel TMR (wk 12, 13). Intake, BW, and ADG
data were analyzed using the MIXED procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2008), treating
week as a repeated measure. The model included the fixed effects of week, treatment,
week by treatment interaction, and the random effect of calf within treatment. The
autoregressive model was selected as the variance-covariance matrix structure on the
basis of best fit according to Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion. Sorting data were
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also analyzed using the MIXED procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2008), treating week
as a repeated measure when sorting data was assessed on multiple weeks within a time
period. The model included the fixed effects of week, treatment, week by treatment
interaction, and the random effect of calf within treatment. Compound symmetry was
selected as the variance-covariance matrix structure for the sorting data on the basis of
best fit according to Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion. Sorting values for each
nutrient or particle size fraction, as a percentage, were tested within treatment by week
for a difference from 100 using t-tests in the mixed model described above.
Assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance were verified by plotting
residuals from the model against predicted values. All values reported are least squares
means. Significance was declared at P ≤ 0.05, and trends reported if 0.05 < P ≤ 0.10.
3.3 Results
After the first week of age, all calves finished their milk allotment; thus, milk
intake was held constant across treatments. Feed presentation did not affect DMI either
pre-weaning (0.32 vs. 0.30 kg/d; MIX vs. COM, SE = 0.036, P = 0.77) or in the week
after weaning (in wk 8, 2.08 vs. 2.03 kg/d, SE = 0.13, P = 0.78). Total orts were similar
between calves fed MIX and COM (in wk 8, 15.8 vs. 18.2 % offered DM, SE = 3.1, P =
0.4). For calves fed COM, concentrate orts were 12.2 ± 5.2 % offered concentrate DM
(mean ± SD) and hay orts were 25.5 ± 8.5 % offered hay DM (mean ± SD). Calves fed
MIX and COM had similar ADG throughout the milk-feeding stage (0.76 vs. 0.73 kg/d,
SE = 0.024, P = 0.39) and similar BW at weaning (73.9 vs. 74.1 kg, SE = 1.85, P =
0.95). Body weights were also similar between calves fed MIX and COM upon transition
to the common diet (beginning of wk 9, 92.0 vs. 90.7, SE = 2.8, P = 0.74).
While feed presentation did not affect growth and intake, it did impact dietary
selection. Prior to weaning (wk 6), MIX calves consumed more NDF and ADF and less
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NFC than predicted (Table 3.3), indicating selection against concentrate and in favor of
hay (Table 3.1). Calves fed MIX increased selection in favor of concentrate over time.
Immediately post-weaning (wk 8), calves fed MIX tended to consume less NDF and
more NFC than predicted indicating selection against hay and for concentrate (Table
3.3). Similarly, the diet consumed by calves fed COM changed over time (P < 0.001).
Calves fed COM consumed a diet lower in concentrate than the offered rate in wk 6
(59.7 ± 9.8, as a % of DMI vs. 70 % offered rate, P = 0.03) and, like calves fed MIX,
consumed a diet higher in concentrate in wk 8 (81.6 ± 5.5, as a % of DMI vs. 70 %
offered rate, P < 0.001). Total intake of concentrate and hay by calves fed COM was
0.29 ± 0.2 kg/d and 0.12 ± 0.05 kg/d, respectively, in wk 6, and 1.74 ± 0.6 kg/d and 0.35
± 0.1 kg/d, respectively, in wk 8.
Nutrient intakes were similar (P = 0.91) between treatments in wk 6, due to
similar selection in favor of hay (Table 3.4). Although calves fed MIX and COM both
selected in favor of concentrate and against hay in wk 8, nutrient intakes differed
between treatments. Calves fed COM consumed more NFC and less ADF and NDF than
calves fed MIX (P < 0.04; Table 3.4), indicating that they were selecting a diet higher in
concentrate than calves fed MIX.
Calves previously fed MIX and COM had similar ADG while fed MIX in wk 9 – 11
(1.11 vs. 1.05 kg/d, SE = 0.04, P = 0.29) and while fed the novel TMR in wk 12 – 13
(1.34 vs. 1.33 kg/d, SE = 0.07, P = 0.92). Final BW at the end of wk 13 did not differ
between calves exposed to MIX early in life and calves exposed to COM (134.1 vs.
131.4, SE = 3.1, P = 0.53). Orts were similar between calves previously fed MIX and
COM in wk 9 – 13 (14.4 % vs. 15.7 % offered DM, SE = 2.8, P = 0.50).
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Previous exposure to different feed presentations had a carry-over effect on feed
sorting, as assessed by nutrient intake as a percentage of predicted intake. After
transition to the common MIX ration, calves previously fed MIX consumed, as a
percentage of predicted intake, less NDF and more NFC, and tended to consume less
ADF, as a percentage of predicted intake, than calves previously fed COM (Table 3.5).
Thus, calves previously fed MIX were selecting against hay and for concentrate, while
calves fed COM did not sort their diet after transition to the MIX diet in wk 9. Differences
in feed sorting were consistent over time for the 3 wk that calves were monitored while
consuming the MIX ration. As a result of sorting to a greater extent than calves
previously fed COM, calves previously fed MIX tended to consume, as a % of total DMI,
less NDF and ADF and more NFC (Table 3.6). However, total nutrient intakes were not
different between treatments (Table 3.6).
Feed sorting also differed between calves previously fed MIX and COM after
transition to the novel TMR (Table 3.7), with calves maintaining their pattern of sorting.
Calves previously fed MIX sorted the novel ration to a greater extent than calves
previously fed COM, sorting against long particles and for short and fine particles. In
contrast, calves fed COM performed little sorting of any particle size fraction after
transition to the novel TMR.
3.4 Discussion
The diet selected by calves exposed to different feed presentations evolved over
time. In the week prior to weaning, both calves fed MIX and COM selected in favor of
hay to a similar degree. Providing hay to calves prior to weaning is a subject of some
controversy in the dairy industry (Coverdale et al., 2004; Castells et al., 2012), with
reluctance to provide hay based on the possibility of reduced intake of concentrate (Hill
et al., 2008), and impaired development of rumen papillae (Tamate et al., 1962).
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However, there is also evidence that provision of high fiber feedstuffs, such as hay, can
increase concentrate intake and improve feed efficiency and rumen environment
(Coverdale et al., 2004; Khan et al., 2011a; Castells et al., 2012). Further, provision of
hay has been found to reduce nonnutritive oral behaviour in calves (Haley et al., 1998;
Phillips, 2004; Castells et al., 2012), which may result from frustrated feeding motivation
(Redbo, 1990; Redbo and Nordblad, 1997), and are thus, like other stereotypic
behaviours (Mason and Latham, 2004), considered indicators of poor welfare. As all
calves were provided hay in the present study, any benefits of hay are only speculative.
It is worth noting, however, that the inclination for both treatment groups to selectively
consume hay prior to weaning would suggest that calves are motivated to consume
forage, either due to nutritional or behavioural needs, and that provision of forage may
improve their welfare.
Calves on both feed presentation treatments increased selection in favor of
concentrate in the week after weaning. Similarly, preferential consumption of the
concentrate component compared to the hay component has been observed in growing
heifers (DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009b; Greter et al., 2010a) and adult cattle
(Maekawa et al., 2002). Few studies have investigated diet selection of young calves.
Montoro and Bach (2012) reported that calves offered 6 different individual ingredients,
compared to a single mash starter ration, consumed an unbalanced CP to energy ratio.
These authors concluded that young calves were not capable of dietary selection based
on nutrient requirements. The present study provided only two distinct feed types, which
may have been more easily differentiated than the 6 provided by Montoro and Bach
(2012). The increasing selection in favor of the higher energy concentrate over time
suggests that calves in the present study may have been adjusting their diet to account
for increased reliance on solid feed for energy that occurs after removal of milk
(Drackley, 2008).
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Feed presentation did not affect DMI or growth of the calves. Similarly, method of
feed delivery of concentrate and forage does not appear to influence DMI or growth in
weaned heifers (DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009b; Greter et al., 2010a) or DMI in
adult cattle (Maekawa et al., 2002). However, feed presentation affected the balance of
nutrient intake. Although calves selected in favor of concentrate, regardless of feed
presentation, immediately after weaning, calves fed COM selected in favor of
concentrate to a greater extent, consuming more concentrate as a % of DMI (indicated
by greater NFC intake; Table 3.4). This result was reminiscent of similar selection
differences between heifers provided concentrate and hay as a top-dressed ration or as
a TMR (Greter et al., 2010a). Given that calves were exposed to different feed
presentations for only a short period of time in the post-weaning stage, it is unclear
whether greater selection in favor of concentrate by calves fed COM compared to calves
fed MIX may have been functional, supporting the high energy requirements at this
stage of growth (Drackley, 2008), or detrimental, potentially reducing rumen pH and
negatively impacting fermentation, as reported in older animals (Greter et al., 2010a).
Further research is encouraged to investigate differences in performance and rumen
health of calves exposed to different feed presentations for a longer period of time.
Contrary to our hypothesis, early exposure to feed types provided as separate
components decreased the extent of feed sorting as the calves aged. When provided the
MIX ration in wk 9 – 11, calves previously exposed to MIX sorted in favor of concentrate,
whereas calves previously fed COM did not sort in favor of either feed component after
transition to the mixed ration. This was result was surprising. One possible explanation
for this result is a difference between treatments in understanding of individual feed
components. To select an appropriate diet, animals must be able to associate the
sensory properties of each food type with the respective post-ingestive feedback (Forbes
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and Kyriazakis, 1995), a learning task made more difficult when feed types are offered
as a mixture. Thus, it is possible that calves fed MIX sorted their ration to a greater
extent than calves fed COM due to an impaired ability to balance an appropriate ration.
Improved understanding of the function and consequences of dietary selection in
young calves would shed light on this possible explanation. Differences in feed sorting in
wk 9 and wk 11 resulted in a tendency for intake of NFC, NDF, and ADF as a % of DMI
to differ between treatments. Although this did not translate into significant differences in
total nutrient intake or ADG, sorting may have had rumen health consequences that
were not measured in the present study. For example, Greter et al. (2010a) reported that
increased selection against forage did not impact ADG, but was associated with looser
stools, which indicates reduced rumen pH (Krause and Oetzel, 2006). Thus, further
research is encouraged to investigate differences in performance and rumen health
associated with dietary selection in young calves.
Alternatively, the effect of prior exposure to different feed presentations on
sorting may be explained by differences in experience performing the motor skills
required for feed sorting. Calves fed COM consumed a diet that contained more than
80% concentrate in wk 8, yet these calves did not sort to maintain this level of
concentrate intake after transition to the MIX diet, which contained only 70%
concentrate. This abrupt change in the composition of the consumed diet suggests that
dietary selection by calves previously fed COM was thwarted by provision of the feed
types as a mixture. Given the greater feed sorting exhibited by calves previously
familiarized with the MIX diet, it is possible that provision of the MIX diet early in life
provided an opportunity for calves to develop the motor skills necessary for feed sorting.
As discussed above, feed sorting of calves fed MIX mirrored dietary selection of calves
fed COM, with preference for concentrate, relative to hay, increasing over time. Thus,
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calves fed MIX may have been motivated to sort their ration early in life to accommodate
changing preferences. Learning to sort may also have been facilitated by the dry nature
of the MIX ration, since adult cattle exhibit increased feed sorting when provided a dry
TMR (> 80 % DM; Leonardi et al., 2005) and a TMR containing dry hay (Leonardi and
Armentano, 2003). It is generally understood that motor skills develop as they are
repeated (Bandura, 1977), and, thus, foraging motor skills develop in response to
experience with particular feeds (Provenza and Balph, 1987; Arnold and Maller, 1977).
Performance of feed sorting may then depend on prior opportunity to exercise the
necessary motor skills. It is unclear, however, whether experience with different feed
presentations at a critical timeframe around weaning has a long-term effect on
performance of feeding sorting, or whether the effect observed in the present study is
merely a delay in the development of the behaviour due to lack of experience. While the
present results indicate that feed sorting develops quickly early in life after minimal
experience with solid feed, the timeframe in which feed sorting develops in response to
post-weaning exposure to a mixed ration is unclear. It is interesting to note, however,
that feed experiences around weaning have been found to have a greater influence on
long-term feed preferences and feeding motor skills than similar experiences later in life
(Nolte et al., 1990; Arnold and Maller, 1977).
In contrast to the present results, (Greter et al., 2010b) exposed weaned heifers
to different feed presentations for a period of 13 wk, but found no differences in feed
sorting after all heifers were fed a TMR. Upon transition to the TMR, all heifers sorted
against the long particles and for the short and fine particles. These authors suggested
that feed presentation has minimal effect on development of feed sorting in weaned
heifers. Given the extent to which calves in the present trial were actively sorting a mixed
ration at 6 wk of age, it seems likely that feed sorting develops rapidly early in life in
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response to feeding management factors. In the study by Greter et al. (2010a), heifers
were first exposed to the feed presentation treatments at approximately 21 wk of age. It
is possible that the development of feed sorting in these animals had already been
facilitated by previous management factors.
Interestingly, differences in feed sorting patterns between calves previously
exposed to different feed presentations persisted after transition to the novel TMR.
Sorting of the novel TMR immediately upon transition was surprising, given that the feed
components were novel and the calves had no previous opportunity to learn about the
individual feed components. The persistence of sorting by calves previously fed MIX
after transition to the novel TMR suggests that sorting patterns and abilities, once
learned, may persist despite ration changes. Calves previously fed MIX sorted the novel
TMR against the long particle fraction, which contained solely forage (mostly long
haylage and some long corn silage particles; Table 3.2). That long particle fraction
resembled hay most closely in the MIX ration, both in terms of particle size and nutrient
composition. This consistency of sorting patterns immediately after transition to the novel
ration suggests that sorting may either depend on perception of palatability of different
components, which is subject to previous feed experiences (Provenza et al., 1992), or
on previously established sorting motor patterns, with sorting driven by selection of
certain particle sizes.
It should be noted that differences in feed sorting between treatments were
maintained for the 2 wk that calves were followed on the novel TMR; thus, differences
between treatments persisted for the full 5 wk during which both groups were given
mixed rations. Further research is encouraged to assess the duration as well as the
longer-term consequences of the differences in feed sorting that result from early
exposure to different feed presentations. A longer-term study would also provide insight
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into whether exposure to different feed presentations early in life only delays
development of feed sorting or whether it may result in persistent differences in
performance of feed sorting.
3.5 Conclusions
Providing dairy calves with hay and concentrates either as a mixed ration or as
separate components did not affect feed intake or growth. Regardless of feed
presentation, calves selected in favor of hay in the week prior to weaning and increased
selection in favor of concentrate after weaning. Provision of feed types as separate
components resulted in greater intake of concentrate than provision of the mixed ration.
After all calves were provided the mixed ration, calves previously exposed to the mixed
ration sorted in favor of concentrate, whereas calves previously provided separate
components did not sort. Upon transition to a novel TMR, differences in feed sorting
persisted, with calves previously fed a mixed ration maintaining greater feed sorting.
These results show that early exposure to different feed presentations affected feed
sorting for at least 5 weeks after the differential feeding treatments. Thus, these results
suggest that methods of feeding calves prior to weaning could have the potential to
reduce, or at least delay, the emergence of feed sorting.
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Table 3.1. Chemical composition of feed components and mixed rations (mean ± SD;
DM basis).
Chemical
composition1

Hay2

Concentrate3

Mixed ration4

Novel TMR5

DM, %

91.7 ± 1.5

90.4 ± 0.9

91.3 ± 0.5

55.3 ± 3.5

NDF, % of DM

59.2 ± 1.6

15.1 ± 1.7

26.1 ± 3.2

29.5

ADF, % of DM

36.5 ± 1.2

7.9 ± 1.2

15.0 ± 2.7

19.4

NFC, % of DM

16.0 ± 1.7

53.7 ± 5.7

43.2 ± 4.2

46.8

CP, % of DM

13.7 ± 1.3

21.1 ± 2.2

19.4 ± 1.6

16.2

ME, Mcal/kg of DM

2.1 ± 0.07

2.9 ± 0.04

2.7 ± 0.07

2.7

Values were obtained from chemical analysis of feed samples. NFC = 100 – (% CP + %
NDF + % fat + % ash). ME = total digestible nutrients (TDN) × 0.04409 × 0.82
(calculated according to NRC, 2001 equations).
2
Second-cut ryegrass hay.
3
Dairy calf starter concentrate supplied by Rooney’s Feeds (Iroquois, ON) containing (on
as-is basis): 36.5% corn, 28% calf starter supplement (Shur-Gain, Nutreco Canada Inc.,
Guelph, ON, Canada), 20% rolled barley, 2.5% dilute monensin sodium, 2% molasses,
1% soybean oil.
4
Contained, as a % of DM: 70% concentrate and 30% hay (chopped < 2.5 cm).
5
Contained, as a % of DM: 40.5 % corn silage (chemical composition was 7.5 % CP,
39.3 % NDF, 48.6 % NFC), 22.0 % red clover haylage (chemical composition was 20.9
% CP, 42.9 % NDF, 29.9 % NFC), 21.5 % high moisture corn (8.7 % CP, 8.2 % NDF,
78.3 % NFC), 16.0 % protein supplement (41.7 % CP, 14.9 % NDF, 23.1 % NFC).
1
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Table 3.2. Particle size distribution of the novel TMR ration and its components offered in wk 12-13 (mean ± SD).

Particle size, % of DM
retained on screen1

Corn silage

Red clover
haylage

High moisture
corn

Protein
supplement

TMR2

7.6 ± 3.2

17.9 ± 8.9

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

7.5 ± 2.1

Medium

54.0 ±10.4

55.0 ± 4.6

60.2 ± 0.4

0.8 ± 0.07

42.4 ± 3.4

Short

36.7 ± 6.7

21.8 ± 4.5

34.1 ± 0.8

97.3 ± 0.08

40.5 ± 4.4

Fine

1.7 ± 0.6

5.3 ± 3.0

4.7 ± 0.7

1.9 ± 0.1

9.7 ± 2.2

Long

1

Particle size determined by Penn State Particle Separator which has a 19 mm screen (long), 8 mm screen (medium), 1.18 mm
screen (short), and a pan (fine).
2
Contained, as a % of DM: 40.5 % corn silage, 22.0 % red clover haylage, 21.5 % high moisture corn, 16.0 % protein supplement.
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Table 3.3. Feed sorting of the mixed ration (MIX), as assessed through nutrient intake,
during the milk-feeding stage (measured during wk 6) and in the week following weaning
(wk 8) (mean ± SD).1,2
Nutrient intake, % of
predicted intake3

Week 6

Week 8

NDF

103.6 ± 2.8 *

99.3 ± 0.8 †

ADF

102.7 ± 0.9 *

99.9 ± 1.0

NFC

92.6 ± 1.9 **

100.8 ± 0.4 †

98.4 ± 2.3

99.2 ± 1.6

CP
1

Mixed ration contained 70 % concentrate and 30 % chopped hay.
Data are averaged over 4 d for each of 2 recording weeks for 10 calves on MIX
treatment.
3
Calculated as 100 x (actual nutrient DM intake/ predicted nutrient DM intake). Values
equal to 100% indicate no sorting, <100% indicate selective refusals of feed components
high in that nutrient (sorting against), and >100% indicate preferential consumption of
feed components high in that nutrient (sorting for).
*†Difference in predicted intake values from 100% expressed as *P ≤ 0.05, †P ≤ 0.1
2
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Table 3.4. Intake of nutrients during the milk-feeding stage (measured during wk 6) and in the week following weaning (wk 8) by
calves offered hay and concentrate as a mixture (MIX) or as separately components (COM).1,2

Week 6

Week 8

Nutrient intake

MIX

COM

SE

P

MIX

COM

SE

P

DMI, kg/d

0.50

0.49

0.074

0.91

2.1

2.0

0.13

0.77

NDF, %DMI

25.9

28.1

1.7

0.36

25.6

21.9

0.72

0.0016

ADF, %DMI

13.6

14.4

0.93

0.28

13.7

12.4

0.44

0.048

NFC, %DMI

39.3

42.7

1.8

0.18

46.2

50.3

0.76

0.0013

CP, %DMI

21.1

19.6

1.8

0.21

18.3

18.5

0.19

0.41

NDF, kg/d

0.13

0.13

0.02

0.97

0.53

0.43

0.023

0.0070

ADF, kg/d

0.065

0.074

0.012

0.59

0.28

0.24

0.013

0.048

NFC, kg/d

0.20

0.22

0.032

0.70

0.95

1.0

0.032

0.040

CP, kg/d

0.11

0.092

0.016

0.42

0.38

0.38

0.024

0.88

1

Mixed ration containing 70 % concentrate and 30 % hay.
Data are averaged by week for each calf per treatment (n = 10 for MIX, n = 9 for COM).

2
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Table 3.5. Feed sorting after transition to the mixed ration (70 % concentrate and 30 % hay), as assessed through nutrient intakes,
by calves previously exposed to hay and concentrate as a mixture (MIX) or as separate components (COM).1

Week 9

P-value

Week 11

Nutrient intake, % of
predicted intake2

MIX

COM

MIX

COM

SE

W

T

W×T

NDF

97.5*

100.9

97.6*

100.1

0.98

0.12

0.043

0.63

ADF

98.1†

100.6

96.7**

99.1

1.2

0.27

0.052

0.90

NFC

102.2*

98.2

104.2**

99.9

0.58

0.22

0.048

0.67

99.9

98.9*

101.5**

100.1

0.41

0.12

0.096

0.79

CP
1

Data are averaged by week (W) for each calf per treatment (T) (n = 10 for MIX, n = 9 for COM).
Calculated as 100 x (actual nutrient DM intake/ predicted nutrient DM intake). Values equal to 100% indicate no sorting, <100 %
indicate selective refusals of feed components high in that nutrient (sorting against), and >100% indicate preferential consumption of
feed components high in that nutrient (sorting for). Data are averaged over d 1 – 4 for each of 2 recording weeks (W) post milkweaning for each calf per treatment (n = 10 for MIX, n = 9 for COM).
**P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, †P ≤ 0.1: Difference in sorting values from 100%.
2
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Table 3.6. Nutrient intakes after transition to the mixed ration (70 % concentrate and 30 % hay) of calves previously exposed to hay
and concentrate as a mixture (MIX) or as separate components (COM).1

Week 9
Nutrient

MIX

P-value 3

Week 11
COM

MIX

COM

SE

W

T

W×T

DMI, kg/d

2.76

2.68

4.00

4.02

0.18

<0.001

0.88

0.65

NDF, % of DMI

25.4

26.3

26.9

27.5

0.68

0.0046

0.089

0.73

ADF, % of DMI

13.6

14.2

14.9

15.2

0.34

0.0056

0.087

0.76

NFC, % of DMI

46.1

45.5

41.1

40.9

0.28

<0.001

0.092

0.35

CP, % of DMI

17.4

17.2

20.0

20.0

0.29

<0.001

0.50

0.95

NDF, kg/d

0.69

0.70

1.08

1.10

0.05

<0.001

0.88

0.80

ADF, kg/d

0.38

0.38

0.60

0.61

0.029

<0.001

0.85

0.92

NFC, kg/d

1.27

1.22

1.644

1.639

0.077

<0.001

0.77

0.56

CP, kg/d

0.48

0.46

0.80

0.81

0.039

<0.001

0.90

0.56

1

Data are averaged by week (W) for each calf per treatment (T) (n = 10 for MIX, n = 9 for COM).
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Table 3.7. Sorting of particle size fractions after transition to the novel TMR by calves previously exposed to hay and concentrate as
a mixture (MIX) or as separate components (COM).1

Week 12
Sorting of particle size
fraction, %2

P-value 4

Week 13

MIX

COM

MIX

COM

SE

W

T

W×T

86.8**

100.1

86.2**

97.3†

2.6

0.32

0.0044

0.45

99.9

99.5

99.6

100.3

0.46

0.64

0.91

0.22

Short

101.7*

100.4

101.8**

100.2

0.74

0.19

0.015

0.18

Fine

101.4*

99.3

101.0†

98.1

1.0

0.31

0.048

0.59

Long
Medium

1

Data are averaged by week (W) for each calf per treatment (T) (n = 10 for MIX, n = 9 for COM).
Sorting % = 100 x (actual particle size fraction DM intake/ predicted particle size fraction DM intake). Values equal to 100% indicate
no sorting, <100% indicate selective refusals (sorting against), and >100% indicate preferential consumption (sorting for). Data are
averaged over 7 d for each of 2 recording weeks (W) for 10 COARSE calves and 9 FINE calves. Particle size determined by Penn
State particle separator, which separates the particles in 4 fractions: long (>19 mm), medium (< 19, >8 mm), short (<8, >1.18 mm),
and fine (<1.18 mm).
**P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, †P ≤ 0.1: Difference in sorting values from 100%.
2
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CHAPTER 4: FORAGE PARTICLE SIZE AND FEED SORTING OF DAIRY CALVES

4.1 Introduction
It is commonly reported that dairy cows sort TMR, selecting in favor of short
particles and against long particles (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003; Miller-Cushon and
DeVries, 2009). Selection in favor of the short particle fraction is likely due to the
concentration of highly palatable grain in this particle fraction (Hosseinkhani et al., 2008;
DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009a), as well as the greater rate at which cattle can
ingest small particles compared with large forage particles (Campling and Morgan,
1981). Due to the effects of feed sorting on nutrient composition and consistency of the
ration, various recent studies have addressed factors that influence feed sorting. These
factors include frequency of feed delivery (DeVries et al., 2005), dietary dry matter
concentration (Leonardi et al., 2005a; Miller-Cushon and DeVries, 2009), and proportion
and particle size of forage in the ration (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003). In general,
rations containing long forage particles encourage sorting in favor of short particles
(Leonardi et al., 2005b), possibly due to increased ease of sorting against the long
particles in the ration. Interestingly, however, sorting in favor of long particles has been
reported to increase to attenuate low rumen pH (DeVries et al., 2008), suggesting that
feed sorting may be affected by individual requirements for physically effective fiber.
Little work has examined factors which may influence feed sorting of young
calves. Calves are typically provided concentrate and hay as their initial exposure to
solid feed. Consumption of concentrate provides energy for growth (Hill et al., 2008) and
promotes development of rumen papillae (Sander et al., 1959; Warner et al., 1956),
while hay intake increases muscular development of the rumen (Tamate et al., 1962).
There is also evidence that intake of hay improves feed efficiency (Coverdale et al.,
2004) and rumen environment (Khan et al., 2011a; Suárez et al., 2007). When provided
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hay and concentrate as a mixed ration, calves sort in favor of the concentrate
component (Chapter 2), a pattern of feed sorting similar to that seen in adult cattle
(Leonardi and Armentano, 2003). As reported in adult cattle, particle size of the ration
may also affect feed sorting of young calves.
Particle size of the ration impacts rumen environment, with finely ground diets
resulting in decreased rumen pH (Beharka et al., 1998) and decreased nutrient
digestibility (Montoro et al., 2013). Montoro et al. (2013) reported that calves sorted a
mixed ration in favor of concentrate when the ration contained finely ground forage and
sorted in favor of hay when the ration contained coarsely chopped hay. These authors
concluded that feed sorting of young calves was influenced by preference for the forage
component, which depended on particle size.
Although feed sorting of cattle is influenced by feed and management factors,
there is evidence of substantial individual variability in the pattern and extent of feed
sorting (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003). Factors which may contribute to individual
differences in feed sorting are poorly understood. There is, however, evidence that early
feed experiences influence development of certain aspects of feeding behaviour,
including motor skills and feed preferences (Arnold and Maller, 1977; Nolte et al., 1990).
Therefore, it is possible that factors which influence feed sorting early in life may have an
effect on the development and long-term expression of the behaviour. Calves provided
hay and concentrate as a mixture, compared to separate components, were found to
sort to a greater extent after weaning (Chapter 3). Further research is required to
determine how the post-weaning persistence of feed sorting patterns is influenced by
provision of a mixed ration prior to weaning.
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Therefore, the objective of this study was to determine the effect of early
exposure to diets differing in forage particle size on development of feed sorting of dairy
calves. The hypothesis of this study was that differences in feed sorting between calves
offered a ration containing finely ground hay, compared with calves offered a ration
containing coarsely chopped hay, would persist once all were transitioned to the mixed
ration containing coarsely chopped hay. Specifically, it was hypothesized that, once all
calves were transitioned to the ration containing coarsely-chopped hay, calves
previously provided the mixed ration containing finely ground hay would sort against the
longer forage particles and for the concentrate to a greater extent than calves previously
exposed to the ration containing coarsely chopped hay.
Given the high degree of individual variability in feed sorting noted in adult cattle
(Leonardi and Armentano, 2003), a secondary objective was to assess the degree of
variability between calves in the extent of feed sorting. It was hypothesized that young
calves would vary within treatment in the pattern and degree of feed sorting, with
previous feed experiences not necessarily having a consistent response on later feed
sorting across calves within treatment.
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Animals and Housing
Twenty Holstein calves were used in this study. Within 24 h of birth, calves were
placed in individual pens (1.2 × 1.8 m; width × depth) at the University of Guelph
Kemptville Campus Dairy Education and Research Centre (Kemptville, ON, Canada).
Calves were managed according to the standard operating procedures of this research
station, in accordance with guidelines set by the Canadian Council on Animal Care
(2009). The interior of each pen was bedded with wood shavings. The front of each pen
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had two openings for access to pails (diameter = 25.4 cm, height = 23.0 cm, capacity =
8L) mounted on the outside. Water was provided ad libitum in one pail and solid feed
was provided ad libitum in the second pail. Pens were located under a 3-sided, roofed
shelter to protect from excessive exposure to the elements.
4.2.2 Experimental Design
For the first 7 wk of life, calves received 8 L/d (1.2 kg/d of DM) of 22% CP, 18%
fat Shur-Gain High Performance Milk Replacer (Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON,
Canada), and were weaned progressively during wk 6 and 7. Calves received no milk
during wk 8. Daily milk allotment was provided in two daily feedings at 0800 and 1600 h.
For the first 8 wk of life, calves were exposed to 1 of 2 experimental diets
differing in forage particle size for a pre-weaning study described by Montoro et al.
(2013). The treatment diets were mixed rations containing (on a DM basis) either: 1)
90% crumb starter concentrate (Shur-Gain, Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON, Canada)
and 10% chopped (3-4 cm) grass hay (COARSE; n = 10) or 2) 90% crumb starter
concentrate and 10% ground (2 mm) grass hay (FINE; n = 10). The hay in the COARSE
diet was chopped using a New Holland 355 grinder-mixer (New Holland Inc., New
Holland, PA) to pass through a 4-cm mesh, whereas the hay in the FINE diet was
ground using a Wiley mill (Wiley mill, Arthur H. Thomas CO., Philadelphia, PA) to pass
through a 2-mm mesh. The chopped hay in the COARSE diet was considered physically
effective since it was > 8 mm and contained in the top 2 screens of the Penn State
Particle Separator (PSPS) (Yang and Beauchemin, 2006). In contrast, the ground hay in
the FINE diet was not considered physically effective.
As reported by Montoro et al. (2013), there was no effect of treatment on ADG
(average of 0.92 kg/d) in wk 1 – 8. Overall DMI in wk 1 – 8 was also similar between
treatments (1.43 kg/d), but was subjected to a treatment by week interaction with calves
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fed COARSE having greater DMI in wk 8 (Montoro et al., 2013). At the beginning of wk
9, BW of calves was similar between treatments (98.0 kg, SE = 2.57, P = 0.91).
Immediately following the 8 wk period of exposure to their respective treatment
diet, all calves were offered the COARSE diet. Calves were followed for 3 wk while
consuming this common ration. Fresh feed was provided daily at 1000 h in sufficient
quantities to ensure ad libitum intake (target approximately 20 % orts). Orts were
removed daily immediately before delivery of fresh feed. Feed intake was recorded daily
by weighing the amount of feed offered and the amount refused. Calves were weighed
at the same time on 2 consecutive days each week to obtain an accurate weekly weight
and to account for day-to-day variability.
4.2.3 Feed Sampling and Analysis
For determination of DM content of the feed and assessment of daily DMI of the
calves, fresh feed was sampled weekly and individual orts from each calf were sampled
daily on d 1 and 4 of each week. To obtain a representative sample, orts were
thoroughly mixed by hand prior to collecting the sample. Additional fresh and orts
samples were taken for feed sorting analysis on d 1 - 4 of wk 9 and wk 11. All samples
were immediately frozen at -20°C until they were further analyzed.
As described by Montoro et al. (2013), the particle size distribution of the
experimental diet did not allow for analysis of feed sorting of different particle size
fractions using the PSPS, as is commonly performed (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003).
The particle distribution of the fresh mixed diet was 0.00 ± 0.00 % long particles (> 19
mm), 0.52 ± 0.24 % medium (< 19, > 8 mm), 94.42 ± 0.86 % short (< 8, > 1.18 mm), and
5.04 ± 0.89 % fine (< 1.18 mm) particles. The particle distribution of the orts was 0.00 ±
0.00 % long particles, 0.26 ± 0.23 % medium, 87.20 ± 6.67 % short, and 12.51 ± 6.77 %
fine. Given that the majority of particles of the ration (both forage and concentrate) fell in
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the short particle fraction (< 8, > 1.18 mm), analysis of the particle size distribution of the
feed samples would not have provided insight into whether calves were sorting for or
against a feed component. However, since the mixed diet contained only two feed
components with distinct nutrient compositions (Table 4.1), analysis of sorting for
individual nutrients provided a clear indication of dietary selection. Thus, nutrient
analysis was obtained for all fresh and orts samples taken for sorting analysis.
Samples obtained for DM and nutrient analyses were oven-dried at 55oC for 48
h. Samples taken for chemical analyses were ground to pass through a 1-mm screen
(Wiley Mill, Arthur H. Thomas Co., Philadelphia, PA) and then pooled by week and calf.
Pooled samples were sent to Cumberland Valley Analytical Services Inc. (Maugansville,
MD, USA) for analysis of DM (135°C; AOAC, 2000: method 930.15), ash (535°C; AOAC,
2000: method 942.05), acid detergent fiber (ADF; AOAC, 2000: method 973.18), neutral
detergent fiber (NDF) with heat-stable α-amylase and sodium sulfite (Van Soest et al.,
1991), and crude protein (CP; N x 6.25) (AOAC 2000: method 990.03; Leco FP-528
Nitrogen Analyzer, Leco, St. Joseph, MI).
4.2.4 Calculations and Statistical Analysis
Weekly ADG was calculated as the difference between weights obtained 1 wk
apart divided by 7. Percentage of orts was calculated as the amount of feed refused as a
percentage of the amount of feed offered. Actual feeding level (% orts) was compared
between treatments to ensure that treatment was not confounded with feeding level,
which may affect degree of feed sorting (Leonardi and Armentano, 2007; Miller-Cushon
and DeVries, 2010).
Sorting activity was assessed by analyzing actual intake of NDF, ADF, CP, and
NFC expressed as a percentage of the predicted intake of that nutrient (Leonardi and
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Armentano, 2003). The actual intake of each nutrient was calculated as the difference
between the DM amount of each nutrient in the offered feed and that in the refused feed.
The predicted intake of each nutrient was calculated as the product of total DMI
multiplied by the DM percentage of that nutrient in the fed ration. Values equal to 100%
indicate no sorting, < 100% indicate selective refusals (sorting against), and > 100%
indicate preferential consumption (sorting for).
To assesses within and between-calf variability in feed sorting, the standard
deviation of feed sorting values was calculated within calves (across the 4 d/wk that feed
sorting was evaluated) and between calves (within treatment, across 10
calves/treatment).
To test whether calves were sorting the diet for each nutrient, sorting values for
each calf were averaged by the week that samples were taken. Feed intake and orts
percentage were summarized by calf and week. Preliminary screening of the data
revealed that all dependent variables were normally distributed. All data (sorting, orts
percentage, intake, BW, and ADG) were analyzed using the MIXED procedure of SAS
(SAS Institute, 2008), treating week as a repeated measure. The model included the
fixed effects of week, treatment, week by treatment interaction, and the random effect of
calf within treatment. The autoregressive model was selected as the variancecovariance matrix structure for the intake, BW, and ADG data on the basis of best fit
according to Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion. Compound symmetry was
selected as the variance-covariance matrix structure for the sorting and orts percentage
data on the basis of best fit according to Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion.
Sorting values were transformed into a difference from 100 % and tested against the null
hypothesis that the difference was zero using t-tests in the mixed model described
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above. All values reported are least squares means. Significance was declared at P ≤
0.05, and trends reported if 0.05 < P ≤ 0.10.
4.3 Results and Discussion
Prior exposure to rations differing in forage particle size did not affect DMI once
calves were consuming the common COARSE ration (Table 4.2). Daily orts were also
similar between calves previously fed FINE and calves previously fed COARSE (in wk 9
– 11, average of 24.9 vs. 25.5 % of offered DM, SE = 6.0, P = 0.8). Feed efficiency was
subject to a treatment by week interaction, with calves previously fed FINE having an
initially greater gain to feed ratio than COARSE (Table 4.2). There was a corresponding
tendency for BW and ADG to evolve differently over time, with calves previously fed
FINE having initially greater ADG than calves previously fed COARSE, but similar ADG
during the following weeks (Table 4.2). There was no long-term effect on growth; BW
were similar between treatments at the end of the study (127.5 vs. 129.0 kg, COARSE
vs. FINE, SE = 3.5, P = 0.62).
When all calves were provided the COARSE ration, sorting of the feed, as
assessed by nutrient composition of the fresh and refused feed, was influenced by prior
exposure to forage particle size (Table 4.). Calves previously fed FINE consumed less
NDF, as a percentage of predicted intake, and tended to consume less ADF and more
NFC, as a percentage of predicted intake, than calves previously fed COARSE. Intake of
CP, as a percentage of predicted intake, was not significantly different between
treatments, possibly because levels of CP in hay and concentrate did not differ as
greatly as levels of NFC, ADF, and NDF (Table 4.1). The extent of feed sorting was
similar over time (Table 4.3), indicating that differences in sorting patterns between
treatments persisted for at least 3 wk after transition to the common ration. Sorting
affected nutrient intakes as a percentage of DMI (Table 4.4). Calves previously fed FINE
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tended to consume less NDF and ADF and more NFC as a percentage of DMI than
calves previously fed COARSE. However, total nutrient intakes were not significantly
different (Table 4.4), likely due to the degree of variability in DMI between calves. Given
the nutrient compositions of hay and concentrate (Table 4.1), the pattern of consuming
more NFC and less NDF and ADF, as a percentage of predicted intake, indicates that
calves previously fed the FINE ration were sorting against hay and for concentrate to a
greater extent than calves previously fed COARSE.
The variability in the extent of feed sorting between individual calves is depicted
in Figure 4.1, which shows intake of NDF, as a percentage of predicted intake, as an
indicator of sorting of the forage component of the ration (hay contained approximately
65% NDF whereas concentrate contained 21%; Table 4.1). All calves previously fed
COARSE consumed more NDF, as a percentage of predicted intake, except for one
(average sorting value of 99.8%) and all calves previously fed FINE consumed less
NDF, as a percentage of predicted intake, except two (average sorting values of 100.8%
and 100.2%). Individual animals varied somewhat in the extent of their feed sorting
between days. For example, sorting values for a calf previously fed FINE fluctuated
between 88.2 and 99.3 % on 2 consecutive days. Within calf day-to-day variability was
less, however, than variability between calves (0.86 ± 0.57 % averaged across calves
vs. 2.46 ± 0.78 % by treatment; mean SD ± SD(SD)). Leonardi and Armentano (2003)
also reported that adult cattle varied in the extent to which they sorted their TMR,
showing particular variability in the sorting of the long particle fraction, which was mainly
hay (ranging between < 70% and > 90%). Despite individual variability in sorting of hay
in the present study (assessed through intake of NDF, as a percentage of predicted
intake), previous experience with different forage particle sizes had a fairly consistent
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effect within each treatment. This suggests that forage particle size elicits a consistent
response of feed sorting in young calves.
There are a number of factors which may have contributed to differences
observed in feed sorting. Neophobic responses are commonly reported when animals
are provided with a novel food (Squibb et al., 1990a; Thorhallsdottir et al., 1990) and
could influence diet selection. Although hay itself was not novel, the larger particle size
may have resulted in minor neophobia initially after transition to the common ration in
calves previously fed FINE. Neophobia is typically short-lived as animals learn about the
novel food and increase intake rapidly over a period of several days (Thorhallsdottir et
al., 1987; Burritt and Provenza, 1989). Therefore, it is unlikely that neophobia would
have been the underlying cause of the consistent differences in feed sorting observed
over time.
Alternatively, differences in nutrient digestibility may have influenced feed sorting.
In wk 8, calves fed FINE had lower apparent DM, CP, NDF, and ADF digestibility than
calves fed COARSE, indicating that forage particle size in the ration affected the rumen
environment (Montoro et al., 2013). If lower nutrient digestibility in calves previously fed
FINE persisted, these calves may have been sorting in favor of the highly digestible
concentrate to meet nutrient and energy demands. Nutrient digestibility was not
assessed beyond wk 8; thus, it is not clear how quickly the calves previously fed FINE
adapted to the COARSE ration. However, there is evidence that the rumen environment
of a calf adapts readily to dietary changes. Stobo et al. (1966) noted that apparent
digestibility of different nutrients was similar in calves that had been fed markedly
different diets 3 wk previously. Upon transition to the COARSE ration, intake of larger
forage particles likely rapidly improved the rumen environment of calves previously fed
FINE resulting in improved nutrient digestibility. The tendency for greater gain to feed
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ratio in calves previously fed FINE (Table 4.2) also suggests that nutrient utilization was
not hindered by low digestibility. Rather, sorting in favor of NFC and the corresponding
tendency for greater NFC intake as percentage of DMI would have provided more
energy for growth (Khan et al., 2007a) and facilitated greater gain to feed ratio.
Given the persistent differences in feed sorting throughout this study, different
patterns and extent of sorting may be a result of learning due to early experience. As
reported by Montoro et al. (2013), in wk 7 and 8, calves provided the FINE ration sorted
for concentrate to a greater extent than calves provided the COARSE ration. Thus,
calves previously fed FINE maintained this pattern of sorting after transition to a ration
with larger forage particles. Similar to results reported in Chapter 3, once calves
previously fed FINE were adept at sorting their feed in favor of concentrate, sorting may
have become a habit that persisted despite the ration change, resulting in calves
previously fed FINE sorting in favor of concentrate to a greater extent than calves
previously fed COARSE. The persistence of this pattern of feed sorting may be related
to differences in development of motor skills or relative preference for the different feed
components. Both foraging motor skills and feed preferences have been found to differ
depending on prior exposure to different feed types (Arnold and Maller, 1977; Flores et
al., 1989). Further research is encouraged to explore the longevity of differences in feed
sorting resulting from early feed experience.
4.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, exposing pre-weaned dairy calves to either a ration containing
finely ground or coarsely chopped forage affected feed sorting once all calves were
provided with the ration containing coarsely chopped forage. Previous exposure to a
ration containing finely ground forage encouraged a pattern of sorting in favor of
concentrate and against hay after transition to the ration containing coarsely chopped
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forage. In contrast, calves previously fed the ration containing coarsely chopped forage
did not sort. These results indicate that prior exposure to a ration containing finely
ground forage may increase feed sorting when later fed a ration containing coarsely
chopped forage. Thus, provision of rations containing finely ground hay to milk-fed
calves may increase feed sorting and result in imbalanced intake of nutrients after
weaning.
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Table 4.1. Chemical composition1 of feed components2 and COARSE mixed ration3
(mean ± SD; DM basis).

Item

Hay

Concentrate

Mixed ration

DM, %

88.5 ± 1.13

89.2 ± 0.75

89.3 ± 0.30

CP, % of DM

11.33 ± 0.30

24.67 ± 0.60

22.23 ± 0.53

ADF, % of DM

44.29 ± 1.38

11.12 ± 0.37

14.3 ± 0.91

NDF, % of DM

64.82 ± 1.27

20.97 ± 0.90

25.3 ± 0.59

NFC, % of DM

9.13 ± 2.92

41.67 ± 0.83

38.93 ± 0.79

ME, Mcal/kg of DM

1.69 ± 0.08

2.81 ± 0.01

2.69 ± 0.01

Values were obtained from chemical analysis of feed samples. NFC = 100 – (% CP + %
NDF + % fat + % ash). ME = total digestible nutrients (TDN) × 0.04409 × 0.82
(calculated according to NRC, 2001 equations).
2
Hay was a second-cut rye-grass hay. Dairy calf crumb starter supplied by Shur-Gain,
Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON, Canada.
3
Mixed ration contained, by weight, 90% concentrate and 10% hay (chopped at 3-4 cm).
1
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Table 4.2. Intakes and weight gain of calves previously provided mixed diets containing either coarsely chopped hay (COARSE) or
finely-ground hay (FINE).1,2

Week 9
Item

Week 10

P

Week 11

COARSE

FINE

COARSE

FINE

COARSE

FINE

SE

W

T

W×T

DMI, kg

2.80

2.67

3.23

3.14

3.72

3.61

0.25

<0.001

0.52

0.91

BW, kg

98.3

97.8

107.5

109.1

117.2

118.4

2.82

<0.001

0.85

0.096

ADG, kg/d

1.32

1.60

1.33

1.39

1.31

1.32

0.061

0.34

0.12

0.069

Gain: feed (kg
0.47
0.60
0.42
0.43
0.38
0.42
0.019
<0.001
0.088
0.035
ADG:kg DMI)
1
Data are averaged by week (W) for 10 calves/treatment (T).
2
COARSE = calves previously offered mixed ration containing 90 % concentrate and 10 % chopped hay (3-4 cm) in weeks 1-8, FINE
= calves previously offered mixed ration containing 90 % concentrate and 10 % finely ground hay (2 mm) in weeks 1-8.
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Table 4.3. Feed sorting of the mixed diet containing concentrate and coarsely chopped hay, as assessed through nutrient intakes, by
calves previously offered mixed diets containing concentrate and either coarsely chopped (COARSE) or finely-ground hay (FINE).1,2

Week 9
Nutrient intake, %
of predicted intake3

P

Week 11

COARSE

FINE

COARSE

FINE

SE

W

T

W×T

NDF

100.68

98.01*

100.43

98.46*

0.75

0.74

0.043

0.54

ADF

100.24

98.26*

100.28

98.76†

1.06

0.81

0.09

0.84

NFC

100.63

101.28*

100.85†

101.67*

0.67

0.64

0.08

0.94

CP

100.28

100.68†

99.96

100.12

0.56

0.45

0.29

0.50

1

Data are averaged over 7 d for each of 2 recording weeks (W) post milk-weaning for 10 calves/treatment (T).
COARSE = calves previously offered mixed ration containing 90 % concentrate and 10 % chopped hay (3-4 cm) in weeks 1-8, FINE
= calves previously offered mixed ration containing 90 % concentrate and 10 % finely ground hay (2 mm) in weeks 1-8.
3
Calculated as 100 x (actual nutrient DM intake/ predicted nutrient DM intake). Values equal to 100% indicate no dietary sorting,
<100% indicate selective refusals of feed components high in that nutrient (sorting against), and >100% indicate preferential
consumption of feed components high in that nutrient (sorting for).
*†Difference in sorting values from 100% expressed as *P ≤ 0.05, †P ≤ 0.1.
2
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Table 4.4. Nutrient intakes after transition to the mixed diet containing concentrate and coarsely chopped hay by calves previously
offered mixed diets containing concentrate and either coarsely chopped hay (COARSE) or finely-ground hay (FINE).1,2

Week 9
Nutrient

P

Week 11

COARSE

FINE

COARSE

FINE

SE

W

T

W×T

DMI, kg/d

2.80

2.67

3.72

3.61

0.135

<0.001

0.513

0.90

NDF, % DMI

24.3

23.9

25.5

25.2

0.23

<0.001

0.076

0.93

ADF, % DMI

14.2

13.97

14.45

14.08

0.22

0.47

0.090

0.81

NFC, % DMI

38.19

38.56

39.23

39.69

0.27

0.0029

0.061

0.89

CP, % DMI

23.4

23.4

22.2

22.2

0.14

<0.001

0.96

0.78

NDF, kg/d

0.70

0.66

0.95

0.91

0.037

<0.001

0.32

0.99

ADF, kg/d

0.40

0.38

0.54

0.51

0.024

<0.001

0.29

0.89

NFC, kg/d

1.07

1.03

1.46

1.43

0.05

<0.001

0.63

0.77

CP, kg/d

0.66

0.63

0.83

0.80

0.029

<0.001

0.48

0.90

1

Data are averaged over 7 d for each of 2 recording weeks (W) post milk-weaning for 10 calves/treatment (T).
COARSE = calves previously offered mixed ration containing 90 % concentrate and 10 % chopped hay (3-4 cm) in weeks 1-8, FINE
= calves previously offered mixed ration containing 90 % concentrate and 10 % finely ground hay (2 mm) in weeks 1-8.
2
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COARSE

Actual NDF intake, %
of predicted intake

108

FINE

104

100
96
92
88
84
80
1
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Calf
Figure 4.1. Feed sorting for hay, as indicated by actual intake of NDF, as a % of predicted NDF intake (% ± SD), by calves
previously offered a mixed diet containing concentrate and either coarsely chopped (3-4 cm) hay (COARSE) or finely ground (2 mm)
hay (FINE). Sorting values equal to 100% indicate no sorting, <100% indicate selective refusals (sorting against), and >100%
indicate preferential consumption (sorting for). Data are averaged over 8 d of data collection/calf during weeks 9 and 11.
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CHAPTER 5: MILK FEEDING LEVEL AND FEEDING PATTERNS OF DAIRY CALVES

5.1 Introduction
Feeding patterns of dairy cattle are influenced by a number of external
management factors (Albright, 1993), including time of feed delivery (DeVries et al.,
2005) and competition in the environment (Friend and Polan, 1974). The influence of
external factors on meal characteristics is of interest due to the interactions between
feeding behaviour, health, and welfare. For example, feeding patterns characterized by
large, infrequent meals are associated with the incidence of sub-acute ruminal acidosis
(Krause and Oetzel, 2006). While management factors influence feeding patterns at a
herd level, feeding patterns of individual adult cattle are widely variable (DeVries et al.,
2003a; Melin et al., 2005), indicating that unknown mechanisms control individual
feeding times and meal pattern preferences. Further, individual animals are relatively
consistent in diurnal feeding patterns; within-cow variability in feeding patterns has been
found to be small compared to between-cow variability (Vasilatos and Wangsness, 1980;
Melin et al., 2005). This suggests that individual cows may develop characteristic
feeding patterns (Melin et al., 2005).
Little is known about factors that may influence the development of characteristic
feeding patterns and the time frame in which these patterns may develop. However,
there is evidence to suggest that environmental factors early in life may impact
development of feeding behaviour, especially when experiences occur during the critical
period of transition from non-ruminant to ruminant (Squibb et al., 1990c; Arnold and
Maller, 1977; Provenza and Balph, 1987). While much research to date has focused on
the potential for early environment to shape the development of feed preferences (e.g.
plant species: Arnold and Maller, 1977; feed flavours: Simitzis et al., 2008), there is also
some evidence to suggest that early experiences can influence meal patterns. For
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example, dairy calves offered grass during the milk feeding stage have been found to
eat for longer periods when allowed access to pasture after weaning (Phillips, 2004). To
some degree, feeding patterns are controlled by satiety factors, such as physical fill and
metabolic signals (Forbes, 2007), that are similar between animals. For example, milk
meal size in calves is positively correlated with latency to the next meal (Senn et al.,
2000), suggesting that satiety related to amount of feed ingested influences the
distribution of meals. Meal initiation, however, may depend on cognitive factors, such as
learned cues. There is some evidence to suggest that response to external cues
associated with feeding is not affected by satiety state (Weingarten, 1983). Thus, the
development of individual feeding patterns may depend on prior experiences and
learning.
Feeding patterns of dairy calves during the milk feeding stage are highly subject
to milk feeding level, which ranges considerably on-farm. With ad libitum provision of
milk, calves exhibit circadian feeding patterns, characterized by frequent small meals
during daylight and increased activity at sunrise and sunset (Senn et al., 2000). It is,
however, common practice to provide milk at a restricted rate of approximately 10% of a
calf’s birth weight (approximately 4 - 5 L/day), which is less than 50% of ad libitum intake
(Appleby, 2001; Khan et al., 2011b) and therefore constrains milk meal patterns
(Appleby, 2001; De Paula Vieira et al., 2008). Restricted milk feeding also results in
greater solid feed consumption prior to weaning (Jasper and Weary, 2002; Appleby,
2001).
It is clear that milk feeding level has great potential to influence the development
of feeding behaviour during the milk feeding stage. No studies to date have, however,
investigated whether this early influence on development of feeding patterns may result
in long-term differences in post-weaning feeding patterns. If there is a post-weaning
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effect of early milk feeding method on feeding patterns, determining the longevity of
these effects would provide insight into whether feeding patterns established during the
milk feeding stage are ultimately overridden by other factors, or whether early
experiences are a long-term source of the variation in feeding behaviour seen in adult
cattle.
The objectives of this study were to evaluate how milk feeding level (restricted at
5 L/d or ad libitum) influences development of feeding behaviour throughout the milk
feeding stage, and to assess whether differences in pre-weaning feeding patterns persist
following weaning. It was hypothesized that feeding patterns of weaned calves would be
affected by milk allowance during the milk feeding stage and that characteristics of these
feeding patterns would be maintained in the post-weaning stage.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Animals and Housing
Twenty male Holstein calves were used in this study. Calves received colostrum
and were enrolled in the study within 24 h of birth. On the day they were placed on the
study, all calves received injections of 2 mL of a vitamin supplement containing vitamins
A, D, and E (E-Master, Vétoquinol Canada Inc., Lavaltrie, QC, Canada), 1 mL of
selenium (Dystosel, Pfizer Animal Health, Kirkland, QC, Canada), and 1 mL of
tulathromycin (Draxxin, Pfizer Animal Health, Kirkland, Quebec, Canada) as a preventive
measure to reduce incidence of illness (Stanton et al., 2013). Calves were housed within
individual pens (1.2 × 1.8 m; width × depth) at the University of Guelph Kemptville
Campus Dairy Education and Research Centre (Kemptville, ON, Canada) and were
managed according to the standard operating procedures of this research station and
the guidelines set by the Canadian Council on Animal Care (2009). The interior of each
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pen was bedded with wood shavings. Bedding was replaced weekly and fresh bedding
was added as needed. The front of each pen had two openings for access to pails
(diameter = 25.4 cm, height = 23.0 cm, capacity = 8 L) mounted on the outside. Water
was provided ad libitum in one pail, and solid feed was provided in the second pail. Pens
were located under a 3-sided, roofed shelter to protect from excessive exposure to the
elements.
5.2.2 Milk Feeding Procedure
During the milk feeding stage, all calves were fed acidified milk replacer by an
artificial teat (Peach Teats, Skellerup Industries Ltd., New Zealand) measuring 32 mm in
diameter and 85 mm in length, with two 22 mm slits in the end. The feeding setup
involved the teat mounted at the front of the pen, attached to a tube fitted with a one-way
valve running into buckets placed outside the pen. All buckets, lines, and teats were
cleaned daily. Calves were fed 22% crude protein and 18% fat Shur-Gain High
Performance Milk Replacer (Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON, Canada; Table 5.1),
mixed as indicated at a rate of 150 g/L of water. Milk replacer was mixed daily in
sufficient volume to feed all calves. At the time of preparation, a pre-diluted form of
formic acid (The Acidified Milk Solution (9.8% formic acid), NOD Apiary Products Ltd.,
Frankford, ON, Canada) was added to acidify the milk replacer to a target pH between
4.0 and 4.5 to prevent microbial growth over the course of the day.
5.2.3 Experimental Design and Diets
Upon enrollment, calves were assigned to 1 of 2 milk feeding levels: 1) ad libitum
milk feeding (ADL) and 2) restricted milk feeding at 5 L (750 g milk replacer) per day
(RES). Birth weights were similar for both calves fed ad libitum and restricted amounts of
milk (44.3 ± 4.1 kg and 43.7 ± 5.1 kg, respectively; P = 0.76). This level of milk restriction
was chosen to approximate conventional on-farm milk feeding level. A recent Canadian
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survey indicated that median milk allotment for dairy calves is between 4 and 5 L/d,
depending on age of the calf (Vasseur et al., 2010). Treatments were assigned
alternately, such that calves assigned to opposite treatments were adjacent to one
another. For calves fed ad libitum, fresh milk replacer was delivered at 0800 h, in the
amount required to ensure unrestricted intake. Calves on the restricted milk feeding level
received their milk replacer allotment in 2 daily feedings of 2.5 L at 0800 and 1600 h.
Calves received milk for the first 7 wk of life. Both treatment groups were weaned during
wk 7 by gradually reducing milk intake by 25% three times. For RES calves, daily milk
allotments during each respective day in wk 7 were, in L/d, 5, 3.75, 3.75, 2.5, 2.5, 1.25,
and 1.25, split between 2 daily feedings. For ADL calves, the average individual intake
across wk 6 was similarly reduced incrementally by 25% per day. During the milk
feeding stage, all calves had ad libitum access to a textured concentrate (Table 5.1).
On the first day of wk 8, a complete pelleted diet (Shur-Gain High Fiber 20%
Heifer Ration, Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON, Canada; Table 5.1) was offered ad
libitum in place of concentrate. Fresh feed was delivered daily at 0900 h and orts were
weighed and discarded daily. Calves remained on the study, receiving the pelleted diet,
for an additional 7 wk. A single solid feed type was provided throughout the study to
eliminate any potentially confounding effects of intake of multiple, differing components
on the assessment of feeding patterns.
5.2.4 Intake and Growth Measurements
Intake of solid feed (and milk during the milk feeding stage) was recorded daily
based on weights of offered and refused feed. Calves were weighed at the same time
each day on 2 consecutive days each week. Repeated measurements were made to
obtain an accurate weekly weight and to account for day-to-day variability.
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5.2.5 Feed Sampling and Analysis
For determination of DM and nutrient content of the feed and assessment of daily
DMI and nutrient intakes of the calves, fresh feed was sampled weekly and individual
orts from each calf were sampled twice weekly (on d 1 and 4), just prior to removal and
delivery of fresh feed. This sampling protocol was consistent throughout the study;
however, samples taken changed from the concentrate offered during the milk feeding
stage, to the complete pelleted diet in the post-weaning stage. All samples were
immediately frozen at -20°C until they were further analyzed.
Samples taken for DM and chemical analysis were thawed and oven-dried at
55oC for 48 h and then ground to pass through a 1-mm screen (Wiley Mill, Arthur H.
Thomas Co., Philadelphia, PA). These samples were pooled by calf and time interval
(milk feeding or post-weaning) and sent to Cumberland Valley Analytical Services Inc.
(Maugansville, MD, USA) for analysis of DM (135°C; AOAC, 2000: method 930.15), ash
(535°C; AOAC, 2000: method 942.05), acid detergent fiber (ADF; AOAC, 2000: method
973.18), neutral detergent fiber (NDF) with heat-stable α-amylase and sodium sulfite
(Van Soest et al., 1991), and crude protein (CP; N x 6.25) (AOAC 2000: method 990.03;
Leco FP-528 Nitrogen Analyzer, Leco, St. Joseph, MI).
5.2.6 Behavioural Data Collection and Meal Analysis
The behaviour of all calves was recorded continuously throughout the study
using 8 color video cameras (Day/Night Camera, model no. WV-CP504; Panasonic,
Osaka, Japan) fitted with an F0.95/2.8- to 8-mm lens (Fujinon CCTV lens, Fuji, Tokyo,
Japan). Cameras were connected to a digital video recorder (Digital Disk Recorder,
model no. WJ-HD616K, Panasonic) set to record at 15 images/s. Cameras were
positioned above the pens such that each individual pen was fully visible from one of the
cameras (placed approximately 2 m in front of the pens and 4 m from the pen floor).
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Four red lights (100 W) were spaced evenly between cameras and placed on a timer to
provide enough light to record during nighttime hours.
Calves were observed individually for the first 5 d of wk 3 and 6 (during the milk
feeding stage) and wk 8, 11, and 14 (post-weaning). In the milk feeding stage,
instantaneous scans were performed at intervals of 30 s (as validated in Appendix I) for
milk feeding (nutritive sucking; defined as taking place when a calf’s mouth was closed
on the teat and milk was visible in the tube running to the milk bucket), non-nutritive
sucking (for RES calves only, defined as taking place when a calf’s mouth was closed on
the teat after milk was finished), and solid feed intake (defined as taking place when a
calf’s head was lowered in the feed bucket). In the post-weaning stage, instantaneous
scans were performed at intervals of 30 s for solid feed intake. Data obtained from
instantaneous recording was used to approximate behaviour throughout the day by
assigning a 30 s block of time to each positive scan, as validated and described in
Appendix I.
Meal analysis was performed on the 5 d of data collected for individual calves in
each observation week. For weeks during the milk feeding stage (wk 3 and 6), meal
analysis was performed on both milk and solid feed meals. For RES calves, this analysis
was performed on both milk feeding (sucking on the teat while milk was available) and
total sucking (milk feeding and sucking on the teat once milk was finished). Meal (or
sucking bout) criteria were determined for individual calves in each week using a
software package (MIX 3.1.3; MacDonald and Green, 1988) that fitted a mixture of
normal distributions to the distributions of log 10-transformed time intervals between the
recorded periods of time spent feeding or sucking. A bimodal normal distribution was
fitted to the distribution of intervals for each calf in each week. As described by (DeVries
et al., 2003b), the meal criterion was determined from these modeled distributions as the
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time point at which the distribution curve of inter-meal intervals intersects the distribution
curve of intra-meal intervals. It was not possible to calculate RES milk meal criteria due
to few within-meal pauses; thus, RES milk meal start and end points were defined for
each calf by the time of milk delivery and time the milk was finished. Across all calves,
solid feed meal criteria averaged 16.3 ± 7.9 (mean ± SD) min in the milk feeding stage
and 15.6 ± 3.9 min in post-weaning stage. Milk meal criteria for ADL calves averaged
14.3 ± 4.2 min. Total sucking bout criteria (milk feeding and non-nutritive sucking) for
RES calves averaged 19.4 ± 6.2 min.
Meal criteria were used to calculate daily meal frequency and total daily meal
time for each calf in each recorded week. Daily meal frequency was determined by
counting the number of intervals between visits to the feed pail (or teat) that exceeded
the meal criterion. Total daily meal time was calculated as the sum of all recorded
feeding time (total daily feeding time) and all non-feeding time periods shorter than the
meal criterion. Data from meal analysis (total daily feeding time, daily meal frequency,
total daily meal time) were used, in combination with values for daily intake
corresponding to observation days, to generate a number of additional variables related
to feeding behaviour. These included meal duration (meal time/meal frequency), meal
size (daily intake/meal frequency), rate of intake (intake/feeding time), and feeding time
per meal (feeding time/meal frequency). A similar analysis was performed for RES total
sucking (milk feeding and non-nutritive sucking), using the sucking bout criteria. Data
from this sucking bout analysis were compared with ADL milk feeding behaviour to
compare total sucking behaviour between treatments.
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5.2.7 Statistical Analysis
One calf (on RES treatment) was removed from the trial during wk 12 for health
reasons unrelated to the trial; thus, data from only 9 RES calves was analyzed for wk 12,
13, and 14 of the study.
All data were summarized and analyzed separately by stage of life (milk feeding
stage and post-weaning). Data for DMI, nutrient intakes, BW, and ADG were
summarized for each calf for each week on treatment. Daily values for meal
characteristics were averaged by calf across the 5 d in each week in which behavioural
observations were made. To examine the effect of treatment, data were analyzed using
the MIXED procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2008), treating week as a repeated
measure. The model included the fixed effects of week, treatment, and week by
treatment interaction, and the random effect of calf within treatment. The Toeplitz model
was selected as the variance-covariance matrix structure for intake and weight data on
the basis of best fit according to Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion. The
autoregressive model was selected as the variance-covariance matrix structure for meal
data on the basis of best fit according to Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion.
An analysis of diurnal patterns of feeding behaviour was performed on feeding
and meal time in wk 6, 8, and 14, and milk feeding time, milk meal time, total sucking
time, and total sucking bout time in wk 3 and 6. For this analysis, hourly totals of time
spent performing each behaviour were averaged by calf across the 5 d of observation in
each week. Data were analyzed separately in each week using the MIXED procedure of
SAS (SAS Institute, 2008), treating hour as a repeated measure. The model included the
fixed effects of hour, treatment, and hour by treatment interaction, and the random effect
of calf within treatment. The autoregressive model was selected as the variance-
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covariance matrix structure for diurnal pattern data on the basis of best fit according to
Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion.
Prior to summarizing individual calves’ meal data by week, it was noted that there
was considerable within calf day-to-day variability in daily values for meal characteristics
during the post-weaning stage. Therefore, a post-hoc analysis was also performed on
individual variability in feeding behaviour to assess the effects of treatment and week on
individual day-to-day variability. For this analysis, the coefficient of variation was
calculated for each calf in each week in which behavioural observations were made, as
the standard deviation of the daily values for meal characteristics divided by the mean
value for meal characteristics in that week. Variability data were analyzed similarly to
meal data, using the MIXED procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2008) to assess the
effects of treatment, treating week as a repeated measure. The autoregressive model
was selected as the variance-covariance matrix structure for this data on the basis of
best fit according to Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion.
For all analyses, preliminary screening of the data revealed that dependent
variables were normally distributed. Assumptions of homogeneity of variance were
verified by plotting residuals from the model against predicted values. All values
reported are least squares means. Significance was declared at P ≤ 0.05, and trends
reported if 0.05 < P ≤ 0.10.
5.3 Results
Milk feeding level impacted nutrient intakes and performance of calves prior to
weaning. On average, ADL calves consumed more than twice the amount of milk
replacer offered to RES calves, with milk replacer intake increasing over time, compared
to the fixed rate offered to RES (Table 5.2). Prior to weaning, solid feed intake was
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affected by milk feeding level (Table 5.2). RES calves consumed more concentrate than
ADL and increased their intake over time to a greater extent (Figure 5.1 a, wk 1 - 7). Due
to their increasing consumption of milk replacer, total DMI of ADL calves increased more
over time and was greater overall compared to calves fed RES (Table 5.2). Intakes of
CP, NFC, and ME were correspondingly subject to treatment by week interactions (P <
0.001) and ADL calves also had greater (P < 0.001) overall intakes of CP (0.41 vs. 0.23
kg/d, SE = 0.017), NFC (0.92 vs. 0.56 kg/d, SE=0.042), and ME (7.23 vs. 3.87 kcal/d,
SE=0.30). In contrast, NDF intake increased more over time for RES calves, consistent
with their greater intake of concentrate which is higher in NDF than milk replacer (Table
5.1). Overall, RES calves consumed more NDF than ADL prior to weaning (0.098 vs.
0.061 kg/d, SE = 0.009, P = 0.012). Calf BW was subject to a treatment by week
interaction during the milk feeding stage (Figure 5.1 b), with ADL calves having greater
ADG (Table 5.2). During the week of weaning, ADG of ADL calves plateaued while RES
calves maintained more consistent growth (-0.03 vs. 0.7 kg/d, P < 0.001).
As expected, milk feeding patterns were influenced by milk feeding level. Calves
fed ADL had greater more frequent, longer meals (Table 5.3). However, time spent
sucking/meal and rate of intake were similar between treatments. Meal size increased
over time for ADL calves but was held constant due to feeding management for RES
calves. Rate of intake increased over time across treatments and, correspondingly, meal
duration tended to decrease over time (Table 5.3).
The diurnal patterns of milk feeding time and meal time were subject to a
treatment by hour interaction in wk 3 and 6 (P < 0.001; Figure 5.2 a). Calves fed RES
consumed their milk allotment immediately at the time of delivery in a single short meal
without pausing. Thus, milk feeding time was equivalent to meal time for RES calves.
RES calves had two peaks in feeding time at fresh milk delivery (0800 and 1600 h) and
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no other feeding activity throughout the rest of the day. In contrast, ADL calves spent
much more time feeding over the course of the day and had meals consisting of frequent
pauses. The largest peak in feeding activity for ADL calves occurred at the time of fresh
milk delivery (0800 h), with an increase in activity beginning around sunrise. Lesser
peaks for ADL calves corresponded to afternoon milk delivery for RES calves (1600 h)
and sunset (approximately 2045 h in wk 6).
RES calves spent considerable time sucking on the teat once milk was finished
and at times of day when milk was not provided (Table 5.3). Total sucking bout
frequency, including bouts of non-nutritive sucking, was subject to a treatment by week
interaction, with RES calves having more frequent sucking bouts than ADL in wk 3, and
less frequent bouts in wk 6 (Table 5.3). Although RES calves had consistently longer
sucking bouts than ADL, sucking time per bout was similar between treatments,
indicating that RES calves spent more time pausing during bouts of non-nutritive
sucking.
Diurnal patterns of total sucking bout time (milk feeding and non-nutritive
sucking, as well as pauses within bouts) and total sucking time (milk feeding and nonnutritive sucking time) were subject to a significant (P < 0.001) treatment by hour
interaction in wk 3 and 6 (Figure 5.2 b). RES calves spent more time sucking than ADL
calves at two peak times falling between sunrise (approximately 0515 h in wk 6) and 2 h
after their morning feeding, and for 2 h surrounding afternoon feeding. ADL calves spent
more time sucking than RES calves during off-peak times, although RES calves had a
similar peak in sucking time just prior to sunset (approximately 2045 h in wk 6).
Solid feed intake behaviour differed between treatments prior to weaning (Table
5.4) corresponding to greater intake for calves fed RES (Table 5.2). Concentrate meal
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size was subject to a treatment by week interaction, increasing in size for RES calves to
a greater extent than for ADL calves. RES calves also had more frequent concentrate
meals, longer meals, and spent more time feeding/meal than ADL calves. Rate of intake
of concentrate was similar between treatments. Daily concentrate meal frequency and
rate of intake increased over time across treatments, whereas meal duration tended to
increase. Diurnal patterns of meal time and feeding time for solid feed were subject to a
treatment by hour interaction and treatment effect (P < 0.001; Figure 5.3). RES calves
had peaks in concentrate feeding activity at 0700 h (the time at which the milk feeding
apparatus was removed for cleaning), feed delivery (0900 h), afternoon milk feeding
(1600 h), and sunset (2045 h in wk 6), whereas ADL calves had much smaller peaks in
concentrate feeding activity that corresponded roughly to RES peaks in feeding activity.
After weaning, intake of the complete pelleted diet was subject to a treatment by
week interaction (Table 5.2). Initially post-weaning, DMI was greater for RES calves than
ADL, and DMI of ADL calves increased over time to a greater extent (Figure 5.1 a, wk 8
to 13). Corresponding to DMI, nutrient intakes were subject to treatment by week
interactions (P < 0.01) but not treatment effects (P > 0.21). On average, calves
consumed 0.76 kg/d of CP, 1.12 kg/d of NDF, 1.0 kg/d NFC, and 8.32 kcal/d ME during
the post-weaning stage. After weaning, ADG was similar between treatments (Figure 5.1
b, wk 8 to 13) such that greater BW of ADL calves were maintained (Table 5.2). As postweaning DMI was similar over time, RES calves had greater DMI as a percentage of BW
in the post-weaning stage (Table 5.2).
After weaning, meal frequency, meal duration, and feeding time per meal were
similar between treatments (Table 5.5). However, meal size and rate of intake were
subject to a treatment by week interaction (Table 5.5): ADL calves had a lower rate of
intake and consumed smaller meals than RES calves initially after weaning, and
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increased their rate of intake and meal size more substantially over time. Over time,
meal frequency increased over time across treatments, whereas meal duration and
feeding time per meal decreased.
Initially after weaning, diurnal patterns of meal time was subject to a treatment by
hour interaction initially (wk 8, P = 0.028; Figure 5.4 a). Calves previously offered milk
ADL had a greater peak in meal time at the time of feed delivery (0900 h) compared to
calves previously offered RES milk, with similar patterns of meal time throughout the rest
of the day. There was also a tendency (P = 0.089) for a treatment by hour interaction for
diurnal patterns of feeding time (Figure 5.4 a): calves raised on ADL milk had a slightly
greater peak in feeding time at sunrise (approximately 0530 h in wk 8), and lower peaks
in feeding time in late afternoon. At time of feed delivery, calves previously offered milk
ADL had a greater peak in meal time whereas the peak in feeding time was similar
across treatments. The lack of corresponding difference in diurnal feeding pattern
suggests that ADL calves paused more during the first meal after feed delivery than RES
calves. In wk 14, diurnal patterns of meal time and feeding time were similar between
treatments (Figure 5.4 b). The largest peak in feeding time occurred at feed delivery
(0900 h), with an increase in activity beginning around sunrise (approximately 0620 h in
wk 14), and the second largest peak occurred at sunset (approximately 1945 h).
The analysis of individual variability of daily meal characteristics revealed that
ADL calves were more consistent day-to-day in their post-weaning feeding behaviour
(Table 4). Variability in DMI, meal size, and rate of intake was subject to a treatment by
week interaction and treatment effect, with RES calves having a more substantial
decrease in day-to-day variability between weeks but greater overall variability. ADL
calves also had less individual day-to-day variability in feeding time per meal. Individual
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day-to-day variability of meal characteristics was subject to a week effect, with variability
decreasing over time across treatments.
5.4 Discussion
It has been widely reported that milk feeding level impacts intake and growth of
dairy calves (Khan et al., 2011b; Jasper and Weary, 2002; Appleby, 2001). Milk replacer
intake for ADL calves was similar to other values reported in the literature (e.g. average
of 14 L/d over the first 6 weeks of life; Borderas et al., 2009), as was the rate of weight
gain of ADL calves (0.8 to 1.1 kg/d is commonly reported; Appleby, 2001; Jasper and
Weary, 2002; Hepola et al., 2008). Starter intake was delayed due to greater milk intake,
as is also commonly reported (Appleby, 2001, Jasper and Weary, 2002).
Milk feeding level influenced post-weaning performance, with calves having
comparable post-weaning intake and ADG, but ADL calves maintaining greater BW.
Although a similar result was reported by Jasper and Weary (2002), this effect of milk
feeding level is not consistent across the literature. The potential for greater milk feeding
to result in greater post-weaning BW appears to depend on sufficient solid feed intake
prior to removal of milk, which can be encouraged through a gradual weaning method
(Khan et al., 2007b) or social facilitation in group-housed calves (De Paula Vieira et al.,
2010; Chua et al., 2002). Calves fed ADL in the present study plateaued in growth briefly
during the week of weaning, suggesting that management during the week of weaning
could have been improved. Greater post-weaning intake as a % of BW for RES calves,
yet similar ADG, suggests that these animals were not utilizing nutrients as efficiently for
growth as ADL calves. The reason for this difference is unclear; however, it could be
speculated that restricted nutrient supply early in life had a long-term negative impact on
metabolism of the calves (as reviewed by Bach, 2012).
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Milk feeding behaviour was greatly influenced by milk feeding level. In contrast to
the single peaks of continuous feeding performed by RES calves, calves provided milk
ad libitum had frequent meals interspersed with pauses over the course of the day. Meal
frequencies and durations of ADL calves were similar to values reported previously for
suckling calves (i.e. 4 – 10 suckling bouts/d, 7 – 10 min in duration; reviewed by de
Passillé, 2001) and calves fed ad libitum from a teat (Borderas et al., 2009; De Paula
Vieira et al., 2008). Similar to results reported by Appleby (2001), calves fed ad libitum
had a peak in feeding activity corresponding to fresh milk delivery (Figure 5.2 a). Sunrise
and sunset elicited feeding activity, as has been reported in both suckling calves (Odde
et al., 1985) and calves fed milk ad libitum by a computer-controlled milk feeder (Senn et
al., 2000). Calves fed ADL also had increased activity at time of afternoon milk delivery
for RES calves, possibly elicited by the presence of the experimenters or auditory cues
from adjacent RES calves.
Milk meals have been found to increase in size and decrease in frequency over
time in calves suckled by their dam (Day et al., 1987; Odde et al., 1985; Vitale et al.,
1986) and in group-housed calves fed by an automated milk feeder (Jensen, 2009).
Similarly in the present study, ADL milk meals became larger over time due to fewer
pauses during meals and greater rate of intake, suggesting that calves were feeding
more efficiently. In contrast, however, meal frequency was similar between weeks in the
present study. This stability of daily meal frequency may relate to calves being
individually housed. In the absence of social factors, such as maternal influence
(Reinhardt and Reinhardt, 1981) or peer competition and displacement at the teat (von
Keyserlingk et al., 2004; Jensen, 2009), there may be less pressure to reduce meal
frequency as calves become physically capable of consuming more milk per meal.
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Calves fed restricted amounts of milk spent considerable time performing nonnutritive sucking. Similarly, it has been widely reported that feeding group-housed calves
restricted amounts of milk by an automated milk feeder results in frequent unrewarded
visits to the feeder, and greater daily occupancy times (Hammon et al., 2002; Jensen
and Holm, 2003; De Paula Vieira et al., 2008). RES calves had large peaks in nonnutritive sucking time around time of milk delivery (Figure 5.2 b). It is established that the
taste of milk elicits sucking in calves (Rushen and de Passillé, 1995), and non-nutritive
sucking following a milk meal has been reported previously in calves fed restricted
amounts of milk individually (Haley et al., 1998; Herskin et al., 2010) and in groups by an
automated feeder (De Paula Vieira et al., 2008). Interestingly, diurnal patterns of total
sucking time of RES calves mirrored the feeding patterns of ADL calves (Figure 5.2 b),
with a small peak in non-nutritive sucking activity seen at sunset, despite the fact that
RES calves never had milk available at this time. Non-nutritive sucking or unrewarded
visits to a feeder are commonly considered signs of hunger in restricted fed calves (De
Paula Vieira et al., 2008; Jensen and Holm, 2003; Herskin et al., 2010). Thus, RES
calves may have been motivated to feed at sunset by the same external light cues as
ADL, or through social facilitation due to auditory signals while ADL calves were feeding
(Nielsen, 2008), and performed non-nutritive sucking in the absence of milk. These
results support previous findings suggesting that restricting milk leaves calves hungry,
thus compromising their welfare (De Paula Vieira et al., 2008).
Different solid feed meal patterns in the milk feeding stage were not surprising
due to the greater quantity of solid feed consumed by RES calves. The effect of milk
feeding level on the development of pre-weaning solid feed meal patterns has not been
widely studied. However, feeding behaviour of group-housed calves fed concentrate at
an automated feeder has been described by Jensen (2006) and Borderas et al. (2009).
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Similar to the present results, calves fed limited amounts of milk in these studies had
more frequent visits than calves fed ad libitum. Meals in the present study were longer
and less frequent than visits to the automated feeder described by Jensen (2006) and
Borderas et al. (2009), possibly due to individual housing in the present study, which
eliminates any effect of competition on meal duration. Total solid feed meal time in the
present study is comparable to total concentrate feeder occupancy time by grouphoused calves and is similarly greater for calves fed less milk (Jensen, 2006; Borderas
et al., 2009).
Contrary to our hypothesis, the differences in feeding behaviour in the milk
feeding stage did not translate to long-term observable differences in feeding behaviour.
Thus, milk feeding level does not appear to influence the development of long-term meal
patterns. However, short-term differences in behaviour were evident immediately after
weaning. Initially, calves fed RES had larger meals, driven by greater rate of intake while
feeding. There is evidence that feeding behaviour of young ruminants is influenced by
early experience with feed. For example, Phillips (2004) found that calves exposed to
grass early in life ate for longer when later turned out on pasture, and Arnold and Maller
(1977) found that sheep with exposure to a particular plant type had greater rate of
intake while grazing than sheep unfamiliar with the plant. Thus, initial post-weaning
differences in rate of intake in the present study may have been a result of RES calves
having greater experience consuming solid feed prior to weaning, and consequently
more developed motor skills. Alternatively, rate of intake can be considered an indicator
of feeding motivation (Nielsen, 1999); thus, greater rate of intake may have developed in
RES calves as a response to hunger during the milk-feeding stage.
Interestingly, milk feeding level also had a short-term effect on diurnal feeding
patterns. This effect was most evident at the time of fresh feed delivery (Figure 5.4 a).
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Although all calves spent a similar amount of time feeding during the peak period in
activity corresponding to fresh feed delivery, calves previously fed ADL milk had greater
meal time, indicating that they paused more while feeding. A similar difference between
treatments can be seen in the peak period in feeding activity at time of fresh milk
delivery (Figure 5.2 a), suggesting that this characteristic of milk feeding patterns had a
short-term influence on post-weaning feeding behaviour. The paucity of breaks during
RES meals in the milk feeding stage can be attributed to greater feeding motivation due
to milk deprivation (De Paula Vieira et al., 2008). Thus, calves that associated feed
delivery with alleviation of hunger in the milk feeding stage may have developed a
conditioned response of continuous feeding and increased rate of intake at time of feed
delivery. In the presence of an unlimited feed source, calves previously fed RES milk
eventually responded to fresh feed delivery similarly to ADL calves (Figure 5.4 b). Under
commercial conditions, recently weaned calves are often exposed to social factors and
varying feed presentations which could possibly interact with this short-term difference in
feeding behaviour. For example, in a group-housed environment, calves that are highly
motivated to feed at time of feed delivery may be faced with competition if feeding space
is limited, possibly impacting DMI. Additionally, weaned heifers may be provided with
separate feed components (i.e. concentrates and forages) rather than a uniform feed
source, which encourages rapid intake of the concentrate portion in a few, large meals
(DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009b). If calves are predisposed to feed continuously
upon feed delivery, this method of feed presentation may strengthen this behavioural
trait. Further research is needed to investigate the impact of this difference in feeding
behaviour when calves are managed in different post-weaning environments and
exposed to different nutritional strategies.
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Unexpectedly, RES calves had consistently greater day-to-day variability in postweaning feeding behaviour, resulting in greater variability in daily DMI. There are a
number of studies that suggest that variability in daily DMI is related to health. Increased
daily variation in DMI has been found in bull calves with liver abscesses and respiratory
disease (Jorgensen et al., 2007) and is considered an indicator of sub-acute ruminal
acidosis (Owens et al., 1998; Pritchard and Bruns, 2003). Although it is possible that
calves were affected by subclinical disease in the present study, no apparent illness was
reported, thus, any connection between health related to restricted milk feeding and
variability in post-weaning feeding behaviour is only speculative. However, there is
evidence to suggest that milk feeding level can impact calf health. Immune function is
impacted by nutrient supply, which is improved in calves that receive more milk
(Nonnecke et al., 2003); thus, calves fed ad libitum may be at less risk for developing
infections. It is possible that sub-acute ruminal acidosis may have been a factor
influencing daily DMI variability in RES calves. This condition is associated with high
intake of rapidly fermentable carbohydrates, such as concentrate (Owens et al., 1998).
Provision of forage to calves has been found to improve rumen environment (Coverdale
et al., 2004). Thus, increased concentrate intake in RES calves in the absence of a
forage source may have resulted in the development of chronic acidosis prior to
weaning. Further research is encouraged to investigate possible associations between
milk feeding level, daily variability in feeding behaviour, and post-weaning health.
5.5 Conclusions
Providing dairy calves with milk ad libitum resulted in more frequent milk meals
and more evenly distributed diurnal patterns of milk feeding activity. Calves fed restricted
amounts of milk had more frequent, larger solid feed meals prior to weaning. Milk
feeding level had a short-term effect on post-weaning feeding behaviour, with calves fed
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restricted amounts of milk having initially greater meal size and rate of intake.
Immediately after weaning, calves previously provided restricted amounts of milk also
fed more continuously at the time of feed delivery. Calves previously fed restricted
amounts of milk had greater day-to-day variability in meal characteristics and intake
post-weaning. Variability in meal characteristics also decreased over time across
treatments. Meal characteristics and diurnal patterns of feeding activity were similar
between calves by the end of the study, suggesting that milk feeding level does not
influence the development of long-term characteristic feeding patterns.
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Table 5.1. Chemical composition of feeds (mean ± SD; DM basis).
Chemical composition4

Milk replacer1

Concentrate2

Pelleted diet3

DM, %

95.40 ± 0.30

95.78 ± 0.39

96.18 ± 0.14

CP, % of DM

21.60 ± 0.0

19.18 ± 0.69

22.96 ± 0.95

ADF, % of DM

1.63 ± 0.06

7.05 ± 1.17

17.67 ± 0.45

NDF4, % of DM

2.17 ± 0.32

17.31 ± 1.26

34.60 ± 1.22

NFC, % of DM

48.93 ± 0.71

52.70 ± 2.56

30.87 ± 0.67

ME, Mcal/kg DM

3.93 ± 0.026

2.80 ± 0.023

2.54 ± 0.034

Fat, % of DM

19.77 ± 0.57

3.93 ± 0.77

3.44 ± 0.32

1

Shur-Gain High-Performance Milk Replacer (Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON,
Canada)
2
Supplied by Rooney’s Feeds (Iroquios, ON, Canada), containing (on as-is basis): 36.5%
corn, 28% calf starter supplement supplied by Shur-Gain (Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph,
ON, Canada), 20% rolled barley, 10% rolled oats, 2.5% dilute monensin sodium, 2%
molasses, 1% soybean oil.
3
Shur-gain High Fiber 20% Dairy Heifer Ration (Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON,
Canada)
4
Values were obtained from chemical analysis of feed samples. NFC = 100 – (%CP +
%NDF + %fat + %ash). ME = total digestible nutrients (TDN) × 0.04409 × 0.82
(calculated according to NRC, 2001 equations).
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Table 5.2. Intakes and weight gain of calves provided milk ad libitum (ADL) or at a
restricted level (RES) before and after weaning off milk.1,2

Treatment (T)3
Item

P

ADL

RES

SE

W

T

TxW

Milk replacer DMI, kg/d

1.77

0.666

0.072

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

Solid feed DMI, kg/d

0.098

0.452

0.057

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

Total DMI, kg/d

1.87

1.12

0.083

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

ADG3, kg/d

1.2

0.6

0.07

<0.01

<0.01

0.58

BW 3, kg

63.2

50.8

2.5

<0.001

0.004

0.01

DMI, kg/d

3.38

3.17

0.11

<0.001

0.29

0.013

DMI, % of BW

2.71

3.16

0.15

<0.001

0.006

0.13

BW, kg

121.9

100.9

3.5

<0.001

<0.001

0.58

1.2

1.2

0.05

<0.001

0.891

0.13

Milk feeding stage

Post-weaning stage

ADG, kg/d
1

Data averaged by week (W) for and treatment (T): ADL (n = 10) and RES (n = 10 weeks
1 – 11, n = 9 weeks 12 – 14).
2
Milk feeding stage = weeks 1 – 7. Post-weaning stage = weeks 8 – 14.
3
Weight gain data was summarized for the milk feeding stage excluding the week of
weaning. During the week of weaning, BW = 94.2 vs. 68.2, ADG = -0.03 vs. 0.7 (ADL vs
RES; P < 0.001).
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Table 5.3. Milk feeding and total sucking behaviour of calves provided milk ad libitum (ADL) or at restricted level (5 L/d RES).1

Week 3
Item

P

Week 6

ADL

RES

ADL

RES

SE

W

T

W×T

Intake2, L/d

11.36

5.00

16.08

5.00

0.82

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

Meal frequency, #/d

7.24

2.0

7.12

2.0

0.69

0.88

<0.001

0.88

Meal duration, min/meal

9.14

6.38

8.20

5.61

0.54

0.07

<0.001

0.94

Sucking time/meal, min

5.83

6.00

5.97

5.36

0.513

0.369

0.89

0.196

Meal size, L/meal

2.15

2.5

3.12

2.5

0.33

0.02

0.76

0.02

Rate of intake, L/min

0.354

0.413

0.496

0.490

0.030

<0.001

0.43

0.25

Sucking bout frequency, #/d

7.24

9.60

7.12

6.66

0.88

<0.001

0.43

0.0017

Sucking bout duration, min

9.27

14.28

8.11

12.44

0.76

0.035

<0.001

0.62

Sucking time/bout, min

5.82

6.67

5.96

5.80

0.54

0.29

0.62

0.15

Milk feeding behaviour

Total sucking behaviour3

1

Data are averaged by week (W) for 10 calves on each treatment (T).
Milk intakes reported here are those corresponding with video observation periods.
3
Total sucking patterns are calculated from milk feeding for ADL calves and both milk feeding and non-nutritive sucking time for RES
calves.
2
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Table 5.4. Pre-weaning concentrate feeding patterns of calves offered milk ad libitum (ADL) or at a restricted level (5 L/d; RES).1

Week 3

P

Week 6

ADL

RES

ADL

RES

SE

W3

T

W×T

Meal frequency2, #/d

0.98

4.72

4.44

10.52

0.68

<0.001

<0.001

0.054

Meal duration3, min/meal

2.08

7.11

4.58

8.19

1.09

0.074

<0.001

0.45

Feeding time3/meal, min

1.68

2.42

2.30

3.70

0.47

0.13

0.017

0.58

Meal size3, g/meal

9.77

17.21

29.10

70.58

9.33

<0.001

0.0077

0.044

Rate of intake3, g/min

0.14

0.13

0.27

0.32

0.046

<0.001

0.71

0.31

Item
Solid feeding behaviour

1

Data are averaged by week (W) for 10 calves on each treatment (T).
Meals/d was calculated over all observation days, including those in which calves consumed no solid feed. In week 3, ADL calves
consumed at least 1 meal on a total of 17 observation days (out of 10 calves * 5 d = 50 observation days). On these days, ADL
calves averaged 2.25 meals/d. In week 3, RES calves consumed at least 1 meal on a total of 36 observation days. On these days,
RES calves averaged 5.94 meals/d. In week 6, all calves consumed at least 1 meal on all observation days.
3
In week 3, calculation of these meal characteristics was performed only for days in which calves consumed feed.
2
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Table 5.5. Effect of milk feeding level (ad libitum; ADL or restricted to 5L/d; RES) on post-weaning feeding behaviour and within-calf
daily variability in feeding behaviour.1,2
Week 8

Week 11

P

Week 14

Item

ADL

RES

ADL

RES

ADL

RES

SE

W4

T

W×T

Meal frequency, #/d

13.08

13.24

14.82

14.61

14.32

14.67

0.81

0.020

0.792

0.833

Meal duration, min/meal

15.45

14.42

11.59

11.24

11.65

11.67

0.86

< 0.001

0.905

0.299

Feeding time/meal, min

6.76

7.12

5.43

5.87

5.57

6.33

0.494

<0.001

0.404

0.782

Meal size, g/meal

117.21

160.82

252.41

218.53

323.27

318.64

15.44

< 0.001

0.926

< 0.001

Rate of intake, g/min

17.78

24.88

49.67

41.31

61.85

52.85

3.92

<0.001

0.456

0.0065

CV (DMI)

0.24

0.48

0.075

0.16

0.088

0.10

0.037

<0.001

0.0057

0.0066

CV (Meal frequency)

0.17

0.19

0.14

0.12

0.12

0.13

0.017

0.0024

0.99

0.35

CV (Meal duration)

0.19

0.24

0.18

0.16

0.14

0.15

0.017

0.043

0.82

0.47

CV (Feeding time/meal)

0.21

0.35

0.16

0.21

0.11

0.18

0.03

< 0.001

0.026

0.18

CV (Meal size)

0.27

0.55

0.15

0.19

0.12

0.16

0.035

< 0.001

0.002

< 0.001

CV (Rate of intake)

0.22

0.55

0.15

0.26

0.12

0.15

0.05

< 0.001

0.0083

0.0057

1

Data are averaged by week (W) for 10 calves/treatment (T) (excluding 1 RES calf in week 14).
Daily variability assessed by calculating coefficient of variation (CV): (standard deviation of daily values for each calf)/(mean value).
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Figure 5.1. Solid feed dry matter intake (a) and body weight (b) of calves provided milk
ad libitum (ADL) or at a restricted level (5 L/d; RES). Values are averaged over each
week for 10 calves/treatment (excluding 1 RES calf in week 12-14).
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Figure 5.2. Diurnal patterns of milk feeding activity (a) and total sucking activity,
including non-nutritive sucking (b) of calves provided with milk ad libitum (ADL) or at a
restricted level (5 L/d; RES) in wk 6 of life. Milk feeding and meal time were equivalent
for RES calves (due to lack of pauses in meals) and are represented by a single line in
(a). Duration of each activity is summed by hour within treatment and averaged across 5
d of observation/week and 10 calves/treatment.
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Figure 5.3. Diurnal patterns of solid feed feeding activity of calves provided with milk ad
libitum (ADL) or at a restricted level (5 L/d; RES) in wk 6 of life. Duration of feeding and
meal time is summed by hour within treatment and averaged across 5 d of
observation/week and 10 calves/treatment.
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Figure 5.4. Diurnal patterns of feeding activity of calves raised on ad libitum milk (ADL)
or at a restricted level (5 L/d; RES) in (a) the first week after weaning (wk 8), and (b) 7
wk after weaning (wk 14). Feeding activity is summed by hour and averaged across 5 d
of observation/calf/week and 10 calves/treatment (excluding 1 RES calf in week 14).
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CHAPTER 6: FEED PRESENTATION AND FEEDING PATTERNS OF DAIRY
CALVES

6.1 Introduction
Feeding patterns of dairy cattle are influenced by the manner in which feed is
presented. Providing concentrate and forage as separate components encourages rapid
intake of the concentrate component at the time of feed delivery prior to consuming
forage in both growing heifers (Greter et al., 2010a; DeVries and von Keyserlingk,
2009b) and adult cattle (Maekawa et al., 2002). In contrast, providing concentrate and
forage as a TMR to heifers results in increased daily feeding time, lower rates of intake,
and longer meals compared to providing these feed types as separate components
(DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009). Similarly, adult cattle provided a TMR spent more
time eating at a lower rate of intake compared to cattle provided forage and concentrate
as separate ingredients (Maekawa et al., 2002). Heifers provided a TMR also have more
evenly distributed diurnal feeding patterns than heifers provided separate components
(Greter et al., 2010a; DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009b). There is evidence that the
effect of feed presentation on intake patterns may impact rumen health, given that intake
of concentrate without adequate physically effective fiber result in rapid fermentation and
decreased rumen pH, increasing the risk of ruminal acidosis (Beauchemin et al., 2002;
Krause and Oetzel, 2006). Also, rumen pH decreases following meals, with the extent of
the decline increasing with meal size (Allen, 1997; Bach et al., 2007). Thus, feeding
patterns exhibited by cattle fed a TMR encourage moderation of rumen fermentation.
When young calves have access to concentrate and forage, these components
are commonly presented separately (Vasseur et al., 2010). Intake of concentrate
provides energy for growth (Hill et al., 2008) and supports the development of rumen
papillae (Tamate et al., 1962), whereas there is evidence that intake of hay alongside
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concentrate improves feed efficiency (Coverdale et al., 2004) and the rumen
environment (Khan et al., 2011a; Suárez et al., 2007). However, no work to date has
examined how the way in which concentrate and hay are presented – separately or as a
mixture – affects feeding patterns of young calves around the time of weaning.
Furthermore, feeding experiences early in life may influence development of
feeding behaviour in young ruminants, affecting feed preferences (Nolte et al., 1990) and
feeding motor skills (Arnold and Maller, 1977; Provenza and Balph, 1987). Interestingly,
Greter et al. (2010b) found that weaned heifers previously exposed to a top-dressed
ration (grain concentrate placed on top of forage) spent more time feeding in response to
fresh feed delivery after transition to a TMR compared to heifers previously fed the TMR.
These authors speculated that this effect reflected the persistence of feeding patterns
learned while heifers were fed the top-dressed ration. These results suggest that, if
feeding patterns of dairy calves are influenced by feed presentation, there is some
potential for differences in feeding patterns to persist once all animals are later provided
a mixed ration.
Therefore, the objectives of this study were to assess the effect of feed
presentation (hay and concentrate provided as separate components or a mixed ration)
on the feeding patterns of dairy calves during the milk feeding stage and around the time
of weaning, and to assess whether any differences in feeding patterns persist after
transition to a common mixed ration. Our first hypothesis was that providing a mixed
ration may result in more evenly distributed diurnal patterns of feeding behaviour, and a
reduced response to feed delivery compared to providing separate feed components.
Secondly, it was hypothesized that prior exposure to feed types as separate components
may result in longer term differences in feeding patterns upon transition to the mixed
ration, compared to calves previously exposed to the mixed ration.
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6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Animals and Housing
This study was completed concurrently with that reported in Chapter 3, in which
the effect of feed presentation on the development of feed sorting behaviour was
assessed. Thus, calf management is described in Chapter 3. In brief, twenty male
Holstein calves were used in this study. Calves were housed within individual pens (1.2
× 1.8 m; width × depth) at the University of Guelph Kemptville Campus Dairy Education
and Research Centre (Kemptville, ON, Canada) and were managed according to the
standard operating procedures of this research station, in accordance with guidelines set
by the Canadian Council on Animal Care (2009). Use of calves was approved by the
University of Guelph’s Animal Care Committee (AUP# 1913). The front of each pen had
two openings for access to feed pails (diameter = 25.4 cm, height = 23.0 cm, capacity =
8 L) mounted on the outside. For the first 7 wk of life, all calves were fed milk replacer
(Shur-Gain High Performance Milk Replacer; Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON,
Canada) via an artificial teat (Peach Teats, Skellerup Industries Ltd., New Zealand). All
calves were fed twice daily at 0800 and 1600 h a fixed amount of 8 L/d (1.2 kg of DM) for
the first 4 wk. Calves were weaned by reducing the amount of milk replacer offered to 6
L/d (0.9 kg of DM) during wk 5, 4 L/d (0.6 kg of DM) during wk 6, and incrementally
reduced during wk 7 (in d 1 - 4, calves were offered 3 L/d and in d 5 – 7, calves were
offered 2 L/d).
6.2.2 Experimental Design
Upon enrollment in the study, calves were randomly assigned to 1 of 2 feed
presentation treatments. The treatment diets were: 1) concentrate and chopped hay (<
2.5 cm) offered at a ratio of 7:3 as a mixture (MIX), and 2) concentrate and chopped hay
(< 2.5 cm) offered at a ratio of 7:3 as separate components (COM). These diets were
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provided ad libitum. Actual orts were similar between treatments: in wk 8, 17.0 ± 3.1 %
offered DM, P = 0.4. For calves fed COM, concentrate orts were 12.2 ± 5.2% offered
concentrate DM (mean ± SD) and hay orts were 25.5 ± 8.5% offered hay DM. The front
of each pen had two openings for access to feed pails (diameter = 25.4 cm, height =
23.0 cm, capacity = 8 L) mounted on the outside. Calves remained on their respective
feed presentation treatments throughout the milk-feeding stage (wk 1 – 7) and for one
week following removal of milk (wk 8).
Following the period of feed presentation exposure in wk 1 – 8, all calves were
offered the MIX diet for an additional 3 wk (wk 9 – 11) to assess longer-term effects of
prior exposure to different feed presentations.
On the days in which behaviour was recorded from video, feed intake was
determined by weighing the quantity of feed provided and the amount of feed refused.
For determination of DMI on these days, fresh feed was sampled weekly and individual
orts from each calf were sampled twice weekly (on d 1 and 4), just prior to removal and
delivery of fresh feed. For calves fed COM, weekly samples were taken of both
concentrate and hay in wk 1 – 8. Samples taken for DM analysis were oven-dried at
55oC for 48 h.
6.2.3 Behavioural Data Collection and Calculations
Behaviour of calves was recorded throughout the study using eight color video
cameras (Day/Night Camera, model no. WV-CP504; Panasonic, Osaka, Japan) fitted
with an F0.95/2.8- to 8-mm lens (Fujinon CCTV lens, Fuji, Tokyo, Japan). Cameras were
connected to a digital video recorder (Digital Disk Recorder, model no. WJ-HD616K,
Panasonic) set to record at 7.5 images/s. Cameras were positioned above the pens
such that each individual pen was fully visible from one of the cameras (placed
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approximately 2 m in front of the pens and 4 m from the pen floor). Four red lights (100
W) were spaced evenly between cameras and placed on a timer to provide enough light
to record during nighttime hours.
Calves were observed individually for the first 4 d of wk 6 (during the milk-feeding
stage, while exposed to their respective feed presentation treatments), wk 8 (post milkweaning, while exposed to their respective feed presentation treatments), and wk 9 and
11 (while all calves were consuming the MIX ration). In all weeks, instantaneous scans
were performed at intervals of 30 s (as validated previously in Appendix I) for solid feed
intake (defined as taking place when a calf’s head was lowered in the feed bucket). For
COM calves in wk 6 and 8, it was noted whether they were feeding from the bucket
offering hay or concentrate. Data obtained from instantaneous recording were used to
approximate behaviour throughout the day by assigning a 30-s block of time to the time
point of each scan when the calf was feeding, as validated and described in Appendix I.
On the days in which behaviour was recorded from video, feed intake was determined
by weighing the quantity of feed provided and the amount of feed refused. For
determination of DMI on the calves on these days, fresh feed was sampled weekly and
individual orts from each calf were sampled twice weekly (on d 1 and 4), just prior to
removal and delivery of fresh feed.
Meal analysis was performed on the 4 d of feeding time data collected for
individual calves in each observation week. Meal criteria (minimum duration of a time
interval between meals) were determined for individual calves in each week using a
software package (MIX 3.1.3; MacDonald and Green, 1988). The non-feeding time
intervals between recorded periods of time spent feeding were log 10-transformed, and
their frequency distribution was approximated using two normal distributions. As
described in detail by DeVries et al. (2003), the meal criterion was chosen as the time
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point at which the curve of one normal distribution intersected the second normal
distribution, with non-feeding time intervals shorter in duration than the point of
intersection occurring within meals and non-feeding time intervals longer in duration than
the point of intersection occurring between meals. For calves fed COM in wk 6 and 8,
meals often consisted of feeding from both feed buckets. Thus, meal analysis was
performed for combined hay and concentrate feeding times for COM calves. However,
DMI and feeding time were summarized separately for hay and concentrate and rate of
intake (intake/feeding time) was calculated separately for each feed component. Across
all calves, solid feed meal criteria averaged 17.2 ± 3.8 min (mean ± SD) throughout the
study and were similar between treatments (P = 0.8) and over time (P = 0.2).
Meal criteria determined for each calf in each recorded week were used to
calculate daily meal frequency and total daily meal duration. Daily meal frequency was
determined by counting the number of intervals between visits to the feed pail (or teat)
that exceeded the meal criterion calculated for each calf. Total daily meal duration was
calculated as the sum of all recorded feeding time (total daily feeding time) and all nonfeeding time periods shorter than the meal criterion. Data from meal analysis (total daily
feeding time, daily meal frequency, total daily meal duration) were also used, in
combination with values for daily intake corresponding to observation days, to generate
values for average meal duration (total daily meal duration/meal frequency) and rate of
intake (intake/feeding time).
Feeding behaviour data obtained from video were also used to generate diurnal
patterns of feeding activity in each week. Time spent feeding or engaged in a meal were
summed by hour for each calf, day, and week. For calves fed COM in wk 6 and wk 8,
diurnal patterns were also generate for hay and concentrate feeding time by
summarizing feeding time separately for each feed component.
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6.2.4 Calculations and Statistical Analysis
One calf (on COM treatment) was removed from the study during wk 6 for health
reasons unrelated to the study; thus, data from only 9 COM calves was analyzed in wk
7-11.
All data were summarized for each calf in each week in which data were
collected and analyzed separately by time period: milk feeding stage (wk 6), postweaning while on respective feed presentation treatments (wk 8), and post-weaning
while offered common MIX ration (wk 9 and wk 11). Data were analyzed using the
MIXED procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2003). In wk 6 and wk 8, the model included
the fixed effects of treatment and the random effect of calf within treatment. Data from
weeks in which all calves were offered the MIX ration (wk 9 and wk 11) were analyzed
treating week as a repeated measure. The model included the fixed effects of week,
treatment, and week by treatment interaction, and the random effect of calf within
treatment. Compound symmetry was selected as the variance-covariance matrix
structure on the basis of best fit according to Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion.
For calves fed COM, the difference in rate of intake and feeding time between feed
components was analyzed within calf using dependent group t-tests (SAS Institute,
2003).
For analyses of diurnal patterns of feeding activity, data were summarized by
calculating the mean hourly total of feeding time for each calf and hour across the 4 d of
observation in each week. Data were analyzed separately in each week using the
MIXED procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2003), treating hour as a repeated measure.
The model included the fixed effects of hour, treatment, and hour by treatment
interaction, and the random effect of calf within treatment. The autoregressive model
was selected as the variance-covariance matrix structure for diurnal pattern data on the
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basis of best fit according to Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion. For calves fed
COM in wk 6 and 8, diurnal patterns of hay feeding time and concentrate feeding time
were analyzed similarly, with a model including the fixed effects of hour, feed type, and
hour by feed type interaction.
Assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance were verified by plotting
residuals from the model against predicted values. All values reported are least squares
means. Significance was declared at P ≤ 0.05, and trends reported if 0.05 < P ≤ 0.10.
6.3 Results and Discussion
A number of recent studies have investigated the effect of manner of
presentation of concentrate and forage on the performance and feeding behaviour of
weaned heifers around 5-7 mo of age (Greter et al., 2010a; b; DeVries and von
Keyserlingk, 2009b). The calves in the present study were exposed to different feed
presentations as their initial exposure to solid feed; thus, it was unclear whether they
would respond similarly to older more experienced animals.
Prior to weaning, intake was similar between treatments (P = 0.67), but calves
fed COM spent less time feeding than calves fed MIX (P = 0.04; Table 6.1). Feed
presentation did not affect meal frequency or duration in wk 6 (P > 0.19; Table 6.1).
Overall rate of intake was similar between treatments in wk 6 (P = 0.30; Table 6.1).
Diurnal patterns of feeding time in wk 6 (Figure 6.1 a) were subject to a treatment effect
(P < 0.001), due to calves fed MIX having greater daily feeding time (Table 6.1).
However, there was no treatment by hour interaction (P = 0.25), with calves fed MIX and
COM exhibiting peaks in activity at similar times of day (Figure 6.1 a). The subtle effect
of feed presentation on feeding patterns in the week prior to weaning is perhaps not
surprising, due to the low solid feed intake prior to weaning (Table 6.1). Solid feed intake
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prior to weaning depends on the quantity of milk provided (Terré et al., 2007; Appleby,
2001). Thus, the effect of feed presentation on pre-weaning solid feed intake patterns
may be more pronounced when calves are offered less milk than that provided in the
present study.
As solid feed intake increased in the week after weaning (wk 8), feed
presentation had a greater effect on feeding patterns (Table 6.1). Calves fed COM spent
less time feeding (P = 0.01), and had a greater overall rate of intake (P = 0.04). Calves
fed COM also tended to have shorter meals than calves fed MIX (P = 0.09). Providing a
TMR compared to separate components has also been found to increase daily feeding
time in adult cattle and weaned heifers (Maekawa et al., 2002; DeVries and von
Keyserlingk, 2009b) and to tend to increase meal duration in heifers (DeVries and von
Keyserlingk, 2009). Similar results of feed presentation on the feeding behaviour of
ruminants have also been reported in ‘cafeteria’ feeding systems, in which a greater
variety of feed types are provided: Görgülü et al. (2008) reported that goats provided six
feed types as separate components had shorter meals and greater intake rates than
animals provided the ingredients as a TMR, while providing four separate feed
ingredients to lambs increased their rates of intake compared with a single diet
composed of the same ingredients (Keskin et al., 2004). Feed presentation did not affect
growth of the calves in the present study (reported in Chapter 3), similar to results
reported in weaned heifers (Greter et al., 2010a).
Considering feeding behaviour data for concentrate and hay separately revealed
that calves fed COM spent more time consuming hay than concentrate in wk 6 (30.8 vs.
16.0 min/d, SE = 2.5, P = 0.0013) and a similar amount of time consuming hay and
concentrate in wk 8 (69.8, SE = 6.3, P = 0.32). The change in proportion of time spent
consuming the separate feed components corresponds to an increase in concentrate
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intake relative to hay intake in wk 8 (approximately 80 % of DMI) compared to wk 6
(approximately 60 % of DMI), as described in Chapter 3. Calves fed COM consumed
0.12 ± 0.05 (mean ± SE) kg/d of hay and 0.28 ± 0.17 kg/d of concentrate in wk 6 and
0.35 ± 0.08 kg/d of hay and 1.74 ± 0.31 kg/d of concentrate in wk 8. It follows that
concentrate was consumed at a greater rate of intake than hay in both wk 6 (19.0 vs. 4.2
g/min, SE = 1.5, P < 0.001) and wk 8 (23.2 vs 6.2 g/min, SE = 1.9, P < 0.001).
Diurnal feeding patterns in wk 8 (Figure 6.1 b) were subject to a treatment by
hour interaction (P < 0.001). Compared to calves fed MIX, calves fed COM spent slightly
more time feeding after feed delivery (0900 h) and less time feeding during the rest of
the daylight hours. Feeding patterns, as well as greater daily feeding times of calves fed
MIX, are similar to previously reported effects of providing a TMR to weaned heifers
(DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009; Greter et al., 2010a) and adult cattle (Maekawa et
al., 2002). In these studies, differences in diurnal feeding patterns were explained by the
observed rapid intake of the concentrate component at time of feed delivery, prior to
consumption of forage, by animals fed separate components or a top-dressed ration
compared to a TMR (DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009). In contrast to these results,
calves fed COM in the present study spent more time consuming hay than concentrate
at time of feed delivery and less time consuming hay throughout the rest of the day (feed
type by hour interaction, P < 0.001; Figure 6.2). This indicates that the differences in
diurnal feeding patterns compared to calves fed MIX were not driven by motivation to
consume concentrate, as observed in older animals.
It is unclear why time spent consuming hay, relative to concentrate, fluctuated
over the course of the day (Figure 6.2), given that the calves had continuous access to
both feed types. The much greater rate of intake of concentrate compared to hay (23.2
vs. 6.2 g/d) and the greater time spent consuming concentrate except at time of feed
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delivery (Figure 6.2) indicate that calves consumed primarily concentrate for several
hours of the day. Interestingly, differences in diurnal intake of hay relative to concentrate
similar to the present results were reported in goats by Senn et al. (1990). In their study,
goats provided hay and concentrate ad libitum consumed more hay during daylight and
at the time when feed was replenished while consuming more concentrate during the
night. Based on correlations of meal size with post-meal interval, these authors
suggested that hay intake was triggered by external stimuli, such as feed delivery, but
that concentrate intake was regulated by internal satiety signals (Senn et al., 1990). It is
also possible that the unbalanced intake of nutrients over the course of the day in the
present study may have negatively affected the rumen environment which, in turn,
influenced feeding patterns. The level of forage in the diet affects saliva production and
rumen pH (Allen, 1997; Khan et al., 2011) and adult cattle have been found to select in
favor of long forage particles to attenuate low rumen pH (DeVries et al., 2008). Although
rumen pH was not measured in the present study, it could be speculated that preference
for hay at the time of feed delivery was a functional response to a bout of low rumen pH
caused by concentrate intake.
It is likely that the diurnal feeding patterns observed in the present study would
be influenced by changes in feed characteristics. For example, there is evidence that
calves respond differently to different types of hay: Castells et al. (2012) reported that
offering ryegrass hay, which was provided in the present study, increased concentrate
intake compared to calves not offered a forage source whereas, in contrast, offering
alfalfa hay decreased concentrate intake. Thus, the type of hay provided is likely to
affect feeding patterns. In addition, composition of the concentrate may affect feeding
patterns, as rumen environment and intake are affected by starch source (Khan et al.,
2008) and starch content (Suárez et al., 2006) of the diet.
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Contrary to our hypothesis, feeding patterns were similar across treatments once
all calves were provided the mixed ration in wk 9 (Table 6.2). Previous exposure to
different feed presentations had no effect on DMI, daily time spent feeding, meal
frequency, meal duration, or rate of intake (P > 0.63; Table 6.2). Time spent feeding was
similar between wk 9 and 11 (P = 0.46), but rate of intake increased (P < 0.001; Table
6.2). Meal frequency tended to increase (P = 0.07; Table 6.2). Diurnal feeding patterns
were also similar (P > 0.57) between calves previously exposed to MIX and calves
previously exposed to COM (Figure 6.3). Interestingly, differences between treatments in
the extent of feed sorting in wk 9 and wk 11 were reported in Chapter 3. Although it
might be expected that feed sorting would influence rate of intake and, consequently,
feeding time, differences in the extent of feed sorting did not correspond to differences in
feeding patterns in the present study. Alternatively, it is possible that a relationship may
exist between the extent of feed sorting and feeding time in cases where the provided
ration is more difficult to sort (e.g. a wetter TMR; Leonardi et al., 2005). Further research
is encouraged to investigate the link between feed sorting and feeding patterns.
In contrast to the present results, Greter et al. (2010b) reported that heifers
previously provided forage and concentrate as separate components maintained
differences in diurnal feeding patterns, spending more time feeding in response to feed
delivery for 7 wk following transition to a novel TMR. Given that the longer term effects
reported by Greter et al. (2010b) were only noticeable in the peak feeding period after
feed delivery, it is perhaps not surprising that no longer term effect was reported in the
present study. As discussed above, although calves fed COM spent slightly more time
feeding at time of feed delivery compared to MIX (Figure 6.1 b) and exhibited diurnal
variation in time spent consuming hay relative to concentrate (Figure 6.2), they did not
respond to feed delivery by rapidly consuming the concentrate component, as described
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in heifers (DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009). Further, the persistence of feeding
patterns described by Greter et al. (2010b) may have been influenced by the interaction
of feed presentation and social factors: calves in the present study were housed
individually, while heifers in the study conducted by Greter et al. (2010b) were housed in
groups of four. Greter et al. (2010b) reported that greater competition at the bunk
persisted in heifers previously provided a top-dressed ration after transition to a TMR.
Rate of intake increases in response to competition for food (Nielsen, 1999), suggesting
that differences in feeding patterns may be partially mediated by differences in the
previously established competitive social environment within the pen. Further research
should, thus, investigate whether prior exposure to feed presentation during the preweaning stage results in any longer-term differences in feeding patterns when calves are
group-housed, rather than housed individually.
6.4 Conclusions
Providing hay and concentrate to young calves as a mixed ration, compared to
separate ingredients, increased time spent feeding prior to weaning. In the week after
weaning, feed presentation influenced feeding behaviour to a greater extent, with calves
provided the mixed ration having greater daily feeding time, lower rate of intake, and
slightly more evenly distributed diurnal feeding patterns. In calves provided separate
components, diurnal feeding patterns of concentrate and hay differed, with calves
spending more time consuming hay than concentrate at time of feed delivery and more
time consuming concentrate throughout the rest of the day. Prior exposure to different
feed presentations did not have a longer-term effect on feeding patterns once all calves
were provided the mixed ration, suggesting that feed presentation alone does not play a
role in development of persistent characteristic feeding patterns, at least for calves
housed individually.
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Table 6.1. Effect of presenting feed as a mixture (MIX) or as separate components (COM) on intake and meal characteristics.1,2

Pre-weaning (Week 6)

Post-weaning (Week 8)

Item

MIX

COM

SE

P

MIX

COM

SE

P

DMI, kg/d

0.45

0.38

0.061

0.67

1.99

1.91

0.14

0.71

Feeding time, min/d

56.7

46.8

5.6

0.04

174.0

139.1

8.6

0.01

Meal frequency, #/d

10.5

11.7

0.73

0.26

11.6

12.7

0.86

0.35

Meal duration, min

13.3

11.2

1.14

0.19

25.6

21.0

1.9

0.09

Rate of intake, g/min

7.7

8.2

0.86

0.30

11.5

14.7

1.07

0.04

1

Data are averaged by week for each calf per treatment (n = 10 for MIX, n = 10 for COM in wk 6 and n = 9 for COM in wk 8).
MIX = calves provided mixture of 70% concentrate and 30% chopped hay, COM = calves provided concentrate and chopped hay in
separate buckets.
2
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Table 6.2. Effect of prior exposure to different feed presentations (as a mixture; MIX or as separate components; COM) on meal
characteristics once all calves were provided the mixed ration. 1,2

Week 9

P

Week 11

Item

MIX

COM

MIX

COM

SE

W

T4

W×T

DMI, kg/d

2.6

2.5

3.9

3.9

0.17

<0.001

0.91

0.98

Feeding time, min/d

171.9

180.5

170.2

172.8

0.43

0.46

0.63

0.64

Meal frequency, #/d

12.8

13.3

14.2

13.5

0.78

0.07

0.90

0.17

Meal duration, min

21.9

21.4

19.4

20.5

1.6

0.15

0.89

0.49

Rate of intake, g/min

14.9

14.9

23.3

23.8

1.54

<0.001

0.88

0.81

1

Data are averaged by week (W) for each calf per treatment (n = 10 for MIX and n = 9 for COM).
MIX = calves provided mixed ration containing 70 % concentrate and 30 % chopped hay in wk 1-8 of life, COM = calves provided
concentrate and chopped hay in separate buckets in wk 1-8 of life.
2
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Figure 6.1. Diurnal patterns of total feeding time of calves provided concentrate and
chopped hay as a mixture (MIX) or as separate components (COM) in (a) the week
before weaning (wk 6) and (b) the first week after weaning (wk 8). Feeding time is
summarized by hour, with data averaged across 4 d of observation/week for each calf
per treatment (n = 10 for MIX and n = 9 for COM).
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Figure 6.2. Diurnal feeding patterns separated by feed component of calves provided
concentrate and chopped hay as separate components (COM). Feeding time for
concentrate and hay are summarized separately by hour, with data averaged across 4 d
of observation for each calf (n = 9) in week 8 (the first week after weaning).
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Figure 6.3. Diurnal feeding patterns of calves previously provided concentrate and
chopped hay as a mixture (MIX) or as separate components (COM), once transitioned to
the common MIX ration. Feeding time is summarized by hour, with data averaged across
8 d of observation (4 d in wk 9 and 4 d in wk 11) for each calf per treatment (n = 10 for
MIX and n = 9 for COM).
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CHAPTER 7: COMPETITION AND FEEDING PATTERNS IN DAIRY CALVES

7.1 Introduction
There is evidence that social housing improves the growth and welfare of dairy
calves, through reducing stress and supporting weight gain around weaning (Chua et al.,
2002; De Paula Vieira et al., 2010), encouraging feed intake through socially facilitating
feeding behaviour (Phillips, 2004; De Paula Vieira et al., 2010), and supporting the
development of normal social behaviour (Duve and Jensen, 2011; Veissier et al., 1994).
However, housing calves in groups poses challenges for feed access, and it is common
for group-housed calves to experience competition for access to milk (Jensen, 2004; De
Paula Vieira et al., 2010).
In response to competitive pressures while feeding, animals must make tradeoffs between daily feed intake, feeding rates, and feeding synchrony (Nielsen, 1999). In
heifers and adult cows, reducing available feeding stations or feed bunk space increases
intake rates (Hosseinkhani et al., 2008; Proudfoot et al., 2009; Harb et al., 1985; DeVries
and von Keyserlingk, 2009a) and competitive interactions around feed (Proudfoot et al.,
2009; Huzzey et al., 2006; DeVries et al., 2004), while decreasing meal frequencies
(Hosseinkhani et al., 2008; DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009a). Cows also respond to
competition for feed by spending more time feeding at night (Olofsson, 1999),
suggesting that feeding synchrony is reduced. This flexibility of feeding behaviour
suggests that cattle in competitive environments prioritize maintaining intake, achieving
this through adapting their feeding patterns and rates of intake. As further evidence,
although intake may be negatively affected by competition in certain environments
(Proudfoot et al., 2009), it appears to be less consistently affected than feeding rate or
meal frequency (Hosseinkhani et al., 2008; DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009a).
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Similar behavioural responses to competition have also been observed in dairy
calves, with intake rates and frequencies of competitive displacements at the milk feeder
increasing with increasing group size and decreasing teat availability (Jensen, 2004; von
Keyserlingk et al., 2004). Results reported by von Keyserlingk et al. (2004) also indicate
that a short-term (1 d) reduction in the number of teats available to ad libitum-fed grouphoused calves negatively impacts milk intake. However, these results do not provide
insight into how intake and feeding patterns are affected by level of competition over a
longer time frame. Thus, it is unclear what mechanisms calves possess to adapt feeding
patterns to sustain intake when faced with competition and reduced access to feeders
over the course of the milk-feeding stage. Given the increasing prevalence of systems
where calves are group-housed and provided greater quantities of milk (e.g.
computerized feeders for groups of 10-15 calves; Jensen and Holm, 2003; Weber and
Wechsler, 2001), it is important to ascertain the ability of calves to adapt their feeding
behaviour and maintain intake when faced with competition at the feeder. Furthermore,
little work to date has assessed whether behaviour developed in response to levels of
competition early in life may persist after weaning off milk. The early environment has
been found to impact social behaviour later in life; for example, there is evidence that,
compared to calves housed individually, calves raised in groups have greater
competitive success (Duve et al., 2012) and gain higher places in the herd rank order, as
evaluated by competitive displacements later in life (Warnick et al., 1977; Broom and
Leaver, 1978).
The overall objective of this study was to assess the effect of competition for feed
during the milk-feeding stage, resulting from reduced access to feeding locations, on
development of feeding behaviour in pair-housed calves. The first hypothesis of this
study was that calves would be able to compensate for competition for access to feeding
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locations for milk and solid feed. Specifically it was predicted that, over time, calves in
competitively-fed pens would adapt their milk feeding patterns and social feeding
behaviour, including feeding synchrony and competitive interactions, to allow similar milk
intake and growth compared to calves fed non-competitively. Additionally, it was
predicted that calves provided solid feed competitively would have similar feeding time
and intake to calves fed non-competitively. The second hypothesis of this study was that
feeding behaviour developed prior to weaning in response to a competitive feeding
environment would persist post-weaning and influence the ability of the calf to cope with
competitive challenges. It was predicted that, post-weaning, calves previously raised in
competitively-fed pens would have reduced feeding synchrony and be more competitive
for access to feed. When subjected to competitive challenge, through restricting access
to feed buckets, it was predicted that calves previously raised in competitively-fed pens
would adjust feeding patterns to maintain intake more effectively than calves raised in a
less competitive environment.
7.2 Materials and Methods
7.2.1 Animals and Housing
Twenty male Holstein calves were used in this study. The calves received
colostrum and were enrolled in the study within 24 h of birth. All calves received injections
of 1 mL of selenium (Dystosel, Pfizer Animal Health, Kirkland, QC, Canada) and 1 mL of
tulathromycin (Draxxin, Pfizer Animal Health, Kirkland, Quebec, Canada) on the day they
were placed on the study, as a preventive measure to reduce incidence of illness (Stanton
et al., 2013). No serious illness was reported throughout the study.
Calves were randomly paired and housed together in pens (2.4 × 1.8 m; width ×
depth) at the University of Guelph Kemptville Campus Dairy Education and Research
Centre (Kemptville, ON, Canada). They were managed according to the standard
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operating procedures of this research station, in accordance with guidelines set by the
Canadian Council on Animal Care (CCAC, 2009) and as approved by the University of
Guelph’s Animal Care Committee (AUP# 1913). Openings at the front of pens provided
access to pails for water and feed (pails with 8 L capacity were used prior to weaning and
pails with 20 L capacity were used post-weaning). The interior of each pen was bedded
with wood shavings, with bedding replaced weekly and fresh bedding added as needed.
Pens were located under a 3-sided, roofed shelter to protect animals from excessive
exposure to the elements.
7.2.2 Milk Feeding Procedure
During the milk-feeding stage, the calves were provided acidified milk replacer ad
libitum by teat (according to procedure outlined by Anderson, 2013). The feeding setup
involved rubber teats (Peach Teats; Skellerup Industries Ltd., Woolston, New Zealand)
mounted at the front of the pen and attached to tubes fitted with a one-way valve running
into covered buckets placed outside the pen. All buckets, lines, and teats were cleaned
daily. Calves were fed 26% crude protein and 16% fat Shur-Gain Optivia Advantage Milk
Replacer (Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON, Canada), mixed as indicated at a rate of
150 g/L. The milk replacer was mixed daily in sufficient volume to feed all calves. At the
time of preparation, a pre-diluted form of formic acid (The Acidified Milk Solution (9.8%
formic acid), NOD Apiary Products Ltd., Frankford, ON, Canada) was added to acidify
the milk replacer to a target pH between 4.0 and 4.5, to prevent microbial growth over
the course of the day.
7.2.3 Experimental Design
Upon enrollment, pens were randomly assigned to 1 of 2 treatments: 1) one teat
and one feed bucket provided per pen such that calves could not consume milk or feed
simultaneously (competitive feeding: CF) and 2) two teats and two feed buckets
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provided per pen (non-competitive feeding: NCF). For CF pens, a single teat was placed
in the center at the front of the pen and a single feed bucket was placed to one side of
the pen, leaving the adjacent bucket position empty. For NCF pens, two teats were
placed 50 cm apart in the center of the pen and two feed buckets were placed together
on the same side of the pen. Water was available ad libitum in two adjacent buckets in
all pens.
Fresh milk replacer was provided daily at 0800 h, with the amount replenished at
1600 h as required to ensure unrestricted intake in all pens. Fresh grain concentrate
(Table 7.1) was delivered daily at 0900 h in quantities to ensure ad libitum intake. Calves
were weaned from milk replacer during wk 7 by incrementally diluting the milk replacer:
112.5 g DM/L on d 43 and 44, 75 g DM/L on d 45 and 46, 37.5 g DM/L on d 47 and 48,
and water offered on d 49.
Calves were followed for 6 weeks post-weaning, during which both pens
previously fed CF and pens previously fed NCF were managed identically. On the first
day of wk 8, all pens were offered a complete pelleted diet (Table 7.1) ad libitum in place
of concentrate. The post-weaning stage was split into 3, 2-wk periods with pens
managed according to different feeding procedures. In Period 1 (wk 8 and 9) and Period
3 (wk 12 and 13), feed was provided non-competitively to all pen in two adjacent
buckets, such that calves could feed simultaneously. In Period 2 (wk 10 and 11) all pens
were subjected to a competitive challenge with feed provided in a single bucket, such
that calves could not feed simultaneously.
7.2.4 Intake and Growth Measurements
The intake of solid feed (and milk during the milk-feeding stage) was recorded
daily on the pen-level based on offered and refused quantities of feed. Calves were
weighed at the same time each day on the first 2 d each week, with repeated
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measurements made to obtain an accurate weekly weight and account for day-to-day
variability.
7.2.5 Feed Sampling and Analysis
For determination of the DM and nutrient content of the feed and assessment of
daily dry matter intake (DMI) of the calves, fresh feed was sampled weekly and
individual orts from each calf were sampled twice weekly (on d 1 and 4), just prior to
removal and delivery of fresh feed. This sampling protocol was consistent throughout the
study; however, the samples taken changed from concentrate during the milk-feeding
stage, to the complete pelleted diet in wk 8. All samples were immediately frozen at 20°C until further analyzed.
Samples taken for DM and chemical analysis were oven-dried at 55oC for 48 h to
determine DM content. Fresh samples taken for chemical analysis were ground to pass
through a 1-mm screen (Wiley Mill, Arthur H. Thomas Co., Philadelphia, PA). These
samples were then pooled by 2-wk time interval (3 samples from milk-feeding stage and
3 from the post-weaning stage) and sent to Cumberland Valley Analytical Services Inc.
(Maugansville, MD, USA) for analysis of DM (135°C; AOAC, 2000: method 930.15), ash
(535°C; AOAC, 2000: method 942.05), acid detergent fiber (ADF; AOAC, 2000: method
973.18), neutral detergent fiber (NDF) with heat-stable α-amylase and sodium sulfite
(Van Soest et al., 1991), and crude protein (CP; N x 6.25) (AOAC 2000: method 990.03;
Leco FP-528 Nitrogen Analyzer, Leco, St. Joseph, MI).
7.2.6 Behavioural Data Collection and Calculations
The behaviour of all calves was recorded using 8 color video cameras (Day/Night
Camera, model no. WV-CP504; Panasonia, Osaka, Japan) fitted with an F0.95/2.8- to 8mm lens (Fujinon CCTV lens, Fuji, Tokyo, Japan). The cameras were connected to a
digital video recorder (Digital Disk Recorder, model no. WJ-HD616K, Panasonic) set to
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record at 15 images/s, and positioned above the pens such that each pen was fully
visible from one of the cameras (placed approximately 2 m in front of the pens and 4 m
from the pen floor). Four red lights (100 W) were spaced evenly between the cameras,
and placed on a timer to provide enough light to record during nighttime hours (on from
1900 h to 0700 h).
During the milk-feeding stage, calves within pens were observed individually for 3
d at the beginning of wk 2, 4, and 6. Instantaneous scans were performed at intervals of
30 s (as validated in Appendix I) to record milk feeding; this behaviour was defined as
taking place when a calf’s mouth was closed on a teat. Competitive behaviour occurring
when calves were drinking milk was assessed by recording instances of displacements
(one calf butts or pushes the other calf away from the teat or feed bucket and replaces
them at that feeding station, as defined by von Keyserlingk et al., 2004). In wk 6, the
start and end of all occurrences of feeding on concentrate were recorded in addition to
milk feeding. Feeding was defined as a calf’s head lowered in the feed bucket.
During the post-weaning stage, calves within pens were observed individually for
2 d/wk (12 observation d/calf). Instantaneous scans were performed at intervals of 60 s
to record feeding (as validated for post-weaning feeding behaviour in Appendix I). As
during the milk-feeding stage, all instances of displacements were recorded.
Meal analysis was performed on feeding data collected for individual calves. For
this analysis, meal criteria (the minimum duration of a time interval between meals) were
determined for individual calves by week during milk-feeding stage (with meal criteria
determined for both milk-feeding and solid feed data) and period in post-weaning stage.
Using a software package (MIX 3.1.3; MacDonald and Green, 1988), a mixture of normal
distributions was fitted to the distributions of log 10-transformed time intervals between the
recorded periods of time spent feeding. A bimodal normal distribution was fitted to the
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distribution of intervals for each calf in each week. As described by DeVries et al. (2003),
the meal criterion was determined from these modeled distributions as the time point at
which the distribution curve of inter-meal intervals intersects the distribution curve of
intra-meal intervals. The average milk meal criterion was 18.3 ± 1.8 min and was not
affected by treatment or week (P > 0.26). The solid feed meal criteria for wk 6 averaged
13.0 ± 0.48 min and was similar between treatments (P = 0.33). The post-weaning meal
criteria averaged 20.2 ± 2.0 min and were not affected by period or treatment (P > 0.60).
According to these specific meal criteria, the start and end times of individual
meals for each calf in each day were then identified and meal frequencies and durations
were determined. Meal synchrony was assessed as both the percentage of time calves
were both engaged in meals (calculated as the daily duration of time that calves within a
pen were engaged in simultaneous meals, as a percentage of total daily meal time) and
the percentage of meals which overlapped between calves (calculated as the number of
meals which included simultaneous time, as a percentage of total daily meal frequency).
Although calves in CF pens could not feed simultaneously, it was possible for them to
engage in simultaneous meals when their feeding was interspersed and pauses
between feeding were shorter in duration than their meal criterion. Rate of intake was
calculated on the pen level as daily intake/total feeding time.
7.2.5 Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed separately by stage: milk-feeding stage, weaning, and postweaning.
For the milk-feeding stage, intake and growth data (DMI, milk intake, BW, and
ADG) were averaged across pen and week. Feeding behaviour data obtained from video
analysis were averaged by pen across the 4 d in each observation week. To examine
the effect of treatment, all data were analyzed using the MIXED procedure of SAS (SAS
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Institute, 2003), treating week as a repeated measure. The model included initial BW as
a covariate, the fixed effects of week, treatment, and week by treatment interaction, and
the random effect of pen. The autoregressive model was selected as the variancecovariance matrix structure on the basis of best fit according to Schwarz’s Bayesian
information criterion. For data subject to significant treatment × week interactions, the
Tukey-Kramer adjustment was used in testing for differences between treatments in
individual weeks.
Data from the week of weaning (ADG, solid feed intake, and milk intake) were
also analyzed using the MIXED procedure of SAS. The model included the fixed effect of
treatment and the random effect of pen within treatment.
For the post-weaning stage, intake and growth data were averaged across pen
and week. Feeding behaviour data obtained from video analysis were averaged across
calves within pen and across consecutive observation days (2 d/week). All post-weaning
data were analyzed using a double repeated measures model (week and ‘period’, where
period relates to both the time period and the number of feed buckets provided: see
Methods). Week was modeled with an unstructured variance-covariance structure and
period was modeled as autoregressive order 1. The model included the fixed effects of
treatment, week, period and their interactions, and the random effect of pen within
treatment. As it had been hypothesized that response to competition in the post-weaning
stage may differ between pens previously fed CF and NCF, in cases of significant threeway interactions between treatment, week, and period, data were analyzed separately
by period to facilitate interpretation. For analysis by period, the model included the fixed
effects of treatment, week, and treatment by week interaction, and the random effect of
pen within treatment. Compound symmetry was selected as the variance-covariance
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matrix structure on the basis of best fit according to Schwarz’s Bayesian information
criterion.
All data were normally distributed and homogeneity of variance was verified by
plotting residuals from the model against predicted values. All values reported are least
squares means. Significance was declared at P ≤ 0.05, and trends reported if 0.05 < P ≤
0.10.
7.3 Results
The intake of milk replacer was subject to a treatment × week interaction (P <
0.001; Figure 7.1 a). Calves in CF pens had initially lower milk replacer intake (in week
2, 8.3 vs. 10.0 L/calf, P = 0.03) but increased milk replacer intake between wk 2 and 4 to
a greater extent than calves in NCF pens, such that calves in CF pens had greater
intake in week 4 and 5 (13.3 vs. 11.7 L/d, P < 0.03). Calves in NCF pens consumed
more solid feed over the milk-feeding stage (P = 0.009), with intake increasing over time
in both treatments (Figure 7.1 b). Growth also differed between treatments,
corresponding to differences in milk replacer intake over time, and ADG and BW were
subject to treatment × week interactions (P < 0.04; BW shown in Figure 7.1 c.).
Milk feeding times and milk meal frequencies were also subject to treatment ×
week interactions (Table 7.2), corresponding to the differences between treatments in
milk intake over time: feeding time and meal frequency were initially lower for CF calves
(P < 0.02) but increased between wk 2 and 4 in CF pens compared to calves in NCF
pens. Milk meal durations, in contrast, were similar between treatments and did not differ
over time. Calves in NCF pens spent more time engaged in synchronized meals as a
percentage of total milk meal time, and a greater percentage of their meals involved
synchronized feeding (Table 7.2). Calves in CF pens displaced each other from the teat
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at a greater rate during synchronized milk meal time and had more frequent
displacements per day overall compared with calves in NCF pens (Table 7.2).
Solid feed intake behaviour during the milk-feeding stage (evaluated during wk 6,
the wk prior to weaning) is reported in Table 7.3. Although calves in NCF pens
consumed more solid feed overall in the milk-feeding stage, feed intake was similar
between treatments when feeding behaviour was assessed in wk 6 (377 ± 62.8 g/d,
mean ± SE; P = 0.73). However, feeding behaviour differed between treatments (Table
7.3): calves in CF pens spent less total time consuming concentrate, had greater rates of
intake, and tended to have fewer concentrate meals. Meal duration did not differ
between treatments.
During weaning (wk 7), there was no effect of treatment on solid feed intake
(1.05 kg/d; SE = 0.08; P = 0.89) or milk replacer intake (2.02 kg/d; SE = 0.37; P = 0.18).
Average daily gains were similar between treatments during the week of weaning (0.17
kg/d, SE = 0.1, P = 0.72) and BW was similar at the beginning of week 8 (103.6 kg, SE =
3.87, P = 0.90).
The pre-weaning feeding treatments affected post-weaning intake, growth, and
feeding behaviour. Overall during the post-weaning stage, intake was subject to a
treatment × period × week interaction (P = 0.0054), indicating that intake evolved
differently between treatments in different periods (Figure 7.2 a). Consequently, postweaning ADG was subject to a treatment × period interaction (P = 0.031; BW shown in
Figure 7.2 b) but final BW did not differ (P = 0.66) between treatments (157.6 vs. 154.7;
SE = 4.64; CF vs. NCF). Although feeding time was similar between treatments over the
post-weaning stage, rate of intake and meal frequency were subject to treatment ×
period × week interactions (Table 7.4).
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Due to the significant treatment × period × week interactions, intake, rate of
intake, and meal frequency were analyzed separately by period to ease interpretation of
data. When calves were all fed non-competitively with two feed buckets provided (Period
1 and Period 3), calves previously fed CF generally had greater DMI than calves fed
NCF (Figure 7.2 a): this was significant in Period 3 (P = 0.04) and tended to be different
in Period 1 (P = 0.09). Calves in previously CF pens also had greater ADG in Period 1
(wk 8 - 9: 1.29 vs. 1.11; SE = 0.07; CF vs. NCF) and Period 3 (wk 12 - 13: 1.46 vs. 1.17;
SE = 0.09; CF vs. NCF). Rate of intake and meal frequency also differed between
treatments during the non-competitive feeding periods: calves in previously CF pens had
consistently greater rates of intake in Period 3 (P = 0.04) and a tendency for greater rate
of intake in Period 1 (P = 0.09), as well as more frequent meals in both period 1 (P =
0.032) and 3 (P = 0.003; Table 7.4). Thus, when two feed buckets were provided, both
before and after the competitive feeding period, calves in previously CF pens had more
frequent meals and generally consumed more feed at a greater rate of intake than
calves in previously NCF pens.
During the competitive challenge, when pens were provided with only one feed
bucket (Period 2), intake was subject to a treatment × week interaction (P = 0.02; Figure
7.2 a): previously NCF calves initially lagged in intake (in wk 10, 5.8 vs. 6.9 kg/d, P =
0.02) but increased their intake between weeks to a greater extent than previously CF
pens, such that intake was similar in wk 11 (8.4 vs. 8.5 kg/d, P = 0.9). Consequently,
ADG of calves in previously NCF pens increased relative to calves in previously CF pens
during this period (in wk 10 – 11: 1.29 vs. 1.21; SE = 0.06; NCF vs. CF; BW shown in
Figure 7.2 b). Rates of intake in Period 2 were also subject to a treatment × week
interaction (P = 0.04) with calves in previously NCF pens tending to consume their feed
more slowly in wk 10 (53.9 vs. 69.7 g/d, P = 0.07) and increasing their rates of intake to
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a greater extent between weeks, such that rates of intake were similar between
treatments in wk 11 (78.2 vs. 80.4, P = 0.9, NCF vs. CF). Meal frequencies were
similarly subject to a treatment × week interaction in Period 2 (P = 0.0041): calves in
previously NCF pens had initially fewer meals (in wk 10, 9.6 vs. 11.5, P = 0.006; NCF vs.
CF) but increased meal frequency to a greater extent between weeks such that meal
frequency was similar between treatments in wk 11 (10.9 vs. 11.0 meals/d, P = 0.9).
Thus, when initially exposed to a competitive feeding environment, calves in previously
NCF pens consumed less feed, ate more slowly, and had fewer meals than calves in
previously CF pens. However, calves in previously NCF pens quickly increased rate of
intake and meal frequency, such that intake and behaviour were similar between
treatments at the end of the competitive feeding period (Period 2).
Overall during the post-weaning stage, calves previously fed NCF also had
longer meals and a greater percentage of their meals included synchronized meal time
(Table 7.4). The percentage of synchronized meal time decreased across treatments
during the competitive feeding period (Period 2) but with no treatment effect. Calves in
previously CF pens consistently displaced each other more frequently, and the
frequency of displacements increased across treatments when all calves were fed
competitively in Period 2 (Table 7.4). The rate of displacement at the feed bucket during
synchronized meal time was subject to a treatment × period interaction, with calves in
previously CF pens increasing their rate of displacement in Period 2 to a greater extent
than those in previously NCF pens.
7.4 Discussion
It is common for group-housed dairy calves to experience competition for access
to milk, such as displacements and contacts at the feeder (von Keyserlingk et al., 2004;
Jensen et al., 2008). Consistent with our hypothesis, the results of this study suggest
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that, over time, calves are able to adapt to reduced teat access and achieve similar
intake. This adaptation is evident in the effect of treatment on evolution of milk intake
and milk meal frequency between weeks, with calves fed competitively initially lagging in
milk meal frequency and milk intake but increasing meal frequency and, consequently,
milk intake, to a greater extent over time. Further, although growth over time was
different between treatments, corresponding to milk intake, body weights and intake
were similar at weaning, indicating that calves fed competitively had successfully
compensated for an early lag in intake and growth. Researchers have previously noted
short-term effects of competition on milk meal frequency and milk intake of calves, with
meal frequency and milk intake decreasing when the number of teats available to grouphoused calves is reduced for 1 d (von Keyserlingk et al., 2004) and when calves are first
exposed to group-housing with a single milk feeder at mixing with older animals
(O’Driscoll et al., 2006). In comparison to these previous short-term studies, the present
results suggest that, when followed for longer periods of time, moderate competition
does not have a consistent effect on milk meal frequency and milk intake, as calves
adapt feeding patterns in response to greater competition to achieve similar intake.
Adaptation of milk feeding patterns in response to competition involved changes
in meal frequency rather than meal duration: whereas meal frequency was subject to a
treatment ×week interaction, mirroring changes in milk intake, meal duration was
consistent over time. Thus, calves in competitively-fed pens began having more frequent
meals to increase milk intake, but did not adapt milk meal size or duration. In
comparison, Collier and Johnson (1991) describe how animals typically respond to an
increasing ‘cost’ of access to feed, such as an increase in competition, with reduced
meal frequency and increased meal size to sustain intake. Whereas milk meal duration
was not influenced by competition for milk in the present study, O’Driscoll et al. (2006)
reported that, upon mixing with older animals, calves were able to partially compensate
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for reduced frequency of visits to a milk feeder by increasing visit duration and meal size.
Similarly, increased competition for access to feeders results in fewer meals of longer
duration in growing heifers (DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009a) and adult cows
(Hosseinkhani et al., 2008). It is unclear why calves in competitively-fed pens in the
present study did not increase meal duration to maintain intake when meal frequency
was reduced early in the milk-feeding stage. Similar to the present results, Von
Keyserlingk et al. (2004) reported that calves did not compensate for fewer meals by
increasing meal duration. These authors also reported that reduced teat availability
resulted in an increase in the number of displacements at the teat, as noted in the
present study. It is possible, then, that calves are less likely to increase meal duration
when they are frequently displaced during a meal. In support of this, O’Driscoll et al.
(2006) noted that calves rarely displaced each other when provided milk via a feeder
which offered some protection to the feeding calf, possible explaining why calves in that
study increased meal duration to compensate for reduced meal frequency. Thus, feeding
systems which discourage displacements (e.g. provision of barriers; Jensen et al., 2008)
may also support the ability of calves to increase meal duration and compensate for
reduced meal frequency when a limited number of feeders are available.
Whereas milk meal frequency and, consequently, milk intake evolved differently
over time between treatments, social feeding behaviour and frequency of displacements
at the teat were not subject to corresponding treatment by week interactions. This
suggests that changes in milk meal frequency were not facilitated by changes in meal
synchrony or competitive behaviour surrounding milk feeding. It has been speculated
that calves may adapt to a social hierarchy by attempting to minimize competitive
interactions with other calves (O’Driscoll et al., 2006). In line with this thinking, it was
predicted in the present study that calves in pens with reduced teat access would spend
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increasingly less time engaged in synchronized meals as they adapted to the
competitive environment, such that they could feed more efficiently and avoid
competitive interactions at the feeding area. In contrast, although restricting teat access
resulted in less meal synchrony and more frequent displacements, the percentage of
time engaged in synchronized meals increased over time across treatments.
Synchronization of feeding and other behaviours is common in grazing ruminants (Rook
and Huckle, 1995; Miller and Wood-Gush, 1991); further, an increase over time in
synchrony of feeding has also been noted in groups of four calves raised with a foster
cow (Loberg, 2007). The increase in synchronized feeding despite competition in the
environment may be attributed to social facilitation, with the strength of social cues
greater than motivation to avoid competitive interactions. It is also possible that calves
actually prefer to feed socially, as has been demonstrated in pigs (Nielsen, 1996). These
results indicate that synchronized feeding time is relatively inflexible, either due to
strength of external cues or preference for social feeding, and that providing multiple
feeding positions to allow for synchronized feeding may encourage intake in grouphoused calves.
Solid feed intake was also affected by treatment, with calves fed noncompetitively via two feed buckets consuming more solid feed over the course of the
milk-feeding stage. This difference in solid feed intake may be partly due to differences
in milk intake over time (see Figure 7.1 a and b), rather than a direct result of providing a
second feed bucket: whereas competitively-fed pens compensated for an early lag in
milk intake by consuming more milk in later weeks, milk intake of calves in noncompetitively fed pens intake plateaued slightly in later weeks while concentrate intake
increased. It is also possible that providing means for calves to feed simultaneously
enhanced solid feed intake through enabling greater social facilitation of feeding
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behaviour, which is commonly observed in group-housed calves (De Paula Vieira et al.,
2010; Phillips, 2004). Although, anecdotally, no incidences of displacement for access to
solid feed were observed, analysis of solid feed intake behaviour in wk 6 did indicate that
CF calves had greater rates of solid feed intake, suggesting that they may have
experienced competitive pressure from their pen-mate (Nielsen, 1999) which possibly
reduced time spent at the feed bucket.
As hypothesized, calves fed competitively prior to weaning maintained increased
competitive behaviour post-weaning. Consequently, calves raised in competitively-fed
pens had greater rates of intake, which is a common response to increasing competition
in the environment (DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009a; Nielsen, 1999). There is also
evidence in weaned heifers that competitive behaviour may persist once learned: Greter
et al. (2010) reported that the method of feed delivery affected the frequency of
displacements at the bunk, and that heifers previously provided concentrate separately
from forage continued to displace each other more frequently even once all pens were
provided the same mixed ration. Despite greater rate of intake in previously
competitively-fed calves, feeding time was similar between treatments, such that intake
was greater in previously competitively-fed pens during the post-weaning periods when
feed access was not restricted. This was surprising, as feeding patterns usually adapt to
maintain consistent intake in a changing environment (Collier and Johnson, 1991) and
intake levels are often resilient to increasing competition (Hosseinkhani et al., 2008;
DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009a). It is possible that calves raised in competitivelyfed pens would have regulated their intake to match calves in previously non-competitive
pens over a longer period of time.
Pre-weaning environment affected response to the competitive challenge period,
with calves in previously non-competitive pens initially having fewer meals, consuming
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less feed, and eating more slowly when first presented with a competitive feeding
environment. However, calves in previously non-competitive pens increased their meal
frequencies and intake to a greater extent between weeks than calves in previously
competitive pens, mirroring the pre-weaning response of calves to reduced teat access.
These results suggest that intake and feeding patterns of calves raised in competitivelyfed pens were less affected by changing levels of competition, whereas calves raised in
non-competitively fed pens were more affected when initially facing competition for
access to feed, but rapidly adapted their feeding patterns when faced with competition.
Similar to the present results, there is evidence that calves with previous social contact
are able to access feed more successfully during a competitive test than calves raised
individually (Duve et al., 2012). Social contact prior to weaning has also been found to
affect dominance hierarchy later in life (Warnick et al., 1977; Broom and Leaver, 1978),
suggesting that early experience influences development of social behaviour. The
present results suggest that exposure to competition in the pre-weaning period is
influential in development of social behaviour or feeding patterns which allow calves to
cope with a competitive challenge. It is interesting to note that, despite exposing calves
raised in non-competitive pens to competition in Period 2, the differences in feeding
patterns between treatments observed in Period 1 re-emerged in Period 3 (as discussed
above). Although it is possible that prolonged exposure to competition post-weaning
could override effects of pre-weaning environment, the persistence of differences in
competitive behaviour after 6 wk of similar management suggests that experiences prior
to weaning are critical for development of social behaviour, as is apparent in social
housing for calves (Warnick et al., 1977; Broom and Leaver, 1978).
Although the present results indicate that calves adapted to competition for
access to milk, it is unclear whether these results can be generalized to environments
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with a greater degree of competition. It is becoming increasingly common for calves to
be housed on commercial farms in larger groups (e.g. commonly at least 10-15 calves
with access to a single feeder; Jensen and Holm, 2003; Weber and Wechsler, 2001)
such that teat access may be more restricted, and a greater range of calf age and size
within larger pens may prompt more competition at the feeder (Hepola, 2003). Given the
extent to which the relatively moderate competition in the present study imposed
restrictions on milk intake and growth over time (i.e. treatment × week interactions;
Figure 7.1 a and 7.1 c), it is possible that some calves may not be able to compensate
for reduced teat access and achieve optimal milk intake in larger, more competitive
groups. Restrictions placed by teat availability on intake and growth may be especially
critical early in life, as recent evidence suggests that milk intake of ad libitum-fed calves
in only the first 4 d of life is positively correlated with weight gain and health until
weaning (Rabeyrin et al., 2013). Thus, we encourage further research to assess the
ability of calves in larger groups to adapt their feeding patterns and maintain milk intake,
particularly early in life, in response to increasing competitive pressure at the feeder.
7.5 Conclusions
Although reduced teat access negatively impacted milk intake and meal
frequency early in the milk-feed stage, calves compensated by increasing meal
frequency and milk intake to a greater extent over time, such that body weights were
similar at weaning. Behavioural responses developed in response to competition in the
milk-feeding stage persisted post-weaning. When calves were provided enough feed
buckets to feed simultaneously, calves raised in competitively-fed pens displaced each
other more frequently and consumed more feed at a greater rate of intake. During a
competitive challenge period when pairs of calves were provided a single feed bucket
such that they could not feed simultaneously, calves raised in competitively-fed pens
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maintained relatively consistent feeding patterns, whereas calves raised in noncompetitive pens initially had fewer meals and consumed less feed but increased meal
frequency, rate of intake, and intake between weeks to a greater extent. Overall, these
results suggest that calves are able to adapt feeding patterns to compensate for
competition prior to weaning. Further, these results suggest that competitive behaviour
and feeding patterns acquired early in life can persist after weaning and affect how
calves respond to competitive challenges.
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Table 7.1. Chemical composition of feeds (mean ± SD; DM basis).

Concentrate1

Pelleted diet2

DM, %

87.75 ± 0.40

91.60 ± 1.70

CP, % of DM

18.1 ± 0.32

21.20 ± 0.40

ADF, % of DM

6.51 ± 0.29

17.40 ± 0.75

NDF4, % of DM

16.69 ± 0.30

36.73 ± 1.01

NFC, % of DM

54.66 ± 0.76

30.00 ± 0.49

ME, Mcal/kg DM

2.83 ± 0.030

2.53 ± 0.040

Fat, % of DM

4.20 ± 0.42

4.02 ± 0.24

Item
Chemical composition3

Supplied by Rooney’s Feeds (Iroquios, ON, Canada), containing (on as-is basis): 36.5%
corn, 28% calf starter supplement supplied by Shur-Gain (Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph,
ON, Canada), 20% rolled barley, 10% rolled oats, 2.5% dilute monensin sodium, 2%
molasses, 1% soybean oil.
2
Shur-gain High Fiber 20% Dairy Heifer Ration (Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON,
Canada)
3
Values were obtained from chemical analysis of feed samples. NFC = 100 – (%CP +
%NDF + %fat + %ash). ME = total digestible nutrients (TDN) × 0.04409 × 0.82
(calculated according to NRC, 2001 equations).
1
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Table 7.2. Meal patterns, competitive interactions, and social feeding data for pair-housed calves fed milk and solid feed either
competitively (1 teat and feed bucket/pen) or non-competitively (2 teats and feed buckets/pen) during the milk-feeding stage.1

Competitively-fed pens
Item

P-value

Non-competitively fed pens

Week 2

Week 4

Week 6

Week 2

Week 4

Week 6

SE

T

W

TxW

Feeding time, min/d

27.5

36.2

28.9

40.3

28.1

25.7

2.9

0.85

0.039

<0.001

Meal frequency,
meals/d

5.8

7.1

5.3

11.1

6.0

4.2

0.98

0.40

0.001

<0.001

Meal duration, min

8.3

7.6

8.8

7.3

8.2

8.7

0.88

0.48

0.82

0.51

0.001

0.002

0.68

0.015

<0.001

0.26

0.007

0.76

0.99

<0.001

0.34

0.66

Synchronized meal
time, % total daily
20.08
19.5
42.7
36.7
43.2
73.0
7.08
meal time
Synchronized meals,
34.7
32.7
63.7
41.3
61.5
79.9
9.4
% total meals
Displacement
11.3
12.0
10.7
2.8
3.7
2.2
0.9
frequency, #/d
Displacement rate,
1.20
1.50
0.76
0.21
0.25
0.082
0.28
displacements/min2
1
Data are averaged by week (W) over 4 consecutive observation days for 5 pens/treatment (T).
2
Displacement rate was calculated per minute of synchronized meal time.
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Table 7.3. Solid feed intake behaviour of pair-housed calves fed milk and solid feed
either competitively (CF; 1 and feed bucket teat/pen) or non-competitively (NCF; 2 teats
and feed buckets/pen) in week 6 of the milk-feeding stage.1

Treatment
Item

CF

NCF

SE

P-value

Feeding time, min/d

9.7

15.4

1.46

0.019

Meal frequency, meals/d

13.5

16.7

1.1

0.09

Meal duration, min/meal

1.97

2.4

0.34

0.41

Rate of intake, g/min

40.2

23.5

4.7

0.016

1

Data are averaged over 4 d of observation in week 6 for 5 pens/treatment.
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Table 7.4. Meal patterns, competitive interactions, and social feeding data for pair-housed calves reared until to weaning in either a
competitively-fed (CF) or non-competitively fed (NCF) pen when offered feed via 2 buckets or 1 bucket in the post-weaning stage.1,2

2 buckets
P 1: wk 8 – 9
Item
Feeding time3
Rate of intake,
g/min
Meal frequency,
meals/d
Meal duration, min

1 bucket
P 2: wk 10 – 11

2 buckets
P 3: wk 12 – 13

P-value

CF

NCF

CF

NCF

CF

NCF

SE

P

T

P×T

P × T ×W

131.17

129.52

105.77

108.70

116.57

124.36

7.52

<0.001

0.77

0.52

-

44.34

38.91

75.04

66.08

87.84

72.00

3.68

<0.001

0.029

0.32

0.0073

10.76

9.75

11.23

10.2

11.3

9.87

0.27

0.13

0.0034

0.62

0.025

13.97

16.22

12.62

13.38

12.75

14.40

0.74

0.026

0.042

0.57

0.58

Synchronized meal
23.5
23.7
17.6
17.6
20.9
20.4
2.19 0.0076
0.95
0.90
0.90
time, % meal time
Synchronized
37.0
47.1
33.3
36.8
33.2
38.1
2.66
0.022
0.039
0.37
0.30
meals, % meals
Displacement
6.32
1.55
11.10
2.60
6.80
1.30
1.87
0.047
0.017
0.29
0.17
frequency, #/d
Displacement rate,
0.089
0.019
0.29
0.054
0.11
0.022
0.03 <0.001 <0.001 0.006
0.74
displacements/min4
1
Data are averaged by week (W) over 2 consecutive observation days for 5 pens/treatment.
2
P = period (1: weeks 8 – 9, 2 buckets offered; 2: weeks 10 – 11, 1 bucket offered; 3: weeks 12 – 13, 2 buckets offered), T =
treatment (CF: milk and solid feed provided via 1 teat and bucket/pen prior to weaning, NCF: milk and solid feed provided via 2 teats
and buckets/pen prior to weaning); W = week within period.
3
Feeding time was analyzed using single repeated measures (period) as the double repeated measures model did not converge.
4
Displacement rate was calculated per minute of synchronized meal time.
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CF pens
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Figure 7.1. Milk intake (a), solid feed intake (b), and growth (c) of pair-housed calves fed
competitively (CF; 1 teat and feed bucket/pen) or non-competitively (NCF; 2 teats and
feed buckets/pen). Values are averaged across week and treatment.
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Previously CF pens
6.0

a)

5.5

Period 1:
2 feed buckets/pen

Previously NCF pens

Period 2:
1 feed bucket/pen

Period 3:
2 feed buckets/pen

DMI (kg/calf/d)

5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
8
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Figure 7.2. Post-weaning dry matter intake (a) and growth (b) of pair-housed calves fed
competitively (CF; 1 teat and feed bucket/pen) or non-competitively (NCF; 2 teats and
feed buckets/pen) during the milk-feeding stage. After weaning, all pens were offered
solid feed via 2 buckets in Period 1 (wk 8, 9) and Period 3 (wk 12, 13) and 1 bucket in
Period 2 (wk 10, 11). Values are averaged across week and treatment (BW values were
obtained only on d 1 and 2 of each wk).
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CHAPTER 8: GENERAL DISCUSSION

Understanding feeding behaviour in dairy cattle is important due to its
relationship with performance and welfare. Previous research surrounding feeding
behaviour of dairy cattle has primarily focused on the consequences of feeding
behaviour patterns, in terms of health and performance, as well as the influence of
management strategies on performance of feeding behaviour. Studies of feeding
behaviour and performance in adult dairy cows have revealed that certain meal patterns,
such as large and infrequent meals, negatively affect the rumen environment (Krause
and Oetzel, 2006). Further, dietary selection habits, such as sorting of a total mixed
ration, result in unbalanced nutrient intakes that have potential to impair rumen health
and negatively impact the performance of the cow (DeVries et al., 2008, 2005).
Consequently, factors affecting the expression of feeding behaviour in adult cattle have
been identified, including management strategies which encourage frequent meals
throughout the day, such as increased feeding frequency (DeVries et al., 2005) and
minimized competition (Hosseinkhani et al., 2008). Similarly, management approaches
to thwart feed sorting have been developed, such as altering ration forage content and
forage particle size (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003), increasing feeding frequency
(DeVries et al., 2005), and altering ration dry matter content (Leonardi et al., 2005a). In
summary, much work to date has addressed the causation and function of feeding
behaviour in adult dairy cattle. In contrast, little work has explored factors which
influence the development of feeding behaviour in juvenile dairy cattle and may explain
individual differences in feeding behaviour later in life.
Although management factors clearly influence expression of feeding patterns
and feed sorting on a herd level, feeding behaviour is highly variable within a herd.
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Individual cattle vary in the performance of feeding patterns, but are relatively consistent
day-to-day in their own feeding patterns (Melin et al., 2005). Similarly, the extent of feed
sorting is highly variable between adult cattle (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003). This
individual variability must reflect individual differences in factors controlling the
expression of behaviour, whether physiological or cognitive. There is evidence in the
literature that cognitive factors play a role in diet selection and the initiation of feeding,
with previous experience shaping feed preferences (Simitzis et al., 2008; Nolte et al.,
1990) and response to external stimuli (Weingarten, 1983). In addition, early feed
experiences influence the development of feeding motor skills (Arnold and Maller, 1977;
Flores et al., 1989). In dairy calves, early management practices vary considerably
between farms. Diverse approaches to housing and feeding calves provide much
potential for feeding behaviour to develop differently in different animals and influence
the expression of feeding behaviour later in life. It was, therefore, the objective of this
dissertation to develop an understanding of factors influencing the emergence and
persistence of feeding behaviour in dairy calves. The overall hypothesis of the studies
included in this thesis was that feeding and management factors early in life would
influence the expression of feeding behaviour, and feeding patterns and dietary selection
behaviour acquired early in life would persist over time.
8.1 Major Findings
8.1.1 Expression and Development of Feed Sorting
The first three objectives of this thesis addressed how feed factors influence the
emergence of feed sorting early in life, and the persistence of feed sorting patterns postweaning. Specifically, the effects of pre-weaning feed exposure, feed presentation, and
physical form of feed on feed sorting patterns were assessed. These studies provide the
first evidence that dairy calves are capable of sorting mixed diets and are motivated to
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selectively consume individual ration components from a very young age. Feed sorting
was evident prior to weaning in calves offered mixed diets in Chapter 3 and 4 (preweaning feed sorting in Chapter 4 was discussed by Montoro et al., 2013). For calves
not offered mixed diets prior to weaning in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, feed sorting was
evident immediately upon transition to mixed diets after weaning.
Whereas adult cattle typically exhibit patterns of feed sorting characterized by
selection in favor of smaller particles, which are higher in rapidly fermentable
carbohydrates, and against longer forage particles, which are higher in fiber (Leonardi
and Armentano, 2003; DeVries et al., 2007), calves sorted in favor of hay prior to
weaning in Chapter 3 and 4. In Chapter 3, the degree of sorting in favor of hay mirrored
selection of hay relative to concentrate by calves offered those feed types separately.
When mixed rations differing in forage particle size were provided in Chapter 4, calves
sorted in favor of hay when the hay was coarsely chopped and physically effective, but
not when the hay was finely ground. Selection and sorting in favor of hay prior to
weaning in these studies suggests that calves are motivated to obtain a minimum level
of physically-effective forage in their diet. Provision of hay prior to weaning has been
found to reduce non-nutritive oral behaviour in calves (Haley et al., 1998; Phillips, 2004;
Castells et al., 2012), suggesting that it satisfies a foraging need. Hay intake also
improves rumen environment, resulting in increased rumen pH (Khan et al., 2011a) and
rumination time (Castells et al., 2012). Further, Montoro et al. (2013) reported that calves
offered the ration containing coarsely-chopped hay in Chapter 4 had improved nutrient
digestibility and spent less time performing non-nutritive oral behaviour compared to
calves offered the rations containing forage that was finely ground. This evidence of
positive effects of physically-effective forage on rumen environment suggests that
selection in favor of hay in the Chapter 3 and 4 may have been motivated by postingestive feedback. In support of this, there is evidence that adult cattle increase sorting
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in favor of long forage particles to attenuate low rumen pH (DeVries et al., 2008)
suggesting that feed sorting may be responsive, to some degree, to post-ingestive
feedback.
Patterns of feed sorting changed after weaning, with calves shifting selection in
favor of concentrate and against hay in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. Thus, sorting patterns of
young calves were highly adaptable in response to changing nutrient requirements once
milk was removed, shifting from a general preference for increased consumption of
physically-effective hay prior to weaning (Chapter 3 and 4) to selection in favor of higherenergy concentrate after weaning. The pattern of sorting in favor of small concentrate
particles, which are high in rapidly fermentable carbohydrates, is similar to patterns of
sorting observed in heifers (Greter et al., 2010a) and adult cattle (Leonardi and
Armentano, 2003; DeVries et al., 2007). This pattern of feed sorting in adult cattle is
usually attributed to palatability factors, as cattle favor sweet flavors (Nombekela et al.,
1994) and the smaller ration particles are highest in sugar and starch. In addition, it is
thought that adult cattle may sort against long particles due to limitations they impose on
rate of intake, as cattle consume feeds that are fibrous and dry, such as hay, more
slowly than pelleted concentrate feeds (Campling and Morgan, 1981). This commonly
observed pattern of feed sorting is detrimental for the cow, as it results in overconsumption of rapidly fermentable carbohydrates and may cause reduced rumen pH
(DeVries et al., 2008). Thus, typical patterns of feed sorting appear to be largely
ungoverned by dietary learning. However, there is some evidence that cattle may be
capable of partially associating post-ingestive feedback with patterns of feed sorting, as
there is evidence that cattle will increase sorting in favor of long particles in response low
rumen pH (DeVries et al., 2008),
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It is not clear to what extent patterns of feed sorting by calves observed in the
present study were informed by dietary learning. Changes in sorting patterns observed
in calves in the present study suggest that patterns of feed sorting may have been
influenced by changing nutrient requirements, rather than simply innate preferences for
sensory properties of feed. As milk is removed at weaning, calves increase their reliance
on solid feed for energy (Drackley, 2008), possibly explaining the increasing selection in
favor of the higher-energy concentrate compared to hay. This change in pattern of feed
sorting may have resulted from dietary learning, with calves associating positive postingestive feedback with the concentrate. However, it is possible that sorting was
influenced by sensory properties of feed in the absence of immediate post-ingestive
feedback with preference for the concentrate, which is sweeter in flavor, increasing in
the absence of milk. If changes in sorting over time were driven by changing nutrient
requirements, it follows that milk feeding level may also influence the pattern of feed
sorting prior to weaning. Intake of concentrate is influenced by milk feeding level, with
calves consuming greater quantities of solid feed when less milk is offered (Appleby et
al., 2001; Jasper and Weary, 2002). In Chapters 2 – 4, calves were provided milk at a
rate of 8 L/d. When milk feeding level is restricted to conventional feeding rates (e.g. 4 5 L/d; Jasper and Weary, 2002), it is possible that calves would compensate for
restricted milk access by increasing selection in favor of the higher-energy concentrate
particles to increase total energy intake.
As hypothesized, pre-weaning feed factors influenced the performance of feed
sorting after weaning. However, the influence of pre-weaning experiences appears to
extend only to the degree of feed sorting, rather than the pattern of sorting after
weaning. Specifically, there was no effect of pre-weaning environment, such as feed
exposure (Chapter 2), on persistent patterns of sorting, as the patterns of feed sorting
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which eventually emerged were similar at the conclusion of all studies. Rather, preweaning environment, such as feed presentation (Chapter 3) and ration forage particle
size (Chapter 4), influenced the emergence of feed sorting early in life and had
persistent effects on degree of feed sorting post-weaning. These results suggest that
learning and post-weaning persistence of feed sorting depend on the opportunity to
exercise this behaviour early in life. Feed sorting emerged when calves were first
provided a diet that they were both physically capable of sorting (i.e. a mixed diet vs.
components) and motivated to sort (i.e. a diet that differed in composition from the ratio
of feed components they prefer). First, it is not surprising that the dry mixed diets
provided in Chapter 2, 3, and 4 were easily physically separated and sorted by calves,
as sorting in adult cattle is greater when diets are dry (>80% DM; Leonardi et al., 2005),
contain a greater proportion of dry hay (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003), and contain
longer forage particles (Leonardi and Armentano, 2003). Second, it may not be
surprising that calves were motivated to sort the rations provided in Chapters 3 and 4,
when their changing nutrient requirements were not reflected in the static ration
composition. This problem, however, may not be alleviated through changes over time in
nutrient composition of the ration, as nutrient requirements and preferences vary for
individual calves and ration formulation reflects only average needs (Atwood et al.,
2001). Further, time spent consuming hay relative to concentrate varied over the day
when these feed types were offered separately (Chapter 3), suggesting that calves might
sort within the day, even if the ration composition is ideal.
Differences in the extent of feed sorting persisted for the duration of the studies
presented in Chapter 3 (5 weeks after calves were exposed to different feed
presentations), and Chapter 4 (3 weeks after calves were exposed to rations differing in
forage particle size). In Chapter 3, calves provided hay and concentrate separately
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never began sorting and, in Chapter 4, calves offered a ration containing 90 %
concentrate and 10 % chopped hay did not sort after weaning. Further, in Chapter 3,
differences in extent of sorting persisted through a transition to a forage-based TMR
consisting of entirely novel ingredients. The consistency with which patterns of feed
sorting (or lack of feed sorting) persisted upon transition to this novel ration suggests
that, regardless of factors motivating the emergence of feed sorting, the habit may
persist once acquired. Above, it was speculated that feed sorting patterns exhibited early
in life, with calves sorting in favor of hay prior to weaning and in favor of concentrate
post-weaning (Chapter 3), may have been influenced by changing nutrient requirements.
In contrast, upon transition to a novel TMR, it would have been more difficult for calves
to modify feed sorting behaviour in response to nutrient requirements or dietary learning,
as the association between sensory properties of feed and post-ingestive feedback is
complicated by provision of multiple feeds (Duncan and Young, 2002). Whereas the
mixed diet offered earlier in life offered only two distinct feeds that differed substantially
in nutrient content and sensory properties, the novel TMR contained 4 ingredients which
would have been more difficult to discriminate. Thus, it is unlikely that calves would be
able to associate sensory characteristics of individual ration components in the TMR with
their respective post-ingestive feedback. Further, time is required for dietary learning,
especially in cases where the task is complicated by access to multiple feed types
(Forbes, 2007), but sorting of the TMR was observed immediately after transition. Thus,
persistent differences in feed sorting resulting from prior experience may depend on
previously acquired motor skills or habits rather than current feedback from performance
of the behaviour. It could be speculated that the early opportunity to sort feed shaped the
development of feeding motor skills, similar to the effect of plant type exposure on
feeding motor skills exhibited later in life in lambs (Flores et al., 1989).
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In summary, the results of Chapters 2 – 4 indicate that the extent of feed sorting
may be influenced by early opportunities to sort feed, with calves sorting to a greater
extent post-weaning when provided the opportunity to exercise this behaviour earlier in
life. In contrast, the pattern of feed sorting was not influenced by previous experience,
suggesting that selection patterns may depend to a greater extent on innate preferences
or post-ingestive feedback.
8.1.2 Expression and Development of Feeding Patterns
The final three objectives of this thesis addressed how feeding patterns are
influenced by feed and management factors, including milk feeding level, pre-weaning
feed presentation, and competition for access to feed. Milk feeding patterns prior to
weaning were greatly influenced by access to milk, which was varied through milk
feeding level in Chapter 5 and reduced teat access in Chapter 7. Milk meal frequency
was greater when calves had access to more milk, as restricted-fed calves were limited
to two meals per day (Chapter 5). Milk meal frequency was also influenced by availability
of teats, with calves provided with fewer teats having fewer milk meals early in the milk
feeding stage and compensating with more milk meals later in the milk feeding stage
(Chapter 7). Meal duration was not consistently affected by milk or teat availability, with
no effect of milk feeding level on sucking time per meal (Chapter 5) and no effect of
competition on meal duration (Chapter 7).
Variation in access to solid feed, resulting from method of feed presentation
(Chapter 6) or reduced feed buckets for pair-housed calves (Chapter 7) influenced solid
feed feeding patterns prior to weaning. Offering feed types separately reduced feeding
time in the week prior to weaning, without affecting intake, and reduced feeding time and
increased rate of intake in the week after weaning (Chapter 6). Providing pair-housed
calves with a single feed bucket, rather than two feed buckets, reduced feeding time and
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increased rate of intake in the week prior to weaning (Chapter 7). As expected, solid
feed intake and meal patterns prior to weaning were greatly influenced by milk feeding
level (Chapter 5). Calves provided less milk consuming more solid feed in more
frequent, longer meals, in agreement with previous findings (Jensen, 2006; Borderas et
al., 2009). Similarly, differences in solid feed intake patterns in Chapter 7 are likely a
result of differences in milk intake over time, as calves fed competitively increased milk
intake in later weeks. Diurnal patterns of solid feed intake were also influenced by milk
intake, with peaks in solid feed consumption corresponding to peak milk feeding times
(Chapter 5). Generally, these results suggest that patterns of consuming solid feed prior
to weaning are heavily dependent on milk intake patterns.
Contrary to the hypothesis of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, differences in feeding
patterns resulting from early feed factors did not persist once calves were managed
similarly after weaning. In Chapter 5, there were short-term differences in feeding
patterns observed only in the week after weaning: calves raised with restricted milk
access had initially larger solid feed meals, driven by greater rates of intake. These
calves also exhibited slightly different diurnal feeding patterns, with fewer within-meal
pauses at the peak feeding time when feed was delivered. As discussed in Chapter 5,
these differences may be attributed to greater pre-weaning experience with solid feed
and, consequently, superior feeding motor skills (Phillips, 2004; Arnold and Maller,
1977). Alternatively, greater rates of intake and more continuous feeding at time of feed
delivery may be attributed to greater feeding motivation (Nielsen, 1999), possibly arising
from experience with restricted milk access and expectation that the feed source may be
limited. In Chapter 6, no differences in feeding patterns resulting from exposure to
different feed presentations were apparent once all calves were transitioned to the mixed
ration. These results suggest that previous experience with different feed factors, such
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as differing milk feeding levels and feed presentation, may influence feeding behaviour
immediately post-weaning, but has little influence on the development of persistent
feeding patterns. In contrast to the results of Chapter 6, Greter et al. (2010b)
demonstrated that feed presentation may have a persistent effect on diurnal feeding
patterns of group-housed heifers, with those heifers previously exposed to separate
ration components displacing each other more frequently and spending more time
feeding at time of feed delivery. It was speculated in Chapter 6 that the effect of previous
experience on subsequent feeding patterns reported by Greter et al. (2010b) was
mediated by the persistence of competitive behaviour within the pen, which was not
present for calves in Chapter 6.
In agreement with the hypothesis of Chapter 7, competition for access to milk in
pair-housed calves influenced the development and post-weaning persistence of feeding
behaviour patterns. Reduced teat access resulted in reduced meal synchrony and
increased displacements at the teat, and calves adapted to reduced teat access by
increasing milk meal frequency over the course of the milk-feeding stage. Although body
weight at weaning was similar between calves raised with different levels of competition,
suggesting that restricting teat access had no long-term effect on performance, there are
potential welfare consequences of competitive feeding. For example, restricting teat
access resulted in reduced milk intake in the first days of life, which may have longer
term health implications (Rabeyrin et al., 2013). Further, the persistence over time of
synchronized feeding in competitively-fed calves, despite the frequency of
displacements at the teat, suggests that calves may be motivated to feed in synchrony
and that the feeding strategy was thwarting this preferred activity.
Post-weaning, calves raised competitively continued to displace each other more
frequently and consumed their feed in more frequent meals at a greater rate of intake.
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The persistence of greater competitive behavior after weaning has potential to impact
the longer-term welfare of calves, as competition may encourage the persistence of
feeding patterns that are detrimental for rumen health. In adult cows and heifers, greater
competition in the environment through reducing available feeding stations or bunk
space results in greater rates of intake (Hosseinkhani et al., 2008; Proudfoot et al., 2009;
Harb et al., 1985; DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009) and fewer meals (Hosseinkhani et
al., 2008; DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2009). Feeding patterns characterized by high
rate of intake and large, infrequent meals may lead to larger postprandial drops in rumen
pH, increasing the risk of development of subacute ruminal acidosis (SARA) (Krause
and Oetzel, 2006). Reduced feeding time also results in decreased secretion of saliva,
which acts as a buffer in the rumen (Beauchemin et al., 2008). In addition, increased
competitive behavior for access to feed in a group of calves may result in greater within
pen variability in feed access and weight gain (Greter et al., 2010), negatively impacting
the performance and welfare of smaller, less dominant calves. Thus, feeding strategies
which encourage the development of persistent competitive behavior may negatively
impact calf welfare.

In summary, these results suggest that, whereas feed factors

alone may have minimal effect on the persistence of feeding patterns when calves are
housed individually (Chapter 5 and 6), the interaction of feed factors with a social
environment may result in persistent differences in feeding patterns, mediated by
differences in competitive behaviour (Chapter 7). Thus, in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, the
initiation of meals after weaning was influenced by factors in the immediate environment
to a greater extent than learning in response to prior experiences. However, the results
of Chapter 7 indicate that, when calves are housed socially, competitive behaviour
acquired in response to management factors early in life may persist and, thus, have
persistent influences on feeding patterns after weaning.
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8.2 Limitations and Future Research
The results of the studies included in this thesis provide evidence that the
expression of feed sorting depends on early experience, and that competitive behaviour
established prior to weaning may have persistent effects on post-weaning feeding
behaviour. However, these results must be interpreted and generalized to various dairy
calf production systems, and from male to female calves, with some caution. Further,
these studies raise additional questions which should be addressed in future work.
In Chapter 2, concern was raised by journal reviewers over the limited number of
calves included in the study. Consequently, the lack of difference in later weeks of this
study should be interpreted with caution, due to the possibility of Type II errors. The
sample size tested in Chapter 2 was sufficient to detect differences of 20%, based on
measures of variability in growth, DMI, and sorting obtained from previous studies. In
subsequent studies, greater numbers of calves were included and significant differences
were apparent post-weaning (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) and feeding patterns (Chapter
7). However, the degree of individual variability evident in performance of feed sorting
(depicted graphically in Chapter 4) and feeding patterns suggest that further research
with larger numbers of calves would be beneficial in detecting more subtle differences in
behaviour. Measures of variability obtained in the present experiments should be used in
sample size calculations in future work.
The results of Chapter 3 and 4 can be generalized to suggest that extent of feed
sorting after weaning depends on opportunity to exercise this behaviour prior to
weaning. However, further research is necessary to evaluate whether this finding is
consistent and can be extrapolated to different feeding systems. It would be valuable to
directly assess whether opportunity to exercise sorting behaviour early in life is a primary
factor influencing the emergence of sorting and, consequently, the post-weaning extent
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of sorting. This could be assessed through provision of mixed rations identical in
ingredient composition but differing in sorting ease, for example, through addition of
water (Leonardi et al., 2005a) or a sticky feed additive (DeVries and Gill, 2012). Further,
the potential to generalize the effect of pre-weaning feed factors on post-weaning feed
sorting should be evaluated through studies with different feed types. For example,
forage intake depends on the variety provided (Castells et al., 2012) and calves differ in
preference for a variety of dietary protein and energy sources (Miller-Cushon et al.,
2014), suggesting that ration ingredients may influence the emergence or pattern of feed
sorting.
A relationship between feed sorting behaviour and rumen environment is evident
in adult cattle (DeVries et al., 2008), suggesting that there are negative consequences of
certain sorting patterns. In the present studies, differences in patterns of feed sorting in
Chapter 3 and 4 did not translate to differences in total nutrient intake, likely due to the
extent of variability in total intake, or weight gain. Consequently, the biological
significance and welfare implications of observed differences in feed sorting is unclear.
Differences in feed sorting may only become biologically significant when they
correspond to differences in total nutrient intake, which is more likely to occur when
calves are sorting nutrients or particle size fractions that contribute substantially to the
ration (e.g. NDF and NFC; Chapter 3 and 4). However, it is possible that small
differences in feed sorting may impact rumen health in ways not measured in the
present studies. Thus, the biological significance of differences in feed sorting patterns
would be clarified through assessing rumen health. For example, Greter et al. (2010a)
reported that increased selection against forage did not affect growth of heifers, but was
associated with looser stools, which indicates reduced rumen pH (Krause and Oetzel,
2006). Future research should clarify the biological significance of feed sorting patterns
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through addressing the short-term effects of feed sorting on rumen environment, as well
as the long-term effects of persistent patterns of feed sorting on rumen development.
Further work linking physiological and metabolic measures with feed sorting
patterns may also shed light on what factors drive feed sorting in calves. As discussed in
Chapter 3, it may be speculated that changes in feed sorting reflected increasing energy
requirements, but the functional consequences of feed sorting in young calves are
unclear. For example, it is unclear whether feed sorting is driven by sensory properties
of feed (e.g. an innate preference for sweet flavor) or by association of particular feeds
with post-ingestive feedback. It was speculated in Chapter 3 that sorting in favor of hay
prior to weaning may have positive effects on rumen environment, and that calves may
be motivated to consume a minimum amount of physically-effective fiber. This concept
could be further tested through measurements of rumen health (rumen pH, feed
digestibility), or artificial manipulation of rumen pH, alongside feed sorting of mixed diets
varying in ratio of concentrate to hay. Further, the extent to which feed sorting is
influenced by dietary learning could be assessed through providing an opportunity for
calves to associate individual feed components with respective post-ingestive feedback.
As discussed above, it is not clear to what extent calves are able to associate patterns of
feed sorting with post-ingestive consequences when they are consuming a mixed ration.
Provision of ration components individually in different time periods prior to transition to a
novel ration would allow the calves to learn about individual feed types more easily
(Forbes, 2007). Exposure to individual feed components may be especially important for
dietary learning in young calves that are consuming only small amounts of feed, as
dietary learning is dependent on sufficient exposure to different feed types.
In investigating the development of feeding patterns, it was generally concluded
that early management factors had little influence on the post-weaning feeding patterns
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of calves housed individually. However, post-weaning differences in feeding patterns
may be mediated by differences in social behaviour arising in response to different preweaning environments. Consequently, the effect of milk feeding level and feed
presentation on development of feeding patterns observed in Chapters 5 and 6,
respectively, should be applied to group-housing scenarios with caution. It is
hypothesized that short-term post-weaning differences in feeding patterns resulting from
milk feeding level, as observed initially after weaning in Chapter 5, would be more
pronounced and persistent when calves are provided a restricted amount of milk in a
social environment. As noted by Greter et al. (2008b), differences in feed presentation
may result in increased competitive behaviour in group-housed animals, especially if
calves are highly motivated to access concentrate. Further research is encouraged to
assess the role of milk feeding level and feed presentation on development of feeding
patterns in group-housed calves. Similarly, the results of Chapter 7 should be applied to
other group-housing scenarios with caution, as the present results may not apply to
larger, more competitive groups of calves (e.g. groups of 10-15 calves housed with
computer-controlled milk feeders with access to only one or two teats; Jensen and Holm,
2003; Weber and Wechsler, 2001). It is possible that the ability of calves to compensate
for reduced teat access may be impaired as the ratio of calves to available teats
increases.
In interpreting the results concerning feeding patterns in Chapters 5 and 6, it is
important to note that, although calves were housed individually, social facilitation may
have influenced feeding patterns. Calves in these studies were assigned alternately to
treatment, such that adjacent pens were exposed to opposite treatments. Reassuringly,
this design ensures that any observed treatment effects are substantial enough to be
detected despite effects of social facilitation. However, it also creates a somewhat
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unrealistic situation and results in the potential for subtle feeding pattern differences to
be lost in the “noise” of social facilitated feeding. Given the apparent lack of substantial
post-weaning differences in Chapters 5 and 6, it is worth considering the limitations of
this design. Meal initiation was likely socially facilitated by minor visual cues (calves had
small access windows at the backs of pens) as well as auditory cues from the
neighbouring calf. In assessing feeding patterns of ad libitum calves, a peak in milk
feeding time is evident at the time when calves fed restricted amounts of milk received
their afternoon meal (Chapter 5), suggesting that feeding of ad libitum-fed calves at this
time was either socially facilitated by neighbouring calves or subject to the external cue
of the arriving farm staff. The similar diurnal feeding patterns between treatments
observed in Chapter 6 indicate that feeding patterns were similarly influenced by
external cues to a greater extent than previous experience. The possible effects of social
facilitation on feeding patterns could be ideally circumvented in a larger scale study with
the farm, or isolated subsections of a farm, as the experimental unit. Although laborintensive and subject to more variability in management practices, a study of that nature
would provide an indication of how feeding patterns are influenced by management
factors, in a more representative environment.
An unanswered question raised by the results of Chapters 3, 4, and 7 is the
longevity of differences in feeding behaviour observed after weaning. In Chapter 3 and
4, it is not clear whether feed factors prevented or merely delayed the emergence of
feed sorting. It is possible that calves would begin sorting as they are transitioned to
different diets throughout their life. In Chapter 7, differences in competitive behaviour
persisted through a competitive feeding challenge and were apparent at 6 weeks after
weaning, but it is similarly unclear how long these differences would persist. Dairy cattle
commonly undergo several critical transitions which may disrupt feeding behaviour
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patterns, such as mixing with older animals after weaning (O’Driscoll et al., 2006), and
are exposed to novel feeding systems as they enter the lactating herd. Thus, further
research is necessary to establish the longevity of differences in feed sorting and
competitive behaviour resulting from early experience, as well as the persistence of feed
sorting through ration changes. It is possible that the time frame of experience may
influence the longevity of behavioural differences. There is previous evidence that
experiences occurring at critical time points early in life, such as around the time of
weaning, have a greater influence on later feed preferences and motor skills than similar
experiences occurring later in life (Flores et al., 1989; Nolte and Provenza, 1991). If
differences in feed sorting in the present studies arose due to different degrees of
experience exercising feeding motor skills, as suggested above, it is possible that this
experience is more influential on longer-term behaviour when it occurs earlier rather than
later in life. Consequently, further research is also encouraged to investigate how the
time period of exposure to different feed factors, particularly feed presentation, affects
the development of feed sorting.

8.3 Conclusions
In conclusion, the results of this thesis provide knowledge of the development of
feed sorting and feeding patterns in dairy calves. Specifically, these studies examined
the effects of management factors commonly arising on-farm on the expression of feed
sorting and feeding patterns, as well as the potential for early experience to influence the
persistence of behaviour patterns. In general, these results suggest that early
opportunities to exercise feed sorting increases the likelihood of animals sorting their
feed later in life. In addition, these results suggest that the interaction of feed factors and
social environment early in life may result in post-weaning differences in feeding patterns
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mediated by differences in competitive behaviour. Future research should investigate the
extent to which the present results may apply to calves raised in management systems
which differ in feeding practices and housing systems. Further, additional research is
required to understand the health and performance consequences of persistent feed
sorting and feeding behaviour patterns in growing calves, as well as the longevity of
differences in feeding behaviour arising from early experience.
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1: Validation of Methodology for Characterization of Feeding Behaviour
in Dairy Calves
Characterization of feeding patterns of dairy calves is of importance in many
nutrition and management studies. Differences in feeding patterns of calves can be an
indicator of disease onset (Svensson and Jensen, 2007), feeding motivation (de Paula
Vieira et al., 2008), competition in a social environment (Jensen and Budde, 2006), and
freedom to perform natural meal patterns (Jensen, 2009). Thus, feeding patterns are an
important behavioural measure in many nutrition and management studies.
Feeding behaviour may be measured through a variety of methods including live
observation, observation from video, and automated measurement devices. Although
automated measurements are becoming more common, they often require that animals
be housed in groups (e.g. automatic milk-feeding systems; Svensson and Liberg, 2006).
In cases where calves are housed individually or in small groups, direct observation (live
or from video) is often the only method of assessing feeding behaviour. Live observation
is a viable option when it is only necessary to monitor behaviour for a short period of
time (e.g. for a period of time after feeding; Rushen and de Passille, 1995). However,
live observation is often not feasible for the longer periods of time required to
characterize the diurnal feeding patterns exhibited by cattle. Thus, video recordings are
commonly used for reviewing feeding behaviour throughout the day.
Instantaneous recording is a method of time sampling employed to collect more
data than would be possible with continuous recording in a reasonable amount of time.
With this method, an instantaneous scan is performed at a set interval of time and a
record is made of whether or not the behaviour is occurring (Martin and Bateson, 2007).
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Instantaneous recording is common in studies focusing on feeding behaviour of dairy
cattle. A disparity in viewpoints on appropriate recording intervals for determination of
behaviour calves is evident in the literature; frequently utilized intervals range from a
minute or less (Jensen and Budde, 2006; de Paula Vieira et al., 2008) to 10 minutes
(Gibb et al., 2000; Chua et al., 2002; Haley et al., 2005).
Validation of instantaneous recording is necessary to ensure accuracy of data.
For example, 10 min recording intervals have been found to provide sufficient accuracy
for the determination of feeding time in lactating cows (Endres et al., 2005) and grouphoused dairy heifers (Kitts et al., 2011). Instantaneous recording is most accurate when
the interval is short relative to the duration of the observed behaviour (Mitlohner et al.,
2001; Martin and Bateson, 2007); thus, calf feeding time may not be represented well by
the same recording intervals used for adult cattle since calf meals may be shorter in
duration than adult cattle meals. Despite the frequent use of instantaneous recording in
the characterization of calf solid feed or milk intake time, there is a paucity of data
offering validation of this time sampling method for assessing feeding behaviour of
calves. Further, instantaneous recording over a period of time is often used to provide a
single value, based on the number of positive scans (e.g. total daily feeding time, Kitts et
al., 2011). However, with an appropriately short time sampling interval, the accuracy of
the data collected should be sufficient to characterize diurnal feeding behaviour,
including meal frequency and meal duration, in addition to total daily feeding time.
Therefore, a validation study was undertaken to compare calf feeding behaviour
data obtained from continuous recording with data obtained from a variety of
instantaneous recording intervals. The hypothesis was that a small range of appropriate
intervals would be apparent, depending on the feeding behaviour measure of interest,
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enabling the collection of sufficiently accurate calf feeding behaviour data with minimized
labor.
For this study, 20 Holstein bull calves were housed within individual pens (1.2 ×
1.8 m; width × depth) at the University of Guelph Kemptville Campus Dairy Education
and Research Centre (Kemptville, ON, Canada) and were managed according to the
standard operating procedures of this research station, in accordance with guidelines set
by the Canadian Council on Animal Care (2009). As part of another study, calves were
randomly assigned to different milk feeding levels: 1) ad libitum milk feeding, or 2)
restricted milk feeding, at a rate of 5 L/d. Calves were fed 22% crude protein and 18%
fat Shur-Gain High Performance Milk Replacer (Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON,
Canada), mixed as indicated at a rate of 150 g/L of water. Milk was provided via an
artificial teat attached to a line fitted to a one-way valve, running from a milk bucket
situated on the outside of the pen. For calves fed ad libitum, fresh milk replacer was
delivered at 0800 h, with the amount replenished at 1600 h as required to ensure
unrestricted intake. Calves on the restricted milk feeding level received their daily
allotment in two feedings at 0800 h and 1600 h. Calves were weaned off milk during
week 7. On the first day of week 8, a complete pelleted diet (Shur-Gain High Fiber 20%
Heifer Ration, Nutreco Canada Inc., Guelph, ON, Canada) was offered ad libitum.
Calves remained on the study, receiving the pelleted diet, for an additional 7 weeks.
The behaviour of all calves was recorded continuously throughout the study
using 8 color video cameras (Panasonic Day/Night Camera, model no. WV-CP504;
Osaka, Japan) fitted with an F0.95/2.8 to 8 mm lens (Fujinon CCTV lens; Tokyo, Japan).
Cameras were connected to a digital video recorder (Panasonic Digital Disk Recorder,
model no. WJ-HD616K; Osaka, Japan) set to record at 15 ips. Cameras were positioned
above the pens such that each individual pen was fully visible from one of the cameras
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(placed approximately 2 m in front of the pens and 4 m from the pen floor). Four red
lights (100 W) were spaced evenly between cameras and placed on a timer to provide
enough light to record during nighttime hours.
Calves were observed for a period of time during milk-feeding as well as after
weaning, once they were consuming only solid feed. During the milk-feeding time period,
a subset of 10 calves (only calves fed milk ad libitum) were observed continuously from
recorded video for 3 d during wk 6 (the week prior to weaning). The start and end of all
occurrences of milk feeding were recorded; this behaviour was defined as taking place
when a calf’s mouth was closed on the teat. After weaning, a subset of 10 calves (evenly
divided between calves that had been assigned to the restricted milk feeding level and
calves that had been assigned to the ad libitum milk feeding level) were observed
continuously from recorded video for 3 d during wk 14 (7 wks after weaning). The start
and end of all occurrences of feeding were recorded, with feeding defined as a calf’s
head lowered in the feed bucket.
Feeding start and end times obtained from continuous recording from video was
used to extrapolate data that would have been obtained from the same time period using
instantaneous recording at the following intervals: 15 s, 30 s, 1 min, 2 min, 3 min, 4 min,
5 min, 6 min, and 10 min. To assess diurnal behaviour from data obtained using
instantaneous recording, each positive scan in the data set was assigned a block of time
equivalent to the sampling interval to approximate behaviour throughout the day.
Comparisons of data obtained from continuous recording and instantaneous recording at
different intervals were performed for individual calves by chi-square 2x2 contingency
tables (feeding or not feeding for each second of the day, as determined from
continuous video and as estimated by different instantaneous recording intervals) using
SAS (SAS Institute, 2008). This data was also used to calculate sensitivity (likelihood
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that moments of feeding identified by continuous recording were also identified by
instantaneous recording), specificity (likelihood that moments not feeding identified by
continuous recording were identified by instantaneous recording), and predictability
(likelihood that moments of feeding recorded by instantaneous recording were also
identified by continuous recording).
For a subset of the recording intervals (15 s, 30 s, 1 min, 2 min, 5 min, and 10
min), meal analysis was performed. Meal criteria were determined from 3 d of data for
individual calves in each time period and for each recording interval using a software
package (MIX 3.1.3; Macdonald and Green, 1988) that fits a mixture of normal
distributions to the distributions of log 10-transformed time intervals between moments of
feeding. As described by DeVries et al. (2003), the meal criterion is determined from
these modeled distributions as the time point at which the distribution curve of inter-meal
intervals intersects the distribution curve of intra-meal intervals. Meal criteria determined
from different recording intervals were compared using the MIXED procedure in SAS
(SAS Institute, 2008).
For those scanning intervals that allowed for the determination of meal criteria,
daily meal frequency for each calf was determined by counting the number of intervals
between visits to the feed pail that exceeded the meal criterion. Daily meal time was
calculated as the sum of all recorded feeding time and all non-feeding time periods
shorter than the meal criterion. Daily feeding time, meal time, and meal frequency data
determined using different instantaneous recording intervals were summarized by calf in
both time periods (averaged across 3 d of observation) and compared with
corresponding values determined from continuous recording using linear regression with
the REG procedure in SAS (SAS Institute, 2008). Tests for whether the slope and
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intercept differed from 1 and 0, respectively, were performed and coefficients of
determination were generated from these regressions.
A visual comparison of feeding times collected from continuous recording and
feeding times as estimated from instantaneous recording at intervals of 30 s 60 s is
presented in Figure 1. A 20-min time period immediately following feed delivery in the
post-weaning period is shown for the calf whose instantaneous recording data had the
strongest relationship with continuous data according to the chi-square test (phi = 0.75
on average across both scanning methods), and the calf whose data had the weakest
relationship (phi = 0.38 on average).
Meal criteria calculated for each time interval in both time periods are reported in
Table 1 (averaged across calves). Data obtained from instantaneous recording at 10 min
intervals did not provide sufficient intra-meal interval frequencies to allow for a model to
be fitted; thus, it was not possible to determine meal information from this data.
Determination of meal criteria from instantaneous recording at intervals of 5 min and less
was possible; however, cumulative data from less than 3 d of observation, as used in
this study, may not provide sufficient information for determination of meal criteria when
recording intervals approaching 5 min are used. Meal criteria were not significantly
different across time periods.
Meal characteristics as determined by a range of instantaneous recording
intervals are reported alongside linear regression results for data collected in the milkfeeding period (Table 2) and in the post-weaning period (Table 3). The linear relationship
between feeding behaviour data obtained through instantaneous and continuous
recording became weaker with less frequent recording. During both time periods,
feeding time was most strongly associated at longer intervals compared to other feeding
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characteristics. Daily feeding time averaged across calves was similar between scanning
intervals, possibly due to a compensatory effect of longer instantaneous recording
intervals. As scanning intervals increase, occurrences of feeding are more likely to be
missed; however, a larger block of feeding time is assigned to a positive scan which may
compensate for missed occurrences of feeding.
Meal time and meal frequency, as obtained through instantaneous recording,
decreased substantially on average with increasing recording interval in both time
periods. While recording at intervals of 1 min captured 89% of milk meals in the milkfeeding period and 94% of solid feed meals in the post-weaning period, increasing the
interval to 2 min resulted in 10% fewer meals reported. Similar inaccuracies in meal time
were also seen with increasing recording interval; 2 min scans only reported 77% of
meal time on average in the milk-feeding period and 69% of meal time on average postweaning.
It was expected that meal frequency be reported less reliably with increasing
recording interval; less frequent instantaneous recording is increasingly likely to miss an
entire bout of feeding. The weak association of meal time data generated at longer
recording intervals with meal time generated by continuous recording may be confusing
given the relatively strong association of feeding time at longer recording intervals;
however, this result may be explained through consideration of behaviour during meal
time. Meal time is the summation of daily feeding bouts, or meals, which contain
moments of feeding interspersed with pauses (e.g. Appleby et al. (2001) described milk
meals as consisting of “sucks” and “gaps”). Behaviour during a meal varies between
calves; some calves feed consistently with only short pauses, while some calves have
only brief occurrences of feeding interspersed with longer pauses (variation between
calves is depicted in Figure 1). When all moments of feeding are captured, it is possible
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through the use of a meal criterion to establish start and end times for all meals and thus
accurately report a total for meal time which includes the time periods within a meal
spent not actually feeding. Missing a brief occurrence of feeding may not greatly reduce
an estimate of total feeding time, but may impact the total of intra-meal time spent not
feeding. This time is a significant portion of meal time; data obtained using continuous
recording in the post-weaning period indicated that an average of only 42% of meal time
was spent feeding. In comparison, data obtained using instantaneous recording at 2 min
intervals showed that an average of 68% of meal time was spent feeding; thus, intrameal intervals were greatly underestimated.
Interestingly, the values for slope generated through linear regression decreased
with increasing scanning interval for both meal time and meal frequency, while values for
intercept increased. This suggests that with less frequent scans there is a greater
tendency to underestimate meal time and meal frequency for those calves with more
meal time and more frequent meals per day. This may not be surprising; calves that
have more frequent meals are likely to have shorter meals, increasing the possibility of
individual meals being entirely missed. Those calves whose meal bouts contain long
non-feeding pauses tend to have greater daily meal time; however, their brief moments
of feeding are more easily missed by scans (illustrated in Figure 1) and it may be more
likely that instantaneous recording underestimates their total meal time.
Selecting which instantaneous recording interval is sufficiently accurate for
collection of feeding data by means of linear regression is somewhat subjective. It is
unclear what coefficient of determination indicates adequately strong linear association.
Values ranging between 0.9 and 1.0 are considered clearly indicative of a strong
relationship (Mitlohner et al., 2001; Endres et al., 2005; Kitts et al., 2011); however,
lower values have also been considered adequate. For example, in other validation
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studies, strong linear association of data sets has been reported with accompanying R 2
values of 0.76 (de Passillé et al., 2010) and 0.77 (Burfeind et al., 2011). To further
evaluate how closely data obtained from instantaneous recording was related to data
obtained from continuous recording, tests for whether slope and intercept of the linear
model differed from 1 and 0, respectively, were considered. For all time intervals where
the coefficient of determination was greater than 0.75, the values generated from linear
regression for slope and intercept did not significantly differ from 1 and 0 (Table 1 and
Table 2). This indicates that data obtained from instantaneous recording at those time
intervals did not greatly over or under-estimate the true values; thus, strong linear
association between instantaneous recording data and continuous data was concurrent
with accuracy of the estimates made by instantaneous recording. However, it should be
noted that a slope and intercept close to 1 and 0 did not consistently occur when the
coefficient of determination was high. For example, milk meal time data obtained using
instantaneous recording at intervals of 1 min and milk feeding time data obtained using
instantaneous recording at intervals of 5 min both had a fairly strong linear association
with corresponding data obtained using continuous recording (R 2 = 0.74 for meal time,
and R2 = 0.76 for feeding time); however, for the meal time data sets, linear regression
yielded slope and intercept values that differed significantly from 1 and 0 (Table 9.2).
Thus, no single aspect of linear regression is necessarily indicative of a valid method of
data collection.
In the present study, data obtained from instantaneous recording for a
particularly behaviour measure was considered to be strongly associated with the
continuous recording data when R2 was greater than 0.8, given that for these R2 values
slope and intercept of the linear model did not differ from 1 and 0. Data sets were
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considered to be fairly well associated if R2 was greater than 0.7 and if slope and
intercept did not differ from 1 and 0.
Thus, in both time periods, meal time data obtained from instantaneous recording
was strongly associated with continuous data (R2 > 0.94) at time sampling intervals of 30
s or less and meal frequency was strongly associated (R 2 > 0.84) with time sampling
intervals of 1 min or less. Less frequent scanning appeared to suffice for the
determination of feeding time; feeding time data obtained from instantaneous recording
at intervals of 2 min was strongly associated with data obtained from continuous
recording in both time periods (R2 > 0.93) and recording at intervals of 5 min provided
data with a fair linear association (R2 > 0.76). Although instantaneous recording at
intervals of 10 min yielded feeding time averages across calves that were similar to
those obtained from continuous recording, linear association was weak at this interval
(R2 = 0.002). Thus, 10 min scans may suffice for the determination of feeding behaviour
in heifers or adult cattle, but should not be used to characterize feeding time in calves.
Sensitivity for a range of recording intervals is depicted graphically in Figure 2.
Values for predictability were similar but slightly lower than sensitivity across sampling
intervals (R2 = 1.0, y = 0.98 x – 0.93). Thus, as sampling interval increased,
instantaneous recording data had increasing likelihood of not indicating a moment of
feeding identified by continuous recording, as well as increasing likelihood of reporting a
moment of feeding not identified by continuous recording. The latter may seem
impossible; however, it is explained by the block of time allotted to a positive scan in
order to assess diurnal behaviour. Especially at increasing sampling intervals, there is a
high likelihood that the block of time allotted to a positive scan may be greater than the
actual amount of time the calf spent feeding (illustrated in Figure 1). In contrast to values
calculated for sensitivity and predictability, specificity was high across sampling intervals
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(ranging from 98.7 % for instantaneous recording at intervals of 15 s to 95.8 for intervals
of 10 min) due to the great percentage of time the calf was not feeding according to both
continuous recording and instantaneous recording.
The values for sensitivity are lower, even for short recording intervals, than
values considered indicative of strong association between data sets in other validation
studies. For example, DeVries et al. (2003) reported a value of sensitivity of 87% and phi
coefficients of correlation ranging from 0.81 to 0.96 in the validation of a feed bunk
attendance monitoring system, and described this as high correlation. In the present
study, average phi coefficients of correlation ranged from 0.78 (15 s interval) to 0.36 (10
min interval), indicating consistently poorer correlation of data at the different recording
intervals than indicated by linear regression performed on feeding behaviour data (Table
2 and 3). The low values for sensitivity as well as phi coefficients of correlation may not
be surprising as this analysis considered the accuracy of the instantaneous recording in
estimating whether or not feeding occurred on a second by second basis, based on time
allotted to a positive scan, whereas the linear regression of feeding time and meal
characteristics considered only the ability of the instantaneous recording to identify the
duration of a meal and the fact that it occurred. Interestingly, despite similar associations
between instantaneous recording data and continuous recording data for daily feeding
time and meal characteristics in both time periods, the sensitivity of instantaneous
recording data was consistently lower post-weaning. This may be explained by
differences in within-meal feeding bouts; milk meals were often observed as consisting
of long bouts of sucking interspersed with only short breaks from the teat, while in
contrast, post-weaning solid feed meals were often observed as consisting of occasional
mouthfuls of feed interspersed with long pauses.
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The ability of instantaneous recording to accurately describe within-meal feeding
bouts is further illustrated in Figure 1. It is clear that feeding bouts characterized by
frequent, short moments of feeding interspersed with short breaks are represented less
well by data collected from instantaneous recording, whereas feeding bouts that contain
longer periods of feeding are represented fairly well. This indicates that time sampling
methods for quantifying behaviour may not be ideal if within-meal feeding behaviour is of
interest; the low phi value of the calf with the weakest correlation indicates that the
scanning methods poorly represented feeding behaviour within his meals. However, for
the purposes of quantifying meal time and meal frequency, this within meal variation in
behaviour may be less of a concern. While 30s and 60s scans may not always represent
within meal patterns well, scans this frequent are relatively unlikely to miss an entire
meal or greatly misjudge start and end times of a meal (as indicated by linear regression
of meal time and meal frequency for these sampling intervals compared to continuous
recording; Table 2 and 3).
In conclusion, instantaneous recording can be used to effectively obtain feeding
behaviour data for dairy calves. While feeding behaviour of adult dairy cattle may be
accurately quantified through the use of instantaneous recording at intervals as great as
10 min, more frequent sampling intervals appear to be necessary to accurately quantify
feeding behaviour of young calves, especially when diurnal feeding behaviour is of
interest. Recommended sampling intervals depend on the feeding behaviour of interest;
feeding time was reported reasonably accurately by instantaneous recording at intervals
between 2 and 5 min, but scans as frequent as 30 s and 1 min appear necessary to
accurately describe meal time and meal frequency, respectively. In general, as meals
become shorter and contain longer intra-meal pauses, shorter time sampling intervals
are necessary to accurately describe meal patterns.
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Table 1. Meal criteria determined from data obtained using different instantaneous recording intervals (mean ± SD). 1

Meal criteria, min

Continuous
observation

Time sampling interval
15s

30s

1 min

2 min

5 min

Milk-feeding2

15.6 ± 9.9

14.7 ± 10.4

15.0 ± 7.2

14.9 ± 10.1

20.6 ± 10.0

20.1 ± 6.7

Post-weaning3

12.3 ± 2.8

11.9 ± 2.9

11.9 ± 3.7

13.4 ± 2.1

15.1 ± 7.8

15.9 ± 6.8

1

Meal criteria were determined for individual calves through analysis of cumulative data from 3 days of observation. Reported values
are averaged across 10 calves in each time period.
2
Calves individually observed for the first 3d of wk 6 of the milk-feeding period.
3
Calves individually observed for the first 3d of wk 14.
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Table 2. Feeding behaviour data and regression analysis from data collected in the milk-feeding period (mean ± SD). 1

Time sampling interval

Continuous
recording

15s

30s

1 min

2 min

5 min

10 min

29 ± 7.2

30 ± 7.2

30 ± 7.6

30 ± 6.8

30 ± 6.7

29 ± 7.3

28 ± 8.4

R2

--

0.98

0.95

0.93

0.90

0.76

0.002

Intercept

--

1.2 ± 1.4

-0.3 ± 2.6

2.9 ± 2.7

4.0 ± 2.6

3.3 ± 5.3

30 ± 12.2*

Slope

--

1.0 ± 0.05

1.0 ± 0.09

0.91 ± 0.09

0.89 ± 0.09

0.90 ± 0.2

-0.06 ± 0.4*

50 ±14.6

48 ± 15.0

44 ± 11.7

40 ± 8.3

37 ± 6.9

31 ± 7.7

--

R2

--

0.98

0.94

0.74

0.42

0.02

--

Intercept

--

-1.8 ± 2.4

5.9 ± 3.6

15.6 ± 5.3*

21.6 ± 6.5*

26.6 ± 9.4 *

--

Slope

--

1.0 ± 0.05

0.78 ± 0.07

0.48 ± 0.1*

0.3 ± 0.1*

0.08 ± 0.18*

--

6.9 ± 2.6

6.8 ± 2.7

6.6 ± 2.7

6.0 ± 2.0

5.4 ± 1.5

4.2 ± 1.4

--

R2

--

0.99

0.93

0.84

0.71

0.18

--

Intercept

--

-0.4 ± 0.3

-0.4 ± 0.7

1.0 ± 0.8

1.9 ± 0.8†

2.6 ± 1.3†

--

Slope

--

1.0 ± 0.04

1.0 ± 0.1

0.8 ± 0.1

0.5 ± 0.1*

0.2 ± 0.2*

--

Item
Feeding time, min/d

Meal time, min/d

Meal frequeny, #/d

1

Regression analysis performed on data summarized by calf (n = 10) over 3 d of observation in wk 6 of the milk-feeding period.
*Intercept values are different from 0 (P < 0.05) and slope values are different from 1 (P < 0.05).
†
Intercept values tend to be different from 0 (P < 0.10) and slope values tend to be different from 1 (P < 0.10).
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Table 3. Feeding behaviour data and regression analysis from data collected in the post-weaning period (mean ± SD). 1

Continuous
recording

Time sampling interval
15s

30s

1 min

2 min

5 min

10 min

82 ± 25.5

84 ± 25.4

84 ± 24.9

84 ± 24.5

86 ± 24.9

84 ± 23.9

87 ± 15.4

R2

--

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.98

0.79

0.002

Intercept

--

2.3 ± 1.1

3.5 ± 1.7

6.3 2.8

7.0 ± 3.7

9.8 ± 6.6

89.3 ± 18.2*

Slope

--

1.0 ± 0.1

0.98 ± 0.02

0.96 ± 0.03

0.96 ± 0.05

0.9 ± 0.08

-0.02 ± 0.2*

194 ± 39.3

185 ± 33.8

172 ± 34.9

156 ± 35.3

139 ± 44.7

101 ± 30.8

--

R2

--

0.94

0.85

0.68

0.60

0.49

Intercept

--

15.1 ± 8.6

15.0 ± 14.2

12.9 ± 18.4

-19.4 ± 18.0

-5.8 ± 15.0

Slope

--

0.86 ± 0.04

0.82 ± 0.07

0.74 ± 0.19

0.9 ± 0.3

0.51 ± 0.19†

15.6 ± 4.2

15.8 ± 4.4

15.4 ± 4.5

13.7 ± 3.1

12.5 ± 3.0

9.6 ± 2.0

R2

--

0.98

0.96

0.95

0.69

0.39

--

Intercept

--

-0.2 ± 0.1

-0.7 ± 1.2

2.7 ± 1.0

3.4 ± 2.2

5.1 ± 2.1*

--

Slope

--

1.0 ± 0.05

1.1 ± 0.07

0.86 ± 0.07

0.59 ± 0.1*

0.3 ± 0.1*

--

Item
Feeding time, min/d

Meal time, min/d

Meals, /d1

1

Regression analysis performed on data summarized by calf (n = 10) over 3 d of observation in week 14 of the post-weaning stage.
*Intercept values are different from 0 (P < 0.05) and slope values are different from 1 (P < 0.05).
†
Intercept values tend to be different from 0 (P < 0.10) and slope values tend to be different from 1 (P < 0.10).
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Calf 2

Calf 8
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Figure 1. Feeding time for 20 min following feed delivery time for 2 calves post-weaning, as collected from continuous recording,
and estimated by instantaneous recording at time intervals of 30 s and 60 s. The two calves illustrate the strongest association (calf
8; phi = 0.80 for 30 s and 0.70 for 60 s) and weakest association (calf 2; phi = 0.46 for 30 s and 0.30 for 60 s) for the comparisons
between continuous recording and instantaneous recording. Vertical dashed lines represent 1 min marks.
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Figure 2. Sensitivity (likelihood that moments of feeding identified by continuous
recording were also identified by instantaneous recording) of data obtained from
instantaneous recording at different intervals for calves consuming milk ad libitum (milkfeeding period), and calves consuming solid feed (14 wks of age, post-weaning). Values
are averaged across 3 d of observation for each of 10 calves.
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